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.But chere are other more complicated possibilities for bird imagery
to be discovered in a closer scrutiny of local beliefs and legends
abo~t birds in the areas where bird images have appeared in
ballads. We know, for example, that the lark is often associated
with dalliance in the fields, and that in some amorous songs the
girlfriend of the "plowboy" (also no accident) is actually described
as a lark rising from the fields. What do we need to know about
the figurative use of other birds?
Structural elements. Of all the possibilities, the most susceptible
\}/ to brief comment is the sequence of three actions, already so
familiar to folklorists. In "Babylon," three sisters encounter a man
who knifes them one at a time while the others sta nd and watchobviously a series of actions more ritualistic than real: why didn't
at least one of them run for help? One could suggest-beyond the
obvious: that there would then be no story-that three murders
make the story more intense, especially when the dramatic progression leads up to the surprise revelation that the murderer is
the victims' brother (rather than revealing it early on, where it
would have created quite a different story of intentional sibling
murder). The so-called Law of Three does more than just saturate
(although that would be a perfectly good function all by itself);
it allows for intensification of a key issue. The sequence of three
allows for even greater intensity when it is used as the vehicle for
suggestive imagery. In one version of ''Sir Hugh,'' for example,
the Jew's daughter offers the little boy three traditionally seductive
gifts: a mellow apple, a finger ring, and a "cherry as red as
blood," in order to entice him in. The association of cherry with
virginity (the boy's, no doubt), strengthened by other images
which are often associated with sexual enticement, not only underscores the seductive nature of the Jew's daughter's role, but makes
more clear that subtle but common suggestion of sexual threat
often encountered in association with interracial or interethnic
conflict. The progression to "blood," as deliberate as it is (enticement- involvement- loss of virginity?) presages what is indeed
in store for Sir Hugh in the ballad story. Similarly, when Lord
Barnard asks his page "My castles burnt? My tenants robbed?
My lady with baby?" in "Little Musgrave," the listener, who,
after all, already knows what is happening in Lord Barnard's
home, hears Barnard equate adultery with other losses and cala-
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mities while ironically naming (in the pregnant third position)
what is actually the case, for in some version s he indeed discovers
by angrily dissecting her that she is pregnant with his child. Can
it be that such delicate consistency of image with sequence and
meaning, such ''fit'' of connotation and structure, is fortuitous?
Buchan insists, rightly, that the formulas and connotative units
in balladry not be abstracted from their contexts. Here, I would
like to suggest a preliminary list of what some of these contexts
may be.
First, the ballad text itself is a poetic context with its own highly
focused constellation of dramatic interaction, dialog, and plot.
It may be, as Broadwood suggested some years ago, that "The
Bold Fisherman" (Laws 0 24) is full of Gnostic elements, but
surely the continued coherent performance of the ballad by singers
who knew nothing about such matters is, as Renwick suggests,
due to the fact that the song has an understandable plot and that
it presents a well-known, and popular, set of metaphors and structural formulas about returned lovers. 5 This larger field of reference, from which the particular ballad gets much of its meaning,
I will mention below as another important contextual set. Here
my point is that within the song itself, the metaphors are much
more in keeping with the manifest story of the ballad than with
any outside system. Introducing Broadwood's Gnostic parallelshowever closely they may have been connected with the ballad's
earliest history-simply leads us away from the performative
meanings of the ballad in live context in favor of textual connections in the now moribund past or in the active mind of the
scholar. Clearly, the performative approach to folklore advocated
by Hymes and Bauman 6 (among others over the past few years)
should not encourage us to denigrate or avoid textual studies, or
the historic-geographic method, or historical analysis; but it does
ask us to look at the dynamic aspects of the folk performance as
part of the m eaning. On e element of ballad performance must
5. R enwick, p . 22, for his reference to Broadwood ' s thes is; " The Bo ld Fisherman"
is discu ssed as che ce ncral feacure of Chapter 1.
6. For example, see Ri chard Bauman , "Verbal Arc as Perfo rm ance," American Anthropologist, 77 (1975): 290-3 11 ; Dell Hymes , "Breakthrough int o Pe rfor m ance," in Folklore:
Commurzlcatlon and Performance, ed. Dan Be n-Am os and K enn ech Goldstein (The Hagu e ,
1975), pp. 1 J-74 . Hym es and Bauman have been among the most persistent and influential
scholars who have shaped current folkloristi c theo ries on performance .
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Besides clarifying how ballads function in their cultural contexts,
whether diachronic or synchronic, tale role analysis may also, by
classifying and defining clearly certain areas, provide pointers for
further contextual exploration. 11
Memorial University of Newfoundland
St. john's

Response to Buchan
Edward D . Ives
Since I've never been heavy into structuralism, I have nothing very
profound to add rn David Buchan's analysis, save that I find it perfectly
logical, convincing, and even sensible. I would, however, like to pick
up on a couple of statements he makes, not so much because I disagree
with them in any fundamental way as because they suggest issues I would
like Lo raise before a literary audience.
irst, there is David's statement that "Folk literature differs considerably from written literature . " That is, of course, true enough. I've
recently re-read-after some forty years-several of John Masefield's
long narrative poems like "Dauber" and "The Everlasting Mercy ."
All I needed was a quiet time and place to sit and read, and I've
arranged my life to allow for as many such occasions as possible. As I
read, I could check back, look ahead for a place to stop, pause where
I liked, and so on. In short, I was completely in control of the context
in which I experienced the work of art. Not so is it with ballads. One
has to be where they are being sung, and then one has to catch them
o n Lhe fly-no chance at all for reflection or checking back. Different
performance contexts alone, then, will account for differing narrative
conventions and differing aesthetics, leading us to the not-so-startling
conclusion that what is called folk poetry cannot be judged by the same
standards that are applied co the poetry of (God save the mark!) high
culture. For example, ballads frequently shift point-of-view-from first10 chird-person and back again-yet I have never heard either a singer
or a member of his audience (the only ones whose aesthetic opinions
are relevanc) fault a ballad for that reason. 1 Masefield could never have
gotten away with it, though.
11. A version of lhe seco nd part of this essay was delivered as a paper, "Tale R oles,
' las:.ili a t ion , and 1he R even ant Ballads ,' ' at the an nual meeting of the Komm iss io n flir
Volksdich1ung- in Dublin, August, 1985.
I . Fo r examples, see my Joe Scolt: T he Woodsman So rzgma ker (C hampa ign, Ill ., 1978),
Pl . 123-124 , 356 , and Twenty-011e Folkso11gs from Prince Edward I sland (Orono, Maine ,
1 63) , pp . 17 - 19.
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Yet I don't want to dwell on the differences here, because, whatever
they may be, they are far less important than the similarities. Both the
ballad and the poem are works of art. Once experienced- the o ne by
being read, the other by being heard-they sit there in the dark at the
back of the mind as small points of radiance, achieving their major
effects in a kind of contemplative afterglow. It is here, som e cimes long
after the experience itself, that such elements as structure and symbol
get their work done . How that happens is probably mauer for the psychologist, but that the reverberations do go on cannoc be que stion ed,
and at this level it matters little whether the experienced work was ballad
heard or poem read. Put it another way: Buchan has shown us how
a particular group of ballads work to help a community order thac most
disorderly and disruptive of human experiences (next, perhaps, to love):
death . Dylan Thomas ' s poems on his father do no more nor less than
that for their community.
But no art is without context (I say that in spite of my Newcritical
young manhood). Every work must be seen as a crystallization at a
critical point in a process that runs along a specific continuum of creation/consumption, and it makes no sense to study the crystallization
without taking into account the processes within which it occurred, but
wherever they occur-within whatever continuum-those crystallizations,
those points of radiance, have unity at a deeper level as affecting presences, expressions of Wallace Stevens' "blessed rage for order. " 2 We
will better come to terms with our humanity by keeping always in
mind that that unity is far more important than any superficial differentiae we may assign to ''folk'' vis-a-vis ''high arc' ' poetry.
Yet while the folklorist and the litterateur study the processes and
products of different continua, they are not so vastly different that I
have ever felt comfortable wich the term " folk poet" to distinguish the
makers of ballads and such from the makers of "thin sheafs" and
sonnet sequences. In the three books I have written on makers of songs, 3
only in the first does the term "folk poet" appear at all , while in the
last, Joe Scott: The Woodsman Songmaker, I co nclude by imagining Scott
and Yeats drinking beer together in Heaven '' in quiet and understanding. " In the terms I am suggesting, Scott's ballads have absolute equivalence with "The Circus Animals' Desertion " or the Crazy Jane poems,
their differences being entirely the products of the differing continua
that serve as their contexts. Yeats used his poetry to work out certain
problems that plagued him all his life-growing old, time and eternity,
life and art, to name a few- and his crystallizations of those problems
have lighted the darkness for thousands. So too with Joe Scott . Hurt
terribly by an unhappy love as a young man , he used his songs to help
him rebuild his shattered world, and, working within the traditions of
2. For some of the ideas here , I am obviou sly indeb ted to Mi chael o~ e n Jones , The
Hand Made Objett and its Maker ( Be rkel ey an d Los Angeles, 1975).
3 . See Larry Corma n. The Man Who Made the Songs ( 1964; rpl. New York , 1977); La wrence Doy le: Tiu .Farmer-Poet of Pri11ce Edwa rd Island (Oro no, Me . , 1971 ); a nd J oe Scou .
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northeastern lumbercamp singing, he created ballads chat others clearly
found spoke co their needs for order in the welter and confusion of
daily life.
Finally, to bring us back at least within shouting distance of the paper
which starred us off, by using a method quite similar to Buchan's, I was
able to show how all Scou's songs on all their varied subjects-violent
death, infidelity, sick and miserable suicide, whatever-were workingsout of one of two themes (or both at once) : Eden, the loss of innocence
and happiness not to be regained this side the grave; and the Primordial
Mother, set out from and ultimately returned to . That the ballads Buchan
was considering are of no known authorship should not obscure the
fa .l that ultimately they were, like Scott's ballads and the poetry of Yeats
and Thomas and Masefield, the artistic products of very individual
poets resolving their own problems. That these resolutions spoke to community problems too and were carried forward on the stream of oral
tradition should be no more surprising than the fact 'that Yeats's poetry
continues to be printed and read. Once again the deep unity of poetic
experience in our culture is suggested. Whether that unity is an expression of some universal human impulse, and whether it extends to all
we call "the arts," are questions that lead us too far from David Buchan's
paper for this occasion. There are limits even to the bodacious, and it is
best I not exceed them further.
Veazie, Maine
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searc h of a meaning. Crews is certainly correct, considermg the. d1fficult1es
presented by the plot, to look toward the "non-literal" for a pomt of cohesion; but I should like to suggest as a complement to allegory, and also
psychology, further and more thorough use than has been made of the
multi-levelled framework of folklore study. 3
The symbols of allegory are non-literal because they ~re not firmly fix~d
to the constellation of meanings that surround them. Smee the symbol m
allegory is free to folJow an esoteric system of as~oci.ation, its images, but
not its meanings, are fluid. In folklore the opposite 1s the c~sc. The types
and motifs of folklore, although they may change through time and from
place to place, are rigidly fixed where they have t~ken shape in tradi~ional,
often formulaic patterns. Although perhaps a literal record or view of
reality at one time, folklore types and motifs, because they tend to be
used for their traditional value, can seem not only "non-literal," but often
non-sensical and sometimes even absurd. Rigid in form and reference ,
that form ~ay have only the most tenuous relevance to the notion of
"meaning" in critical theory.
.
This is to say that when folklore analogues correlate with elements ~f
structure or character in literature we can assume no more than that their
form is such because it is traditionaJ, although we may wish to argue (but
certainly this is another kind of activity) a separate c~nte~porary purpo~e
or function for traditional folkloric elements. Cons1dermg Hawthorne s
own comments to James Fields ten years after "Rappaccini's Daughter"
was publi shed-"Upon my honor, I am not quite sure th~t I entirely
com prehend my own meaning in some of these blasted allegories
'' 4

we may feel l~c~y to be ab~e to assume only the former . But to recognize
only that trad1t1onal matenaJs are used for their value as cultural archetypes is to .cons.ider what , in the final analysis , can be the most powerful
of stru~turmg influences . Where ideological , historical or psychologi cal
pa~ternmg seem to fa)] short of providing a reasonable basis for interpret~tlon.' a more culturally contextuaJ approach may lead in promising
d1rect1ons.
The plot of "Rappaccini's Daughter " is rather simple: a young man
becomes aware of a beautiful and enticing woman in a garden, and is
attracted to her; he intrudes into her world by throwing flowers into
the .garden through a window and speaking to her; he is warned against
havmg anything to do with her; he enters the garden nonetheless , and
narrowly escapes the mysterious lady's toxic effects . His attempt to reve rse
her condition results in her death .
A student of the English ballad might recognize the story, several key
elemen~s , and even subtle connotations (except for the ending) to be very
much like that of the legend of "Sir Hugh, or, The Jew 's Daughter "
(Child Ballad 155): 5

D
A' the boys of merry Linkim
War playing at the ba ,
An up it stands him sweet Sir Hugh ,
The flower amang them a' .
2 He keppit the ba than wi his foot,
And catchd it wi his knee,
And even in at the Jew 's window
He gart the bonny ba flee .

3 . Daniel G . Hoffman has traced folklore motifs in Hawthorne in Form and Fable in
American Fiction (New York , 1961) but presents little that is of u se in .t~is tale . At any
rate, we may wish to move beyond the relatively "popular" and ~ncnt1c~I use of such
general folkl ore categories as the prince who ~ttempt~ to rescue h1.s sleeping beauty or
the good and evil fairy enchanter, these as naively discussed by Richard Harter Fogle,
Hawthorne 's Fiction: The Light and th e Dark (rev. ed .; Norman , Okla., 1964), p. 102 , or
Sid ney P. Moss, "A Readi ng of 'Rappaccini ' s Daughter,'" Studies in Short Fiction 2 (1965):
145-156.
Far better examples of inquiry into Hawthorne's literary use of folklore are Daniel R.
Barnes "The Bosom Serpent : A Legend in American Literature and Culture," Journal
of Ame;1can Folklore 85 (1972): 111-1 22, and Harold Schechter, "The Bosom ~erpent:
Folkl ore and Popular Art ," Georgia Review 39 (1985) : 93-108. Barre Toelken d1scov_ers
th e ke rnel story of " Sir Hugh , or, T he Jew's Daughter," in a modern legend regard1~g
the castration of a young white boy by a group of Indians, or Mexicans, or blacks (m
the three variants he heard) . See The Dynamics of Folklore (Boston , 1979), pp . 176-179.
There is, of course, a larger bociy of scholarship on the ~elati o n~hip ?et"."een folklore
and literature . Highlights in the contextual approach to this re~at10nsh1p mclude Alan
Dundes 's "The Study of Folkl ore in Literature and Culture : ld ent1ficat1on and Interpretation ," J ournal of American Folklo re 78 (1965) : 136- 142 , a nd R oger D . Abrahams 's " Folklo~e
and Literature as Perfo rm a nce,'' Journal of the Folklore In stitute 9 ( 1972): 81-82 . The defimtive reference tool is Steve n Swann Jones, comp ., Folklore and Literature in the U nited States:
An Annotated Bibliography of Studies of Folklore in American Literature ( N ew York, 1984).
4. In a letter d a ted April 13 . See The Centenary Edition of the Works of Nathaniel Hawthorne,
vol. X : Mosses From an Old Manse, ed . William C harvat , et al. (Columbus, 1974), p. 550
n . 15.

5. Francis Jam es Child , .ed ., Th~ English and Scottish Popular Ballads, vol. J (Ne w York,
1957), pp . 2~3-254. ~mencan vanants are scattered in local co ll ections. R eprese n tative
of th,e ~.a!l~d m A~~nca, and ~f the stu~y o~ transmission and variation, is Fait h H ippen steel s
S.1r Hugh. ~he H_oos1er C?o~tnbut10n to the Ballad, " Indiana Folklore 2:2 (1969) :
75-140 . Hippensteel Cites eight vanat1ons , several that can be traced to the easte rn states
or England in the early nin etee nth ce ntury . In many of the Ameri ca n vari<itions thr frar
of J ewish practices is even more ex pli cit than in the C hild variations :
H-6)

' I ca n ' t come in, and I won ' t come in
Without m y playm ates too,
'
For who goes in Jew ' s garden bine,
Will ne 'e r come o ut alive alive
'
Will n e'e r come out alive '.'

H-7)

' I ca n ' t go in , I mustn ' t go in .
For oftti mes this has been said.
When a boy gets into aJew 's garde n ,
He never gets out till he's dead. dead , dead.
H e never gets out till he 's dead. '

or
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3 'Cast out the ba to me, fair maid,
Cast out the ba to me!'
'Ah never a bit of it ,' she says .
'Till ye come up to me.
4 'Come up , sweet Hugh, come up, dear Hugh,
Come up and get the ba' ! '
'I winna come up, I mayna come [up]
Without my bonny boys a '.'
5 ' Come up , sweet Hugh, come up, dear Hugh,
Come up and speak to me! '
' I mayna come up, I winna come up,
Without my bonny boys three.'
6 She's taen her to the Jew's garden,
Where the grass grew lang and green,
She's pu'd an apple reid and white,
To wyle the bonny boy in.
7 She's wyl'd him in thro ae chamber,
She's wyl'd him in thro twa,
She's wyl'd him till her ain chamber,
The flower out owr them a ' .
8 She's laid him on a dressin-board,
Whare she did often dine;
She stack a penknife to his heart,
And dressd him like a swine .
9 She rowd him in a cake of lead,
Bade him lie still and sleep;
She threw him i the Jew's draw-well,
'T was fifty fathom deep .
1O Whan bells was rung, and mass was sung,
An a' man bound to bed,
Every lady got hame her son,
But sweet Sir Hugh was dead .

Child D is representative of the main elements of the ballad in its shorter
version . But variations only slightly different often add interesting details,
such as variant F, where the boy is identified as a scholar,
F

'Twas on a summer's morning
Some scholars were playing at ball,
When out came the Jew's daughter
And leand her back against the wall .

or I, recorded in 1814, where the connection is made between the Jew's
daughter and the vegetative image of the garden:
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It rains, it rains in merry Scotland,
It rains both great and small,
And aJl the children in merry Scotland
Are playing at the ball.
2 They toss the baJJ so high, so high,
They toss the ball so low ,
They toss the baJJ in the Jew's garden ,
Where the Jews are sitting in a row .
3 Then up came one of the Jew ' s daughters ,
Cloathed all in green:
'Come hither, come hither, my pretty Sir Hugh ,
And fetch thy ball again .'
4 'I durst not come, I durst not go ,
Without my play-fellowes all ;
For if my mother should chance to know
She'd cause my blood to fall' . . .
'

or K, taken down ca. 1810, where in addition to the apple, the Jew 's
daughter uses a gold ring and a blood-red cherry to tempt the boy :
K

It hails, it rains, in Merry-Cock land ,
It hails, it rains , both great and small,
And all the little children in Merry-Cock land
They have need to play at ball.
2 They tossd the ball so high ,
They tossd the baJI so low ,
Amongst all the Jew's cattle,
And amongst the Jews below .
3 Out came one of the Jew's daughters,
Dressed aJl in green :
'Come, my sweet SaJuter,
And fetch the ball again . '
4 'I durst not come, I must not come,
Unless all my little playfellows come along :
For if my mother sees me at the gate,
She'll cause my blood to fall .
5 'She showd me an apple as green as grass,
She showd me a gay gold ring '
She showd me a cherry as red as blood ,
And so she en tic' d me in .
6 'She took me in the parlor,
She took me in the kitchen ,
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And th ere I saw my own dear nurse,
A picking of a chicken.
7 'S he laid me down to sleep,
With a Bible at my head and a Testament
at my feet;
.
And if my playfellows come to quere for me ,
Tell them I am asleep.'

Child lists eighteen variations of this widely known ballad which
achieved and maintained considerable popularity in England , Scotland
and America. The ballad, although generally a symptom of centuries
of prej udice and fear of Jewish beliefs and practices throughout England
and Europe, is based largely on the story of Hugh of Lincoln which
appeared in 1255 in the Annals of Waverly , in the Chronica Majora of
Matthew Paris, in the Annals of Burton , and elsewhere. Of stories alleging similar cases of Jewish ritual murder and the slaughter of Jews that
followed, Child cites over 70 examples from England, France , Germany,
Spain, Italy, Switzerland, Greece , Russia , etc . , "which come readily
to hand without much research " in a list covering the twelfth to ninetee nth centuries that barely scratches the surface of this widespread
prej udice . 6
Striking elements of the ballad are the intrusion into a walled garden
often containing a well, many times through a window, by a boy specifically identified-following the annals-as a scholar or schoolboy in some
versions (like the " litel clergeon" in Chaucer's Prioresse 's Tale, likewise
based on this ballad); a strangely passive vampire-seductress-murderess
rich with vegetative connotations, often ''cloathed all in green,' ' who
offers the boy an apple, and often other sexually significant gifts. There
are al so reference s to people as flowers , the statement that the boy has
been warned to stay away from the garden, and references to the Bible
and prayer book.
There is, further, an interesting mingling of detail , normal within
the con text of the ballad form and the nature of ballad variation, that
comes very close at times to the open-ended associations in Hawthorne's
story . The J ew 's daughter, often said to be clothed in green (Child I,
K, J , M , N) , some times is associated with the apple used in the temptation-called ''an apple red and green'' (Child A) , ''baith red and green''
(C hild E), and eve n "an apple as green as grass"! (Child M)-when
she is described as "All dressed in red and green" (Child G) or, as in H,
"All dressed in apple-green." And this fused image-the Jew's daughter
and the appl e-- is merged with a third, that of the garden:
6 . C hild . pp . 240-243 . T he story that Jews a lleged ly cru ci fi ed in 1255 a Lin coln boy
nam ed Hugh a nd a d iscussio n of its relation to the ballad are provided by C hild on pp .
235-2 40 . H ippensteel. p . 83, cit es a n a n a logue dated 1215 that pre-dates the Hugh of
Lin coln in cident.
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She's gane into the Jew 's garden
Where the grass grew Jang and green . .. (Child C J

He~e it is thr?ugh the highly formulaic '' ... and green'' that the ballad
ach1:ves .a umfied image of woman/apple/garden.
L1ke.w1se , the flexible image of the flower achieves some importance .
In vanant D the boy is "the flower amang them a' " and "the flower
out owr them a' . '' This correlation between a person and the flower is
~nderscored in a way sti~l more relevant to "Rappaccini's Daughter "
I~ that among the local titles of American variants has been found the
title "The Fatal Flower Garden , " 7 which perhaps picks up on the reference in Child M:
They tossed it into the Jew 's garden ,
Where the flowers all do blow .

These points of comparison lead in two directions, both of which may
help us better to understand Hawthorne's story. They provide a clear
and ~eeply. ro?te? traditional structure (however that structure may be
expla~ned mtrms1cally) for the plot and many of its central images,
espec1~1ly t?ose that. see?1 at times ambiguous, and they also bring to
the d1scuss1on o~ h1st?ncal and allegorical interpretations of the plot
elem.ents of Jew1s~ history, do~trine, and Jore that may have some
bearmg on the ambiguous resolution of the story.
We may be reasonably certain that Hawthorne knew of "The Jew 's
Dau~hter' ' ~s ':ell as the context of religious doctrines and prejudices
associated with it. The ballad was widespread in Ameri ca, especially in
the eastern states, and so would have been part of that unrecoverabl e
level o.f culture ~that we now call "folklife ") known to all regardJess of
educa.t1on or social class . Hawthorne certainly saw the ballad in written
for1:1 m popular anthologies of antiquities, such as Percy ' s Reliques, whi ch
he is known to have borrowed. 8 And versions of the story appear in the
popular books on social customs and practices in which Hawthorne
was so interested . In William Hone 's Every-Day Book, for instance
(charged. by Hawthorne from the Salem library on September 5, 1835
and agam on February 22 , 1836), there are references to the ballad ' s
motif of Jewish ritual murder in the case of William of Norwi ch (also
a .source for the bal~ad) and descriptions of the persecution of J ews o n
this account. Hone m other places extensively describes persecution of

7. T ristram Coffin , The British Traditional Ballad in N orth America (Aust in , 19 i7). p . 248 .
8. In Volume I, ch.~rged out fro m the Sal.:m Ath enaeum .on January 3, 1826 a nd again
on Aug~st 5 , 1837 , . The Jew. s Daughter fi gures promin ent ly, be in g o ne of the first
ballads m the collect10 n . M a n on L. Kesselrin g, " Hawth orn e 's R eading 18 28- 1850"
Bulletin af .the New York Public L ibrary 53 (1949) , 66, 136 . fn her general disc ~ssion Kess~l
rmg ex plams H awth orne ' s rel ation to Ma ry Manning in their use of the Salem Jibr~ ry .
1
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Context and Loss Ill
Scottish Ballad Tradition

CAROLL. EDWARDS

'J ersity of California,
Angeles, California .

JOHN D . NILES

Hamish Henderson has recently retold the good story of how
one afternoon in the summer of 1953, he first came to the front
door of the small cold-water flat at 21 Causewayend, Aberdeen.
He was looking for a woman named Jeannie Higgins, or (to go by
her maiden name and the name by which she is now remembered)
Jeannie Robertson. The trail that led to Robertson had begun the
preceding summer in the town of Fyvie, Aberdeenshire, where
Henderson was staying while on one of his early collecting expeditions. As Jeannie Robertson's own version of the incident has been
published, 1 there may be some interest in hearing Henderson's
complementary account of what led to his discovery of one of the
world's great folksingers, especially since the discovery led to an
eventual recognition of the part her people, the Scottish Travellers,
play in English-language culture as conveyors of a wealth of oral
lore. 2
HH The discovery of Jeannie in the summer of' 53 was the culmination of all my hopes. I felt in my bones that in the Northeast,
which had given so much balladry to Scotland and the world
in the past, there must be somebody there who not only was
a great tradition-bearer but probably a great personality as
well. I felt this without having any concrete .. . . I mean I'd
I. See Herschel Gower, " J ean nie R obertson: Portrai t of a Traditional Singer," Scottish
Studies 12 ( 1968): 118-119 , and " Analyzing che R ev ival: The Influence of J ean ni e R obe n son," in The Ballad Image: Essays Presented to Bertra11d Harris Bro11so11, ed . J ames Port er (Los
Angeles, 1983), pp . 131-1 34.
2. Interview of July 19 , 1984 (my cape number 84071 9-1 ). The conve rsa tion is li ghtl y
edited . Fieldwork during che summer of 1984 was fund ed pa rtly by a grant from the Am eri can Philosophical Society. Copies of my tapes will be deposi ted in the Archive of ch e School
of Scottish Studies, Edinburgh, a nd in the Folklore Sound Archiv e of ch e University of
Cal ifornia, Berkeley.
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reco rded a number of good singers right enough with [Alan]
Lomax, but nobody on the scale of Jeannie. So I was lucky
thar I eventually got hold of her.
JN How did you do it?
HH It was the fruit of a whole-you know-chains of things coming
together, more or less. The immediate chain of development
was from 1952 from the recording tour that I did in the region
of Echt and Y than side [Aberdeenshire]. On one occasion I
was having lunch in the clubhouse [the community center, with
cheap rooms for rent] in Fyvie, when a lad came and had lunch
chere too. He was a travelling man, a rich travelling man. So
I invited him to come and sit beside me when he came into the
room. And I loved having a crack [a talk] during a meal, you
know? So we were exchanging information. He would ask me
what I was doing, and vice versa, and he was quite interested
when I said I'd been recording singers and songs. So he said,
"Did you ever record in Aberdeen itself?" I said, "Yes, I did,
but not very much." "Well," he said, "there's unknown talent
lurking there in Aberdeen . You should go to the Castlegate
on a marker day and," he says, "the folk there in the Castlegate
will give you all the information you need.''
Thar was in the autumn of 1952, and I couldn't follow it up
immediately because I had so much to do with various people
in the area of Fyvie, [and] also because my money was running
out. But the following year I made that a priority . It always
lodged in my head . "First thing I do when I get to Aberdeen
will be to go to the Castlegate.'' So I did just that. And there in
the Casclegate on a market day were all these various stalls, you
know-mostly travelling people. Travelling people in the technical sense-they were tinkers, you know?
Yes.
JN
HH Anyway, I went from place to place, and when they weren't
too occupied I would talk about songs and all that. Eventually
I began to get a list of people in a notebook in which I began to
make little ticks or crosses beside each new mention of a singer.
So it was JeaTZnie Higgins: I began to get one, two, three, four.
.. . I was talking about this with-oh, Geordie Hutchinson or
whoever. "Oh, you ought to go and hear Jeannie Higgins!"
So I began to think, "Well, Jeannie Higgins-let's give it a
try!" So at that time I was living in a house in Maberly Street
and by great good fortune it wasn't all that far from the address
that I got for Jeannie Higgins, which was Causewayend. So
after having my evening meal I thought, "Well, to hell with it,
I'll see about this Jeannie Higgins . " So off I went from Maberly Street to Causewayend and the wee house of Jeannie's,
no longer there. And I rang the bell, or knocked on the door,
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can't remember which, and there was Jeanni e standing there.
And she'd been cleaning in the house and had thi s son of
turban thing and an apron. Quite clearly she wasn't too keen
on being disturbed. Her attitude was more or less "Go away ,
we've got one, come back next month!'' [Laughter] So I was
arguing sort of frantically against time; I didn 't want the door
to be shut on me . And I began to sing a verse of The Battle of
Harlaw that I'd recorded a day or two before . And this amused
Jeannie, and a slow smile spread over her face. Right away she
in~ited me in and told me that she would sing me the ri ght wax;
of lt. So then she put me down in a chair inside this wee room
-'inher house on Causewayend, fixed me with her big black
eyes, and began singing. And I had a fantastic feeling that was
a sort of Nunc Dimittis feeling, you know ... "Good lord, this
is it!" [Laughter] But my God, she was a wonderful singer. . ..
So I just in a manner of speaking let the tide roll over me. She
gave me a cup of tea and I asked her if I could come back. She
wasn't too keen on my coming back that night, but I went
back that night with a tape recorder and I recorded into the
night. That was the first day I metjeannie Robertson.

Folksong enthusiasts date the modern Scottish folksong revival ]
from that day. This is not to say that Robertson was the first of
Scotland's traditional singers to be recorded on tape or disc. Jam es
Carpenter had made a field collection in the 1930s while doing
research for a Harvard degree. 3 Earlier in the 1950s Alan Lomax,
Seamus Ennis, and Hamish Henderson had recorded little-known
Scottish singers. _R obertson, still, was the first singer to emerge
almost overnight from anonymity among the Scottish folk to become
an international celebrity. Her success was not only due to her
voice. Equally impressive was her seemingly fathomless repertory,
which encompassed both a number of Child ballads-the El Dorado
of ballad hunters, then as in previous decades-and a variety of
other narrative and lyric songs, ranging from Irish Come-All-Ye' s
to Scots dialect songs, with a few American country-western favorites thrown in for good measure. When Hamish Henderson turned
away from Jeannie Robertson's flat at the end of the first of his
many visits, he knew that he had found what he was looking for:
a vigorous singer and an intelligent, articulate woman who , with
3. The Carpen ter collec1io11 , which includes reco rdings from the British Isles and North
Ameri ca, has recently been purchased by th e Archiv e of Folk C ulture of the Library of
Congress.
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no formal musical trammg or literary education, could authoritatively interpret the great Scottish oral tradition of narrative song.
The emergence of Jeannie Robertson into the folksong scene of
the 1950s set into prominence the place of the Scottish tinkers, or
Travellers (as I shall call them)! in British folk culture . Previous
to the 1950s, social barriers had maintained a sharp division between
the"~ ' like Jeannie Robertson, as they were pejoratively called,
and the settled population, including even the best folksong collectors. Since 1953, a considerable body of lore of many kinds has been
collected from the Scottish Travellers, some of it for the sound
archives of the BBC and much of it for the Archives of the School
of Scottish Studies, Edinburgh. Although most of this material
remains unpublished, enough has appeared in print by now to
provide an introduction to the Traveller way of life and repertory. 5
CHILD'S LONG SHADOW

In most if not all of the publications just cited, the influence of
Francis James Child is somewhere to be found. As Hamish Henderson has remarked, speaking of the various folksong-related activities
of the School of Scottish Studies, ''All our work has been done under
his formidable shadow.' ' 6 At the same time, the work that has been
undertaken in the field of folk balladry in Scotland during the past
thirty years has gone far beyond Child in its conceptual orientation
4. The term " tinkers," besides lending itself easily to insult, is histori cally inacc urate
in 1hat tinsmithing ceased 10 be an important Traveller trade with the advent of cheap
mass-produced substitutes for tin . The term "Traveller" has the disadva ntage of potenti ally
encompassing travelling people of all sons, including tourists, gypsies, and vagabonds.
I shall use this term since it is generally preferred by the Travellers themselves .
5. See , for example, H am ish H e nderson and Francis Collinson , " N ew Chi ld Ballad
Variants from Oral Tradition," Scottish Studies 9 (1965) : 1-33; Peter Hall, "Scot1ish Tinker
Songs," Folk Music journal 3 : 1 (1975) : 41-62, and anicles by Tom Munnelly, Jim Ca rroll,
and Michael Yates in that same issue of the Folk Music journal; H erschel Gower and James
Poner, " Jeannie R obertson: The Child Ballads, " Scottish Studies 14 (1970) : 35 -58, " Jeannie
R obenson : The ·Other' Ballads," Scottish Studies 16 (1972): 139- 159, and " J ea nni e Robertson: The Lyric Songs," Scottish Studies 21 (1977): 55-103; Ailie Munro , "Lizzie Higgin s
and the Oral Transmission of Ten Child Ballads," Scottish Studies 14 (1970) : 155-188; Ewan
MacColl and Peggy Seeger, TraveLLers' Songs From England arid Scotland (London, 1977); and
James Porter, "The Turriff Family of Feuerangus : Society, Learning , Creation , and
Recreation of Traditional Song," Folk Life 16 ( 1978): 5-26, and "Parody and Satire as
Mediators of Change in the Traditional Songs of Belle Stewart," in Narrative Folksong:
New Directions (Essays in Appreciation of W. Edson Richmond), ed. Carol L. Edwards and Kathleen E . B. Manley (Boulder, Co., 1985), pp . 303-338 . Record albums featuring one or more
Traveller singers are too numerous to cite here .
6 . Booklet accompanying The Muckle Sangs : Classic Scots BaLLads (Tangent LP TNGM
119/D), p . 3.
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as well as its results. If it has shown anything, it has demonstrated
the need-that is to say, the practical necessity-of studying oral
literature in its full human context, with relation to the ways of life,
beliefs, fears, ideals, loves, and prejudices of the people who sing
the songs or tell the stories. In regard to this theme, the work of
Child and his immediate successors is incomplete, however magnificently it achieves what it sets out to do. For rarely in the volumes
of Child and Bronson 7 is there more than passing acknowledgment
that ballads are the creations of ballad singers. George Lyman Kittredge, as editor of the journal of American Folklore, even excised as
irrelevant such contextual information as fieldworkers sent him. 8
For him the text was the thing, and his attitude contributed toward
the sometimes mindless proliferation of texts in earlier twentiethcentury publications at the expense of well-nuanced explorations of
the meaning of these items within the general culture of people's
lives.
In essence, Child wished to gather the flowers from earlier manuscripts and printed collections so as to exhibit them in a magnificent
and comprehensive florilegium of song-poetry. He wished co create
the equivalent of an English-language national epic consisting of I
poems in ballad meter on subjects that were suitably heroic, tragic,
and archaic. In order to achieve this end, he had to prune a jungle.
He discarded most comic songs, and virtually all bawdy songs, as
unsuitable. He sorted with evident displeasure through the Roxburghe and Pepys broadside collections, which he called ''veritable
dunghills" of popular literature, 9 on the chance that an occasional
item might suit his criteria. He had equal disdain for the sensational
or sentimental products of the nineteenth-century broadside press.
As for North American ballads and ballad variants, he had little
interest in them, for they were late and derivative by definition. 10
7. Reference is to Tiu English and Scottish Popular BaLLads, ed . Francis James Child, 5 vols.
(Cambridge, Mass ., 1882-98), and to Bertrand Harris Bronson, The Traditional Tunes of the
Child Ballads, 4 vols . (Princeton, J 959- 72).
8 . See the remarks of Arthur P . Hudson in Folksongs of Mississippi a11d Their Haclcgrou11d
(1936; rpt. New York, 1981) , p. viii.
9 . Letter to Svend Grundvig of August 25, 1872, quoced by Sigurd Hustvedt , BaLLad
Books and BaLLad Men (Cambridge, Mass., 1930), p . 254.
10 . On the implicit principles underlying Child's work as anthologist, see Thelma G.
James, ''The English and Sco ttish Popular Ballads of Francis J. Child,'' Journal of Ammcan
Folklore 46 (1933): 51-68, and, with some acerbity, Dave Harker, " Francis James Child
and the 'Ballad Consensus','' Folk. Music journal 4:2 (1981 ): 146-164 .
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We now know that many of Child's assumptions were wrong.

l. First of all, Child assumed that the great, creative period of balladmaking began during the Middle Ages and ended before the close
of the eighteenth century. And yet in only the vaguest generic sense
are the ballads medieval. If ballads were made and sung before the
mid-fifteenth century, none has come down to us. Most of the
ballad texts that are on display in a late medieval section of the
Norton or Oxford anthologies of English literature are literary
inventions of the age of Percy, Burns, and Scott. Like the Percy
text of Edward or the Burns text of Tam Lin, they were composed
in imitation of traditional songs from which they depart in striking
ways; 11 or like Scott's poem The Twa Corbies, they were composed
as parodic renderings of earlier songs. 12 For many poets and editors
of this time, there was no greater coup than passing off a freshly
composed text as "medieval," and the nineteenth century's success
in this enterprise has contributed to a still-current scholarly devaluation of the rough but often vigorous products of genuine oral
tradition. In particular, the role of local songwriters in shaping
regional oral traditions has not received all the attention it deserves. 13
Numbers of popular ballads and lyric songs have been composed
in the nineteenth and twentieth centuries by people with little or no
literary training but with an ear well tuned to the characteristic
diction and structural patterns of songs of their region. Such creative
singer-songwriters are not hard to find among the Travellers: Belle
Stewart and Duncan Williamson are noteworthy examples.
Second, Child assumed that the bulk of recent oral balladry of
his day was corrupted by print, and hence of little value. Yet from
11 . See Archer Taylor, " Edward " and " Sven i Rose11gard " (Chicago , 193 1), and Be rtrand
H arris Bronso n , " 'Edward , Edward: A Sconish Ba llad ' and a Foornote," in his The
Ballad as Song (Berkeley, 1969), pp. 1-17 ; a lso my ' 'A Trad itio na l Ballad and Its Mask: _\ L
Tam lzr1 ," in Ballads arid Ballad R esearch, ed. Patricia Conroy (Sea ttle, 1978), pp . 14 7- 158.
12 . At any rate this is my und ers tanding of the origin of th e song whose text fir st
appeared in Sir Walter Scott 's Minstrelsy of the Scottish Border, vol. 3 (Edinburgh, 1803),
and which has subsequen tl y been reco rded from o ral trad iti on as sung to various unrela ted
tunes . Un like la ter edi tors, Chi ld did not accep t Scott's text as a popular ballad.
13. An excep ti on is Mary Ellen Brown, "The Street Laureate of Aberdee n : C ha rl es
Leslie, al ias Music Mou 'd Charlie, 1677- 1782," in Narrative Folksong: New Directions, ed .
Carol L. Edwards and Kathleen E . B. Manley (Bo ulder, Co., 1985), pp . 362-378. The
publi ca tions of Edward D . Ives relating lO songwri1 ers of Maine and th e Maritime Provinces
of Canada are anothe r set of excep tions: see his Larry Gorman: The .Man Who Made th e
Songs (1964; rpt. New York, 1977 ), Laurence Doyle: The Farmer-Poe/ of Prince Edward Island
(Oro no , Me . , 1971 ), Joe Sco t/: The Woodsman So11gmaker (Champaign, Ill., 1978), and " Joe
Smith : The Poet as Outlaw,'' in The Ballad Image, pp . 148-170.
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our earliest records there is evidence that oral tradition and print
have interpenetrated in a variety of ways. There is littl e point in
distinguishing an early stage of pure oral tradition in British balladry
from a later stage that is sullied by the broadside press when neither
the purity of the one nor the blemished character of the other can
be taken for granted. The very terms "purity" a nd " impurity"
imply a distinction and an aesthetic hierarchy that upon inspection
turn out to be meaningless, for often, as one might expect, the
ballads that have been printed most frequently are also the ones
that have been found most commonly in oral tradition . To take an
example: one enormously popular Child ballad, Bonny Barbara Allen
(Child 84), has long been the darling of the broadside press. It can
be traced in four main textual branches . 14 Two of these have rarely
seen print. A third, frequently reprinted since the eighteenth century, has the familiar primavera opening: 15
All in the merry month of May,
When green buds they were sweJlin'.
Th~

other frequently printed branch is Scottish and dates back to
the 17 40 edition of Allan Ramsay's Tea-Table Miscellany:
It was in and about the Maninmas time,
When the green leaves were a falling ...

If the English textual branch is earlier than the Scottish, as seems
likely, then the parodic substitution of November for merry May
and falling leaves for swelling buds takes on the appearance of a
grim set of improvements along the lines of what Sir Walter Scott
did to The Three Ravens. Whatever the early history of the song may
be, there is literary art in this particular bifurcation in the tradition.
If this one example may stand for many, I would claim that Child's
attempt to establish a canon of essentially oral ballads as opposed
to literary or broadside ballads was doomed from the start, for all
popular ballads are literary in many different degrees , as we trace
14 . See Ed Cray, "' Barbara Allen': C hea p Pri11t a nd R eprint," in Folklore lntematiu11al:
Essays in Traditio11al Literature, Belief, and Custom in Honor of Wayla nd Debs H and, ed . D . K .
Wilgus(Hatboro, Pa . , 1967), pp. 41 -50 .
15 . The following examples are reproduced from Bronson, The Traditional Tu11es, vol. 2,
p. 329 (no. 14) and p . 337 (no. 40) . They illustrace Bronson 's melodic types A and B,
respec tively . The first example begins with the usu a l "Scarlet Town" stanza, whi ch I omit
here for the sake ofa sharper comparison .
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them through their sometimes dauntingly complex changes. For
this reason I am among those who question the thesis that it is
possible to distinguish three chronological stages in Scottish ballad
tradition: the oral-recreative, the transitional, and the memorial. 16
When examined in its full complexity, every stage of ballad tradition, including our own, can be seen to be transitional. The question
to be asked is, what are the precise terms of the transitions at a given
time and place?
A third assumption that underpinned Child's work is what might
be called the degenerative fallacy. According to this theory, individual singers are memorizers who imitate, often imperfectly, what
they have heard, so that ballad tradition as a whole is a long downhill process. Although most singers do indeed memorize their ballads, in the special sense that will be discussed in the next section,
some also create. This observation is not a theory but a fact that
has been frequently verified. 17 To again let one example stand for
many: when Jeannie Robertson sang The Gypsy Laddie (Child 200),
she did not use a tune she inherited. She grafted the words onto the
tune of a different Scottish song, "The Roving Ploughboy. " 18 John
MacDonald had previously composed this song along the lines of
popular up-beat bothie songs from the Northeast of Scotland, and
he incorporated into it several stanzas reminiscent of The Gypsy
Laddie, all the while maintaining a "Ploughboy-0" refrain and a
jolly tempo. Hamish Henderson had this song on tape, and Jeannie
Robertson heard the tape. Then, liking the tune better than the one
she had previously known for The Gypsy Laddie, she fitted her old
words to MacDonald's tune, omitting the bothie-style refrain.
Anyone who listens to the two performances will immediately sense
16 . This is one of David Buchan's chief cheses in The Ballad and the Folk (London , 1972) .
Hamish Henderson's review arcicle, "The Ballad, the Folk and the Oral Tradition," in
The People 's Past, ed. Edward J. Cowan (Edinburgh, 1980), pp . 79-85 and ff., makes che
poin t that the oral-recreative stage in ballad tradition can still be studied today , while
Buchan 's evidence for the "old oral mode" of composition in eighteenth-century Scocland
is questioned by Henderson as well as by Flemming G. Andersen and Thomas Petcitt,
" Mrs . Brown of Falkland: A Singer of Tales?" journal of American Folklort 92 ( 1979): 1-24 .
17 . See for example John Quincy Wolf, ' 'Folksingers and th e Re-C reation of Folksong,''
Wutern Folklo1e 26 (1967) : 101-111, and Eleanor Long, "Ballad Singers, Ballad Makers , and
Ballad Etiology,'' Western Folklore 32 ( 1973): 225-236 . Both Wolf and Long distinguish the
different grades of creativity shown by singers of different temperament, from slavish memorizers co chose who compose cheir own songs .
18 . The Mud.u Sangs, side 1, bands 2a and 2b. Hamish Henderson has wriuen on this
particular kink in Scottish ballad tradition in " How a Bochy Song Came In co Being,"
Scottish Studies 5 ( 1961 ): 212-215.
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the force of Jeannie Robertson's artistic presence. Phrase by phrase
and note by note, the two tunes are the same. Their "feel" is
utterly different. Jeannie Robertson's act of melodic re-creation is
no more degenerative than is John MacDonald's incorporation of
some old words into a new song. Each singer is a creative artist in
his or her chosen style and genre. Jeannie Robertson did not set
out to imitate a tune, then fail to do so correctly. Rather, she heard
a tune, assimilated it, and used it, simultaneously transforming
it in accord with her own aesthetic sensibility. A song does not go
mechanically from ear to mouth, as it were. It first enters the soul
of the listening singer, and then it is reborn, with personal features.
THE THEORY OF THE RECURRENT THAW

If the concept just outlined is correct, then to a greater or lesser
degree, everyone who hears a song and repeats it also recreates it.
Each act of transmission of an oral song-each link in the chain
that binds singer to singer, generation to generation-is by its
nature inherently creative. Let us pursue this point for its possible
relevance to the theme of contextuality.
Since the publication of Albert B. Lord's The Singer of Tales in
1953, the year of Jeannie Robertson's discovery, there has been
some controversy as to the nature of creativity in British and American balladry . 19 Several scholars have argued that ballad singers
compose (or, in former years, used to compose) by the oral-formulaic method that is characteristic of the art of epic singers from the
Balkans. Others have argued that ballads are memorized. This
second view is supported by the testimony of singers themselves,
many of whom freely acknowledge that they are memorizers . And
yet this acknowledgment leads to an apparent paradox. Over a
period of some years, memorization alone would lead to scatic
uniformity in a song tradition except for errors due to lapse of
memory. What we find instead, as we follow any ballad through its
changes in the pages of Child and Bronson, is a wild and woolly
variability in both texts and tunes. How can we reconcile the fact
of memorization with the fact of such creative instability?
To resolve this paradox, I have developed a principle that, in a
19. For a vigoro us recent review of chc question see Albert B. Friedman, "The OralFormulaic Theory of Balladry-A Re-Rebuual , " in The Ballad Image, pp. 215-240. My
remarks are intended to supporc and supplement Friedman's defen se of che Sharp-Gerould
cheory of communal recreation in balladry .
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Northern mood, I have called the " theory qf the recurrent thaw."
According to this notion, creativity enters the ballad-singing process
chiefly during an initial ''thawing'' stage or formative period when
a singer is in the process of learning a song. Once the song is learned
well enough to be added to the singer's active repertory, it remains
largely ''frozen'' in a memorized form and will stay relatively fixed,
except for lapses of memory, through subsequent performances by
this singer.
According to this theory, the life story of a song is not one of
slow change or gradual deterioration. On the contrary, the song's
long frozen periods of stable memorization are interrupted by periods of thaw during which its constituent elements of formulas,
motifs, plot, and tune become partially fluid as a new person learns
the song and shapes it to his or her own dialect, experience, and
aesthetic values. The process may continue indefinitely, with alternate periods of freezing and thawing, as the song is learned and
passed on to others, until eventually the ballad is either forgotten
or melts away into an undisciplined set of floating song materials.
What I have outlined is not only an attractive theory; it has the
advantage of being largely unverifiable. By definition, one cannot
record a song until it has been added to a singer's active repertory.
The all-important formative stage is almost impossible to document.
Still I have tried to test the theory by study of two sorts of information: records of mother/daughter song transmission, and records of
repeated performances of the same song by one singer. What I have
found in British and American tradition leads me not to abandon
the theory but to qualify it in important respects.
First, a singer may freeze certain song types (or certain individual
songs) but not others. The Ozark singer Almeda Riddle, for example, felt free to alter her children's songs with each performance,
but she regarded other ballads as "classic" and next to inviolable.
Even these ballads she changed on occasion, despite her claim to
the contrary. 20
Second, just as some people cling to old ways while others are
fiercely independent, some singers mind their sources far more
faithfully than others do. Maud Long of Hot Springs, North Caro20 . See Roger D. Abrahams, ed., A Singer and Her Songs : Almeda Riddle 's Book of Ballads
(Baton R ouge, 1970), and compare Wolf, " Folksingers and the Re-Creation of Fo lkso ng ,"
pp . 107-108.
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lina, is an example of th e relatively uncreative singer. In 1946, 194/
and 1948 Long recorded some songs that Maud Karpeles and Cec
Sharp had recorded thirty-two years previously from Long's mo-ther
Jane Gentry. None of Long's four Child ballads was much changed
and she performed two of them almost word for word and note fo.
note as her mother had done. 21 In the case of these two baJJads
tradition seems never to have entered a period of thaw; or if the bal·
lads did thaw in the process of being handed down, they froze again
in almost identical form. On the other hand, Lizzie Higgins is an
example of the strongly independent singer. Although she does not
sing The Gypsy Laddie, which she regards as her mother's song, she
has learned another of Jeannie Robertson's songs on a similar
theme. This is Thejolly Beggar (Child 279), a favorite in the Traveller
repertory, in part (one suspects) because of its sympathetic story of
a girl's elopement with a travelling man. Higgins's version of the
song departs dramatically from Robertson's. 22 The daughter's version is longer, and it can be seen to have greater narrative co herence
once one understands that its central part is a kind of fl ashback to 1
the earlier year when the girl eloped. Lizzie Higgins not only sings
with a voice of different timbre from her mother's and with ornamentation that derives from piping rather than from vocal music.
She has worked out a somewhat different repertory, and within this
repertory she has recomposed her ballads to suit her own aesthetic
standards.
Third, creative variation can sometimes be traced amo~g repeated
performances by the same singer. While fixed memorization may
be the rule, the rule is sometimes broken. For example, a comparison of five performances of the comic ballad The }armer's Curst Wife
(Child 278) as sung by the blind Appalachian singer Horton Barker
in 1932, 1939, 1940, 1962, and 1966 shows both .a firm line of continuity and significant variations in detail. 23 When Barker first
21 . See Bronson, vol. 1, pp . 36-37 (Chi ld 3, nos. 6 and 7); vol. 2, p . 9 (C hild 54,
nos. 17 and 18); vol. 4 , pp . 18- 19 (Child 248, nos . 6 and 7) and pp . 353-354 (Child 286,
nos . 94 and 95).
22 . For Higgins 's variant see Ailie Munro , "Lizzie Higgins and the Oral Transmission ,"
pp. 164-165. It can be heard on The Muckle Sa ngs, side 2, band 5. For her mother's varianc
see Bronson, vol. 4, p. 244 (no. 41).
23. For sources of th e first four variants see Bronson , vol. 4, p . 192, headnote co no . 33
(a reprint of Barker's 1939 variant). For the 1966 variant see East Ten11essee State U niversity
Collection of Folklore: Folksongs, ed. Thomas G . Burton and Ambrose N . Manning Uohnson
City, Tenn., 1967), pp. 36-37.
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recorded the song in i 932 it was complete , but he was not content
to let it stand. His 1939 version adds a new final stanza and expurgates the fifth stanza , which evidently Barker found unsuitable for
public performances because of its off-color phrase ''ball the jack. ' '
The 1940 version adds two stanzas that Barker picked up from
another singer on the folk circuit, Texas Gladden. It also includes
a new revision of the ''ball the jack' ' stanza and some minor verbal
changes. By this time Barker seems to have become satisfied with
his song, for the 1962 and 1966 versions show no significant innovations .
These few examples arc instructive. They corroborate the conclusion that oral tradition is multiform and complex and has probably always been so . My "theory of the recurrent thaw" may prove
useful, but only as a working suggestion from which research can
depart as necessary. For it seems as though creativity can enter the
ballad-singing process at practically any stage, given a creative
smger .
I have made this point concerning the inevitable creativity that
is involved in the transmission of traditional song not for its own
sake, but because it has a corollary that bears on my main theme,
context and loss in Scottish ballad tradition. Why do some song
traditions flourish while others change and others disappear entirely?
This question can only be answered by attention to what are largely
non-literary and non-musical factors; in short, by attention to the
people who sing the songs. The current contextual emphasis in folklori c study is not just a fad, like a rage for golden boughs. It is a
sine qua non if we are to understand the dynamics of oral literature.
For at each link in the chain of transmission of oral literature there
is a human being, a person who chooses to add only certain materials
to his active repertory and who inevitably recreates these materials
in accord with his or her own style and character. This person is an
individual, and unique. He or she is also a member of a family,
with its particular habits and outlook, and the family is part of a
larger community. More exactly, thanks to a particular set of kinship ties and personal choices , each individual takes part in a shifting, multi-tiered set of interlocking communities of different kinds
centered on particular occupations, neighborhoods, religions, ethnic
allegiances , political or fraternal organizations, social clubs, and
the like .
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Among the Scottish Travellers far more than among the population of Great Britain and North America at large , these disparate
interlocking communal connections become subsumed under a
single encompassing identity. To be a Traveller is to be one of a
group whose members are bound together by ties of kinship , by a
set of customary trades and territories , and by a special language
and lore , as well as by a more or less forced exclusion from the social
life of the majority .
THE TRAVELLERS' WAY OF LIFE

Historically the Travellers are of unknown origin . Often they
have been linked to the gypsies by those who do not know them,
but the gypsies are relative latec.omers to Britain and ethnically they
are distinct. Many gypsy words have found their way into Travellers ' cant, just as Travellers have adopted some of the gypsies ' techniques of camping, but Travellers ' cant is not Romany. 24
Some Travellers speak of their ancestors as former crofters who
were displaced from their land during the Highland Clearances that
followed the 1745 Jacobite rebellion. There may be some truth in
this assertion. The breakup of the traditional Highland clan system
was accompanied by a general movement of population to the south
and east. Peddlars , like settled people, had to follow the paths of
possible i;;;me. One of the striking and depressing sights of the
Highlands today is the number of ruined crofts and villages whose
inhabitants were forced from the land during the Clearances and
during subsequent periods of economic collapse. Some scholars have
seen the ancestry of the Travellers as going back beyond the Clearances to an indigenous caste of metalworkers and musicians who
were once indispensable to the Scottish aristocracy. Doubtless there
is truth in this assertion as well. The social opprobrium that attaches
24 . See David C le me nt , " T he Sec re t La nguage o f the Sco tti sh Trave lling Peopl t", · ·
G razer L inguislischr S tudien 15 ( 1981 ): 17 - 25 . In preparin g this secti o n of th e essay, I have

mad e pa rti cul a r u se of Farnham R ehfi sc h , " Marri a ge a nd th e Eleme nt a ry Famil y Am o ng
th e Scotti sh Tinkers , " Scottish S tudies 5 (1 961) : 121-148 , and A . a nd F . R ehfi sc h , "Scotti sh
Travellers o r T inke rs, " in Gy psies, T inkers, and Othl!T T ravelll!Ts, ed. Farnham R ehfisch
(Londo n , 19 75), pp . 271 - 283 . T wo useful earlier studies are David M ac Rit chie, Sco ttiJh
Gypsies under the Stewarts (Edinburgh , 1894) , and Andrew M cCormi ck , T he Tinkler-Gy psies
(Ed inbu rgh , 1907). Hu gh Gentl em a n and Sus a n Swi ft , Scotland 's Tra velling People: ProblrmJ
and So lutions (f.dinburgh , 197 1), is a gove rnm e nt- spo nso red report th at sho uld be used wi th
circum spec ti o n .
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to Travellers today may in part be a reflex of the days when metalworkers pursued a tainted craft.
Whatever their disparate origins-for some people of any generation find reasons to take to the road-the Travellers in Scotland
today are a varied group whose members are identified as such by
their kinship with other Travellers. The basic social unit is the
extended family . To an outsider a Traveller's network of kinship
ties is likely to seem sta ggeringly complex, and yet Travellers take
a keen interest in family relations and know one another ' s affiliations
in detail. Not all Traveller families are on good terms with one
another, but they are all united in the distance that separates them
from settled society. In recent decades intermarriage with settled
people seems to have become more common, but in essence one
cannot marry into th e Travellers. One can only be born into them,
if at least one parent is of Traveller stock and if the parents keep
to Traveller ways.
Not all Travellers live on the road, especially at present, but
almost all share a knowl edge of how to do so. Many are ''h~JOsed
up'' in winter but still travel during the summer months. Motorized
ca; avans (campers) are now the norm . In former days the journey
from place to place was by means of the pony cart or horse cartthat is , if the family could afford a horse. If not, they walked. In
summer the tents they pitched were made of canvas or other rainresistant materials stretched over withies that were cut fresh at each
campsite. Friendly families would camp together, and tent could be
adj oined to tent to make composite structures grouped around a
campfire. During the winter months a family would build a larger
tent, which was as spacious as a small house and would hold a
central firebox and a chimney improvised from a length of stovepipe.
The dual nature of the Travellers, Highland and Lowland, is
suggested by their cant , which exists in two varieties, one based on
Gaelic and one on Lowland Scots. The first has suffered a fate
para llel to that of its parent tongue and is virtually extinct today.
The second incorporates some Gaelic words , some Romany words,
and some uniqu e Traveller vocabulary in a standard Lowlands
grammatical m a trix. Knowledge of cant and how to use it is practically a n identifying feature for Travellers.
Several fe a tures of Traveller social life stand out as exceptional.
Th e ir hospitality, like that of nomads elsewhere, can be extraordinaril y generous. Gu es ts in Traveller homes are well advised not to
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admire anything or they will be given it, despite all protestations.
Also exceptional is the Travellers' leniency toward their children ,
who can do no wrong. At the same time, children are not coddled
into adolescence but are expected to contribute to the family's
welfare, and they make themselves useful through suitabl e tasks . In
the eyes of Travellers , a couple can have no greater misfortune th a n
to be childless.
Traditional Traveller occupations have included tinsmithing ,
which has been supplanted by dealing in scrap metal; horse trading ,
which has given way to dealing in used cars; door-to-door hawking
of small wares or handcrafted items such as baskets, brushes , and
paper flowers; and begging, which often goes hand in hand with
hawking and is likewise looked upon as an ancient and honorable
trade. Whole families work together in the berry fields during harvest time. Men often take part in seasonal farm labor , such as
tattie hawking (potato harvesting). When free from other concerns ,
Travellers have tried their hand at fishing for pearl-bearing oysters
in one or another of the clear streams that spill down from the
central Highlands. Women may earn pocket money telling fortunes.
In addition , many Travellers are masterful m_usicians. The Highland pipes are their pet instrument, and when a son is born
father may look to see if he has the "crukit" finger (the bent lit.!!s--1
finger) that is the sign of a gifted piper. Travellers are often among
the contestants piping for prize money at local Highland Games.
Occasionally a Traveller in full Highland dress will be found piping
for change at automobile lay-bys in the Glens. Skilled buskers like
Davy Stewart and Jimmy MacBeath used to work the cinema
queues in Ireland and Scotland.
The Travellers' way of life stands out most distinctively by comparison with what they are not, and what their culture does not
pertain to. Travellers have generally opted out of the wage system
of the dominant society. The concept of unemployment does not
apply to them. Though they have been known to take a welfare
check, they tend to regard it as money from heaven, like a pearl
found in a riverbed by luck or cunning. They will work on farms,
but they avoid the steady , gruelling labor of long-term agricultural
employment. They have no interest in the accumulated property of
the settled farmers , or ''country hantle,'' as the Travellers refer to
them. Like most itinerants they tend to regard property as a burden
as much as a benefit.
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The Travellers ' song repertory can be contrasted not only with
that of the settled farmers but with that of the singers of bothie
ballads. Many bothie ballads (or ''cornkisters,' ' as they are known
in the Northeast) are upbeat, randy celebrations of the man who
follows the plow. Some are complaints on such topics as the quality
of the brose , or oatmeal, at a certain named farm. Although some
Travellers delight in the cornkisters, others have continued to sing
the old family dramas , including serious and lengthy Child ballads,
for the family rather than the bunkhouse has remained their basic
social unit..
Likewise the songs of the Travellers can be contrasted with industrial ballads : songs of the weavers or the miners, for example, which
often voice dissatisfaction with long hours and slave wages and
which generally reflect the view of men working in male environments. The Travellers have no common cause with the "flatties"their derogatory term for flat dwellers-or with the flatties' industrial disputes. The left-wing songs of labor activists are absent from
their repertory. Economically the Travellers are a marginal group
of entrepreneurs who have no stake in the large issues of property
rights versus labor rights. The settled society looks down on them
as deprived , as lacking what they should have in order to be happy.
From their own point of view they have things that settled people
often lack; namely , independence, warm companionship, and
enough leisure time to enjoy their children and to cultivate the gifts
of music , stories , and songs .
TRAV E LLERS' SONGS AS AN EXPRESSION OF TRAVELLERS ' REALITY

For folksong scholars , the chief importance of the Travellers is
not their way of life but their songs. To repeat a point, however,
the two go together . No body of oral lore can exist apart from its
nurturing environment. It can be recorded and fixed on the page,
but when exhibited in this way it has only a museum existence that
is a pale shadow of its true self. The Travellers have continued to
cultivate some of th e old family ballads not only because they still
like to get together and trade songs, but because these songs still
make sense to them. They are their reality. They are not escapist
literature , and they are the farthest thing from antiquarian relics.
In 197 4, when Betsy Whyte finished singing her variant of the
intensely romantic murder ballad Young Johnstone (Child 88) for two
fieldworkers from the School of Scottish Studies, she added: ''It was
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true ... it was really a true ballad [ ... ] . He was jealous o her,
you see, he was this type, you would have tae understand thejohnstones to ken that type.' ' 25 For her the song is not a ''classic' ' ballad
set in some fictive and idealized past. It is a story from life featuring
recognizable characters. Betsy Whyte understands the song because
she understands the Johnstons, as she should, for she has Johnston
blood in her .
Some features of the old ballads that have made these songs
increasingly irrelevant to the lives of settled people have spoken
directly to the Travellers' condition. The lords and ladies of Tam
Lin or The Gypsy Laddie walk in an aristocratic world that has nothing
to do with the urban masses, and that at first sight might seem to
have even less relation to the Travellers . But Travellers tend to
find themselves more directly at odds with the urban and rural
middle class than with the landed gentry. They remember some
lords with affection for occasional acts of kindness or for having
given them permission to camp on their land with a blind eye to
the occasional poaching of a hare or a trout. Through family names
like Cameron , MacGregor, or Stewart, some Travellers trace their
ancestry back to noblemen of the time before the Clearances .
The Travellers' scorn for the overvaluation of material thingsl
makes them especially receptive to the value system implicit in the
old ballads. What the Travellers hate, like the ballads , is the valuing
of property over the ties of the heart. What they love is style, as is
revealed in a frank display of ornaments. Travelling women could
easily imagine themselves mirrored, in idealized form, in the ballad
singer ' s lavish portraits:
She has got rings on every finger,
And on one finger she has got three;
With as much gay gold about her middle
As would buy half Northumberlee . 26

W

J

Travellers may display wealth in the form of jewelry, just as they
may spend money on customized trim for their motor-driven caravans. At the same time, true to their nomadic origins , they will
accumulate little in the way of material things . They have a firm
25. Th,Mucklt Sangs, side 3, band 2.
26 . A stan za from L ord Salt man, alias Young Bt ichan (Child 53 ), as learn ed befo re 1839
by George Cruikshank, Dickens's illustrator, from a London street singer ni cknamed "Tripe
Skewer" (Bronson , Tht Traditional Tunes, vol. l, p . 428 [no. 371).
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belief that hoarding invite~ nemesis. In an interview quoted in the
Odyssey oral history series, for example, Betsy Whyte speaks of some
money her father obtained through a shrewd exchange. He profited
from a pearl that had seemed flawed, but that (she says) c1eared
up after her mother kept it at her breast for three days. He could
have kept the profit for himself but preferred to share it: "He maybe
felt like [keeping] it but the travelling folk believe that if they do
anything like that, they'll get paid back double for it so he shared
the money with the man that had found the pearl. " 27 In the Travellers' view, life is as regular as the classic ballads in seeing that misfortune visits those who hoard good fortune to themselves or otherwise act from motives of greed and self-aggrandizement.
The sense that there are invisible powers and influences all around
us, could we but perceive them, is a strong one among the Travellers
and is evident in almost all aspects of their lore . Jeannie Robertson's
autobiography is studded with visions. In one recording she tells
the story (too long to repeat here) of a man who promised to meet
her at her house but died before he could do so. The evening before
news of his death arrived, Jeannie and her husband heard a moaning at their fireside ''as if a body wis aafu bad fur their breath.''
She concludes : "E couldnae visit me in life but e visit'd me in
d eath. ' ' She has no doubt that she possesses the second sight. As
she says on the same tape, "There folk born tae see and there folk
not born t ' see. An I always belieye that I was born t' see. " 28 Betsy
Whyte is aware of the burden of having ''the gift,'' as her mother
did before her. She considers her powers as more of a curse than
a blessing. She believes that a person who uses the gift of clairvoyance to pursue advantage over another person is in danger of having
the evil come back on himself, and so she is careful to restrain her
temper when provoked. One skilled Traveller singer has fixed ideas
about the witchcraft that other Travellers have tried to use on her.
Although a belief in the potency of what rationally-inclined people
refer to as supernatural powers is common among people of all
classes in the Northeast of Scotland, the Travellers' particularly
easygoing relationship with the supernatural seems to have made
27. Qu oted in Ishbel Mac Lean , "The Pearl Fishers , " in Odyssey, the Second Collection :
Vo1asfrom Scotland 's Recent Past, ed . Billy Kay (Edinburgh , 1982), p. 59 ..
,
28 . School o f Scotti sh S tudi es ta pe SA 197212 11 , recorded by H a rnish H e nd erson . l he
Schoo l's tra nscripti o n, pp . 6- 7, with several deleti o n~.
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the m especially receptive to ballads and tales that feature un canny
elem ents such as revenants, visions, propheti c dreams, d evil lore ,
witchcraft, changelings , and the fairies.
Prominent in the Traveller song repertory are ballads like The
Gypsy Laddie, The Jolly Beggar, and The Gaberlun.yie-Man that hinge
on an incident of elopement or bride-stealing. Jeannie Robertson's
version of The Gypsy Laddie expresses the Travellers ' evident distaste
for gypsies, or at least for any gypsies so shameless as to bewitch
and steal the wife of one of the landed gentry. 29 Songs of the type
of The Jolly Beggar, on the other hand, celebrate the cleverness of
a young couple who manage to elope from under the watchful eyes
of the girl's parents and who reappear after a lapse of time, their
marriage now blessed with children and riches. This theme strikes
home to many Travellers, for whom runaway marriages have been
the norm until recent times. Jeannie Robertson eloped with her
future husband Donald Higgins when she was nineteen and he
twenty, as she relates in her taped autobiography: 3o
Ah wes jist aboot as fine lookin [a] lassie as what wiz amongst them
at that time . Ah wis only nine stone four [130 pounds], an wi skin as
white as the driven snaw an cheeks like a perr o roses.

J

H er family tried to turn her away from Higgins, but to no avail :
An then they focht wi him, ye see . And ordert him awa like a collie
dog, ordert him awa frae aboot the camp. [But] instead o ' t's dae in
us onie good , eh-we run awa thegither. Aye, we walkit oot and the
whole encampment wiz seethin. The very fire was fleein fae thir
mouth, Hamish . And we just turnt wir backs upon them and walkit
oot and walkit down the road.

The gesture of defiance was not unique, but was part of a pattern
in Traveller culture. When I asked Betsy Whyte and her husband
Bryce if a young Traveller man might openly court a Traveller girl
29 . This moralistic view of the central action of The Gypsy Laddie seems to be characteristic
of Scottish variants. It contrasts markedly with the romanti c view that finds expressi o n in
so m e No rth Am eri ca n ve rsi o ns, in which the woman finds happin ess with her love r, whn
m ay or may not be a gy psy . Fo r a fin e interpretive stud y of the patte rn s of va ri at io n in
this ba ll ad see C hri stine W . Cartwright , "J ohnn y Faa and Bl ac k J ack Da vy : C ultural
Valu es a nd C ha nge in Scots a nd Am erican Ba lladry, " Journal of American Folklore 93 ( 1980) :
397-416.
30. Schoo l of Sco ttish Studies tape SA 1964/ 154, recorded b y H a mi sh H e nd erso n . T he
School' s tran sc ripti on , pp . 30-3 1.
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and ask her father for permission to marry her, the question inspired
hoots of laughter. 3t Duncan Williamson was equally emphatic. After
singing a comic song in cant about a couple who successfully elope,
Williamson went on to expatiate on the nature of runaway marriages
and the place they have in the Traveller way of life. I will quote at
length the four-way conversation that ensued, for I believe it expresses more about the Traveller view of marriage, love , children,
and the ethics of sex, as well about Travellers' creativity, good
humor, and family pride, than I could hope to communicate in my
own prose in equal space. Present before a fire in the sitting room
of the Williamsons' farm cottage outside the village of Strathmiglo,
Fife were Duncan Williamson, his wife Linda, myself, and my wife
Car~le Newlands, as well as three preschool-age children whose
contributions to the tape, though frequent and spirited, are beyond
my powers of transcription . 32
DW [After his song.] It's a nice story, and it's truly happened, J .o hn.
That's the way these marriages were made. These marnages
was made for life . These runaway marriage's the ones that
lasted a life., you know what I mean?
JN I was going to ask about that. Is that still true, that you find
a lot of these runaway marriages?
DW [Still musing.] Lasts for ever . . . .
JN Do the young people still do this?
DW My two daughters done it!
JN Oh they have, ah! [Laughter.]
DW Both my daughters , one at fifteen and one at seventeen.
JN Were you mad, were you angry?
DW Of co urse I was angry for a wee while. And then they went
away for a while. But once they came back and I saw that the
girls was quite happy, now I belove both of the boys and the
sun rises and sets on the boys for me, I mean I love them dearly.
And I'm quite blessed . But I was angry at the moment.
CN Did you know the lads well beforehand?
DW I knew the lads well beforehand.
LW Of course, they're cousins!
3 1. Interview of Jul y 23, 1984 at the Whytes ' flat in Montrose ; my tape number 840723.
32. R ecord ing of Jul y 15, 1984 ; my tape numher 840715 - 2, light~y.edited . It sho~ ld be
noted that the two daughters who are men ti oned on the ta pe are W1ll1amson s by his fir st
marriage . H e was a widower when he met Am eri can-born ~inda ; the tw.o are now m a
uniquel y favo red position to interpret aspects of Traveller folkhfe to the pu.bhc. On School of
Scottish Studies tape SA l 978/35, Duncan Williamson gives othe~ d~ta1ls. about runaway
marriages and notes that his parents and his grandmother were married m this way.
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DW One of them was a cousin to his wife [that is , Williamson's
daughter], right. The other was a third cousin.
LW [To JN.] They still do that, first cousins marry.
DW But anyway, once they spend one night with a young woman,
that's considered marriage. And woe be to the man who doesn't
live up to his expectations if he daes that! You know what I
mean? Either the father or the brother . . . . Say you or me took
this young girl away and we spent one night with her, and then
we said, "Oh, look, I've had my night wi ' ye, I don't want
nothing more to do wi' ye." Well, you better look out! You
better clear out!
JN The family would come after you?
DW Both families! [General laughter.] Both families. Probably your
father would be more up against it, if he was a Traveller, than
I [that is, the girl's father] would have been .
JN But what about what you might call ".trial marriages," you
know, where the two . . .
DW We dinnae have any trial marriages. No, nothing like that .
No arranged marriages and no trial marriages, no.
LW Gentleman's got that wrong in his report, too .33 None of them
are Travellers. The gypsies do that.
DW You see, Johnnie, we have got no connection in the world tae
the gypsies of any description . No way in the world are we
connected wi' the gypsies in any way . But the gypsies have
arranged marriages . Course they came from India , Pakistan ,
way back to fourteenth century, they had arranged marriages,
but we , the Scottish travelling folk . . . . [Trails off. Pause in
the transcription while LW offers coffee.]
JN Well, what was it like when your daughters ran away? How did
they do it?
DW I ' ll tell what happened to me, how my oldest daughter, when
she was seventeen past, was old, very old. Well, it was old for
a girl tae be staying wi' her parents, she was seventeen. [Laughter.] Ah went away tae a concert in Aberdeen tae sing wi' Peter
Hall at Aberdeen Festival, and ah stayed away the night in
Aberdeen. And when ah come back she was gone. So ah called
up [that is, personally visited] his father and asked him and
said, "I'm wanting to see your son. He's run awa wi' m y__
daughter . " And his father says to me, "What can ah dae about f
it? Ah ' ve lost a son and you've lost a daughter; ah've gained )
a daughter and you've gained a son." So we shook hands and
that was it! [Laughter.]
LW It's expected that you're supposed to be upset, but you ' re really
33. Linda William son is here referring to Gentleman and Swift's advisory report (note
24 above).
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happy . It 's sort of a show that you get upset, you know what
I mean? To show that you care about th em.
You see, Johnnie , we depend on the children's intelligence.
Because they've been taught all the days of their life from
childhood to be able to keep them self[ that is, take care of themselves], and they ought to know what they're doing . But don't
_you believe that some of them doesnae make a mistake. If they
make a mistake, then it's their fault, cause they ought t ' hae
known better not to make the mistake. But nin ety-five percent
of these marriages works for a lifetime.
But it 's their ultimate purpose in life, to get married and have
children , and that's the only thing you're supposed to do as a
Traveller. That's what you're meant for , isn 't it , Duncan?
That 's what life is . ..
That's what life's all about to a Traveller. That's what life
really mea ns for us .
Are most marriages runaway, then?
Yeah! W ell, some of them today are getting .
Some of them are changing n ow .
A wee bit .
A wee bit changing. If two families likes each other and they
want to do a great thing for their son and their daughter, oh,
they have marriages, aye. They do everything, you know, they
go the full length, they go the full score, spend thousands of
pounds . But that ' s just maybe one in a hundred .
That's just co pying the country folk.
Just copying what they thought should be done.
How many have that money to spend on it?
Not many , only one in a hundred .
What about songs of runaway marriages?
I was just telling you one now a minute ago. That was a true
runaway marriage .
That was a true one?
[Nods assent.]
Who was that [that the song was about], Duncan?
Gail in ' s grandfather.
.
[To JN.] That's his second cousin's grandfather .
That song was made about my mother's cousin and his wife ,
back in 1913 .
Who do you think made the song, then?
The Travellers who were at the campsite when they run away .
[Laughter.] The rest of the campers .
You think they did it on the spot?
They did it maybe on the spot when they run away, ye know?
Mother would co m e and say, "Look, my daughter 's away!"
and father would say, "My son's away!" Well, the rest of the
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people would have a good laugh and a drink and say, "Come
on!" They made a song about it.
You see they had nothing when they ran away and got marri ed .
You 're not supposed to have nothing! Runaway marriages, you
have nothing!
When you came back . . .
You get things from your relatives .
Yes , when you come back.
Or you beg them [as in the song just sung; explanation of the
cant terms regarding begging in the song is omitted he re ].
But ye never got nothing when ye left. Ye had only love tae
leave with . When ye came back , well , father would get the
equipment for you, to take care of yourself. It was up to yoursel ' how you made life after that .

The co nversation continued late into the day , interspersed with
other songs and tales, but an essay, unlike a summer's evening ,
cannot go on forever. Not every detail of Duncan \tVilliamson ' s
remarks need be taken as Scripture. The division between gypsies
and Travellers is not as absolute as Williamson claims , for example,
and who knows if the song that initiated my questioning was rea ll y
composed on the heels of Duncan's mother ' s cousin 's elopement
in 1913? The point that deserves emphasis is that when Travellers
sing ballads about runaway couples, they are touching on a su bj ect
that enters closely into the lives of all of them.
To repeat my main point: songs are not just handed down , like
heirlooms, from one generation to the next. If a song tradition exists,
then it is recreative at every stage. Every time a singer learns a
song, he or she remakes it to a greater or lesser extent. In a viable
song tradition such as we see illustrated among the Scottish Travellers, this process of re-creation will occur because the world presented in the ballads and the worldview of the people who sing them
coincide, like two mental templates that are superimposed. For this
reason successive generations have learned the songs , have remade
them, and have found in them a system of belief and perception
by which they can live in the midst of an altered world. The Travellers have preserved a rich body of songs and stories from former
times not just because they like to sing and tell tales, nor because
their life on the road has given them the occasions for ''having a
crack," but because their lore is an expression of their reality. The
oral lore of the Travellers is sauce for their life, true. It is also
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spiritual nourishment . This is why talented Travellers like Jeannie
Robertson, Lizzie Higgins, Jimmy MacBeath, Davie Stewart, Belle
Stewart and her daughters , Betsy Whyte, and Duncan Williamson
have learned their repertory. This is why they have assimilated it as
a body assimilates food, transforming it with subtle chemistry
until it is absorbed into the blood. Without such acts of spiritual
assimilation, repeated again and again among hungry individuals,
an oral tradition is lost . And the loss is irremediable, and it is both
theirs and everyone's.

University of California at Berkeley
Berkeley, California

Response to Niles
Eleanor R. Long
Professor Niles has responded to my initial comments on the paper he
presented at the 1984 Modern Language Association meeting in Washington, D.C. with praiseworthy zeal, and I can only admire the present
inclusion of a bibliography and discography for the Travellers and their
songs, together with tapes of conversations and other substantive materials
which greatly enhance his argument that text and context are inseparable.
However attractive this revised and expanded version of the original paper
may be, though, far too much of its content is still devoted to what seem
to have become the favorite pastimes of academe: beating dead horses,
tilting at windmills, and re-inventing the wheel.
To begin with, I wonder (as I did in our earlier exchange) how useful
it is to continue to flog Frances James Child for his admittedly flawed
presumptions. The points made by Professor Niles (that "medieval" and
"ballad" are not synonymous, that oral and printed texts have always
co-existed and interpenetrated each other, that ballad-singing is not an
invariably degenerative tradition) have been demonstrated many times
over in the years since Thelma Jam es issued her challenge in 1933; 1 why
belabor them still?
I. For evidence of the first , one need loo k no further than the catalogues compiled by
G . Malcolm Laws , Na tive American Balladry (Philadelphia, 1950) a nd American Balladry from
British Broadsides (P hiladelphia , 195 7); as to the second and third , perhaps the most thorough
stud ies to date are those of Anne Billings Cohen (Poor Pearl, Poor Girl.' : The Murdered-Girl
Stereotype in Ballad and Newspaper [Austin , Tex ., 1973]) and myself ("Thr Maid" and "The
Hangman' ': Myth and Tradit ion in a Popular Ballad [Berkeley and Los Angeles, 1972] ).
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I must confess to being particularly displeased with the reference (in
note 17) to John Quincy Wolfe's and my having tried "to distingui sh
the different grades of creativity shown by singers of different temperaments,
from slavish memorizers to those who compose their own songs'' (my italics). This
is by no means the first time that my article, "Ballad Singers, Ball ad
Makers , and Ballad Etiology,' ' 2 has, with an obtusiveness l find it hard
to explain, been interpreted as this kind of qualitative judgment on the
relative artistry of folk singers. 3 But what I was trying to elucidate was
precisely the opposite: that folk artists are not all required to be alike in
their conceptions of what ought to be done with a song (or story, or other
form of expressive behavior), and that to apply to their performances
criteria derived from external sources is to ignore the truth that the
''memorizers,' ' ''star performers,'' ''propagandizers ,'' and ''innovators''
are all valued by their peers and a11 important for the maintenance and
revitalization of folk traditions. It is only the more puzzling to find, in
Niles' subsequent discussion of his "freeze and thaw" theory , that our
findings regarding recognizable types of folk singers are quite acceptable
to him after all, providing that the distinctions be limited to those he makes
between the "strongly-" and "fiercely-independent" (and thereby worthy
of notice) singer and the "relatively uncreative " (and thereby unworthy
of noti ce) one. I am happy that Niles, too, has discovered that some singers
confabulate (Lizzie Higgins), some perseverate (Maud Long), and some do
both (Almeda Riddle), as others have discovered; I only wish that he were
able to disabuse himself of the notion that this constitutes a ranking system
based upon levels of "creativity" as he defines it, rather than a descriptive,
and emphatically non-judgmental, one.
In his enthusiasm for "creativity" as an absolute good in the expressive
behavior of "the folk ," Professor Niles describes John MacDo nald 's
"Roving Ploughboy " as "a different Scottish song," altogether independent of the "Gypsy Laddie" tradition. John MacDonald did indeed change
his protagonist into a ploughboy and add a refrain-stanza and some verses
from "bothie " tradition ; but he preserved the narrative theme in key
stanzas from ''The Gypsy Laddie,'' and altered the tune only to the
same extent that any folk singer will do within the harmonic and modal
tradition. (In most cases, I might add, a borrowed refrain brings its own
tune with it, although even this does not in itself constitute "a different
song.") I quite agree that Niles's examples demonstrate a far from degenerative tradition, but I know of no qualified ballad scholar in the United
States who would argue otherwise; and I do not agree that the merit of
folk art can be assessed only in terms of utter novelty in composition or
exceptional stylishness in performance,· to the denigration of the traditional
matrix from which they take their being. That matrix is vividly present
in the performances of both John MacDonald and J eannie Robertson,
2. Weslfrn Folklore 32 (1973): 225-236.
3 . See, for instance, Jam es Porte r, "Principles of Ballad C lassi fi ca tion : A Suggestion
for Regi ona l Catalogues of Ballad Style,'' Jahrbuchfiir Volksliedforschung 25 ( 1980): 11- 26 .
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and it is an tnjustice to them as participants in the tradition to praise
them only for their supposedly "original" deviations from it.
Addressing what he calls the "paradox" of variation and stability,
Professor Niles unveils a "theory of the recurrent thaw," which, as he
acknowledges, "has the advantage of being largely unverifiable." As in
the false dilemma he poses b etwee n "memorizing" and "creativity,"
"memorial" and "oral-formulaic" performance (any ballad scholar who
has studied the wealth of evidence provided by variant texts and tunes
knows that these processes cannot be arbitrarily isolated from each other),
he postulates a struggle between absolutes that does not exist and never
has. There is, in fact, a special case to which the ''thaw-freeze'' hypotht.sis does apply, illustrated by his reference to Horton Barker: the multiple recordings of Huddie Ledbetter songs and tapings of rehearsals by
Bill Monroe, "Lightning" Hopkins, and other "country" performers
also indicate rather clearly that folk performers who , like Barker, are
frequently called upon to display their art, do tend to experiment with
their materials until they are satisfied with a performance which they then
"freeze" for subsequent public appearances. But this is a self-conscious
response to demands made upon an artist qua artist under (from a "folk"
point of view) abnormal circu mstances, and has nothing to do with a
'' learning '' process.
But if Niles is actually troubled by this "paradox" after all these years,
I earnestly recommend that he familiarize himself with the long geographical-historical tradition in folklore scholarship, particularly as embodied in
the studies of Archer Taylor and Walter Anderson. 4 Ballad scholarship
in this mode has demonstrated rather conclusively that Anderson 's theory
of "multiple transmission," which holds that the bearer of folk tradition
is exposed to a given item not once, but a number of times, and not in
a single invariable form but in many , is the only way to account for the
rich texturing of variation that one finds even in relatively closed communities . To this may be added, of course, the phenomenon of the individual's tendencies to forget , to re-interpret, to localize, to combine, and
even to invent in successive recollections; these idiosyncratic alterations,
however, occur not in splendid isolation but as a natural function of the
ongoing life of what Phillips Barry called "the ballad idea . " 5 To imagine
a single, simple, direct , text-to-text, one-person-to-one-person process in
which variation can only occur before that text is memorized flies in the
face of everything we know about the texts themselves. (It is not irrelevant

to note here that the comparative study of a text furni shed by a singer
far more often than not belies the singer's own assertions about when
and from whom it was learned-that is to say, its sources are usually far
more complicated than the singer remembers or cares to acknowled g . )
Ballad geographical -historical scholarship has also tended to validate
Walter Anderso n 's Umwiilzung phenomenon (periodic dramatic shifts in
the pattern or form of an oral narrative whi ch gradually assimilate or are
assimilated by the pre-ex istent tradition). I would call J ohn Anderson's
"Ploughboy" such an Umwiilzung,· its tune variation, at least , entered the
repertory of Jeannie Robertson, and it may yet become an influential
part of the ''Gypsy Laddie'' corpus. And I would not hesitate to call
the composers of such innovative texts "creative," or deny their role in
revitalizing the tradition . But neither would I confuse that role with the
role of the idiosyncrati c dramatizer or that of the single-minded dogmatist,
both of whom exploit the tradition for immediate ends without affecting
it in any substantive way except to play their part in preserving its essentials. Nor would I denigrate the role of the conservative and humble
memorialist. "Creativity" is but one aspect of the powerful workings
of tradition.
And, despite Professo r Niles's well-documented co ntenti on to the
contrary, functionality in the immediate sense implied by "context" is
but another such aspect-interesting, to be sure, but unproven in the
absence of comparative analysis and irrelevant to the questio n of why the
same ballad material has also appealed to other "folk'' in other "contexts."
I shall certainly not challenge Professor Niles 's description of the Travellers and their life-style; he has fairly answered to my earlier demurral s.
I remain unpersuaded, however, that the study of balladry is best carried
out with as little reference as possible to the textual and melodic traditions
of the ballads themselves. It is not a little ironic, I think, that the ''contextualists" of our time, 6 like the romantic aesthetes of a century ago, find it
necessary to lament the demise of "the ballad" because the (not always
idyllic) context in which it flourished has disappeared (or is about to),
while we "textualists" find continual cause for rejoicing in the ev idence
which surrounds us that the "ballad" they mourn is not dead at all, but
has merely sought fresh woods and pastures new .

4. See especially Archer Tay lor's ''Precursors of the Finnish Method of Folk-Lore Study,''

6 . The most notewo rth y exe mpla r , of cou rse, is David Buchan , The Ballad and iht Follc
(London, 1972).

Modan Philology 25 (1927-1928): 481-491; "Edwa rd " and "Sven i Rosmgard " (Chicago, 1931 );
and "The Pertinacious Cobold," Journal of English and German Philology 31 ( 1932): 1-9; and
Walter Anderson ' s Kaiser und Abt (FFC 42, Helsinki, 1923) ; Zu Albert Wesselskis Angr!ffen
auf die finnische Jolkloristische Forschungmethode (Acta et Commentationes Universitatis Tartuensis
(Dorpa tensis) B. Humaniora 38 [1936]) ; and Eine neue Arbeit zur experimentellen Volkskunde

(FFC 167 , Hel si nki, 1956).
5. In "An American Homiletic Ballad ," Modern Language Notes 28 (1913 ): 1-5 .
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function of the song clearly contributes an essential level in the
native arrangement of repertoire; yet this is not to deny that singers also have opinions about the content and structure of songs.
Few if any traditional performers of ''ballads,'' in any case,
employ the word in the sense that scholars understand it, and
this fact is true wherever stanzaic narrative songs of this particular
Euro-American type are found. Even if they do, they may reasonably be expected to have picked it up from fieldworkers or collectors. Roger Abrahams relates, in his study of Almeda Riddle,
how she came to pronounce the word "ballet" like "ballad" even
thuugh she had formerly pronounced it "ballet" as others in her
community still do.43 "Ballet" or "ballot" has been commonly
used by singers in Ireland to refer to a song sheet, the songs
printed on it, or perhaps any kind of popular song rather than a
specific form or genre of song. 0 As Maura Murphy describes in
her paper on ballad singers in nineteenth-century Ireland, the
singer John Corral was arrested at Ahacragh, County Galway, in
Decem ber 1843 for singing and selling "ballads" of a seditious
nature. In his own words, Corral wrote:
From Roscrea I came to Banagher but a month ago, stayed one
night there, and commenced ballad singing. I began by singing
love songs, which did not take . I then purchased 22 dozen of the
ballads I was-;inging when arrest~d. • 5

Scholars, excited by the discovery of aesthetically pleasing,
rare narrative songs in a living tradition, have inevitably influenced che singer's concepts and terminology. Lizzie Higgins
remembered chat in her youth,
The singing . . . wasnae pop songs in that days. It was whit we
know now as folk songs . But we called them th at days, the aal'
songs but now we know it's folk song.• 6
43 . Abrahams, A S inger, p . 3.
44 . Cf. Hugh Shields, Shamrock., Rose & Thistle: Folk Si11gi11g i11 North Dmy (Belfast ,
1981 ), p . I 1. See also Georges-Den is Zimmerman, " What ls an Irish Ballad? " Irish Folk
Music Studies 3 ( 198 I ): 5-17 .
45 . M a ura Murphy , "The Ballad Singer and the R ole of the Seditious Ballad in
Ninet ee rnh Century Ireland : Dublin Castle's View," Ulster Folk.life 25 (1979) : 79- 102 ,
esp . 89 .
46 . Smith, 24 .
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Singers in a traditional community, then, hold conceptions of song
type and function that grow out of experience and worldview but
which also may be shaped by external factors. Just as readily,
they will evolve ideas about the nature of songs. Almeda Riddle
remarks at one point that she enjoyed her songs as a child when
she sang chem "just as ballads. Took them at their worth. Didn't
know they had a story behind them. " 47 Here, as in the case of
Jeannie Robertson's explication of "Son David," the concept of
''story'' in relation to ballads and songs demands greater clarification by scholars since the singer's use of "story" may not necessarily refer to the sequence of incidents in the song's plot . We may
compare the remark that the Traveller singer Jane T'urriff once
made when discussing the performance of her songs: " There's
a story in every song.' ' 48 She did not mean by this the plot of
particular songs, nor any kind of prose account of a so ng 's narrative, nor the individual history of a song, but a n experiential
meaning achieved from her praxis of the song as ''lived reality . ''
In the internal, affective world of the song which the sin ger
creates and into which he or she enters, "story" refers to its
reality, a reality which has inadequately been termed "symbolic."
It is rather that the singer enters into a relationship of identity
with his or her meaning system, in which factors of aesthetic norm
and co ntextual constraint are modified by the individual attribution of significance. "Story " in relation to song, o r to a particular
song, operates on a number of levels chat can best be detected
through the epistemics of the singer: these levels, th e inn er psychological, and the outer structural, together might be termed the
cultural plot) 49 or individual and social resonances of a song , whether
it has an explicit narrative or not.
The objection that singers are limited in the amo unt and quality
of information they can provide, therefore, can be easily dism issed.
Sufficient examples can be provided, from the E ngli sh-speak in g
world and elsewhere, to demonstrate that good singers in particular
are also intelligent singers, and that they form a nd h old distinctive
47 . Abrahams, A Singer, p . 134 .
48. James Poner, "The Turriff Famil y of Feoerangu s: Socic1y , Learning , Crea ti on dnd
R ecrea tion of Tradi ti onal Song ," Fulk. Life 16 ( 1978) : 5-26 , es p . 18 .
49. From perso nal correspondence wi th C arol Edwards.
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FOREWORD
This glossary is compiled for the visitor and newcomer
crossing the Border in either direction. I hope it will serve
them well. I hope, too, that it will be evocative for expatriates
all over the world.
It does not set out to be an exhaustive (or exhausting) list
but rather a selection of those words in common usage. For
further information the following dictionaries may be
consulted :Jamieson : Dictionary of the Scottish Language
Dictionary of the Older Scottish Tongue
Scottish National Dictionary, etc., etc.
I would like to thank everyone who has helped me to
compile this glossary. I could not have done it alone.
If anyone has additional suggestions to make of current
Scottish words which have not been included the publishers
would be grateful to have them for the second edition.
Forres, November 1972

Mary Kean
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academy
advocate

ash et
auld lang syne
Auld Reekie
aye

high school
barrister (in Aberdeen only:
solicitor)
direction/quarter/point of
compass
haddock smoked to a sooty copper
colour
meat plate
days of long ago
Edinburgh
always

baillie
bairn
bannock
bap
bauchle
bawbee
beadle

magistrate
child
thick oatmeal cake
bread roll
badly worn shoe
half penny
verger

airt
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Arbroath smokie
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SCOTTISH

ENGLISH

SCOTTISH

ENGLISH

bejant

1st year undergraduate
(St. Andrews)
mountain
in (in the inner apartment)
broom/slut
building
birch tree
spin round
spiced fruit loaf eaten at New Year
slow/backward/shy
talk nonsense
boiled sweet
pretty
curling match
farm cottage
elder tree
hill
blackberry
beautiful

brig
bubblyjock
burgh
burn
but and ben
buttery
byre

bridge
turkey
borough
brook
two roorned house
type of breakfast roll
cowshed

ben
ben the hoose
besom
biggin
birk
birl (v.)
black bun
bl ate
blether
boiling (n.)
bonny
bonspiel
bothy
bourtree
brae
j-bramble
braw

8

~cairn

canny
cauld (n.)
ceilidh (Gaelic.
Pron. kay/ay)
champit tatties
clachan
clamjamphrie

*

heap of stones marking particular
spot/path
careful
weir
informal evening of song and story
mashed potatoes
small village
rubbish/rabble
9

SCOTIISH

ENGLISH

SCOTIISH

ENGLISH

clan
clapshot

tribe bearing same surname
mixture of boiled mashed turnips
and potatoes
dirty
female clerk/typist
narrow passage between buildings
tell tales/sneak
flat bottomed boat for salmon
fishing
ice-cream cornet
bun
crow
overturn
rubbish tip
cosy
harp on
greasy
small-holding in Highlands
cream cheese

cry

call, to be called, e.g. "what do you
cry him?"
horse/ nag (derogatory)

cfarty
clerkess
close
clype
coble
cone
cookie
corbie
coup (v.) (pron. cowp)
(n.)
couthy
craik
creeshie
croft
crowdie

10

cud die

D

deave

~ding

dink
dirk
dirl
doocot
douce
dour
'f'dram, a
dross
drouthy
dunt
dwam (v. and n.)

deafen
hit/deal a blow
neat/trim
Highland dagger
vibrate
dovecote
sweet/gentle
hard/obstinate/grim
a Scotch - drink
coal slack
dry/wanting rain/thirsty
thump/bump
swoon
11

E
1F

SCOTIISH

ENGLISH

elder

office be_arer in Presbyterian
church

ettle (v.)

intend/aspire

factor
fair
far ben (adj.)
fash (n. and v.)
fernitickles
feu (v.)
(n.)

manager of estate/steward
quite
on very friendly terms
trouble/annoy
freckles
to let in perpetuity
piece of land for which feu duty
is paid
types of ground rent
young sea trout
kind of smoked haddock
estuary/strait
football
rugby (Border Country)
butcher

feu duty/tack duty
finnock
finnan haddie
firth
fitba'
flesher

12

SCOTTISH

ENGLISH

flype

to turn partly outside in,
e.g. a sock
mouldy/musty
besides
morning
worn out
from
1st year undergraduate

foosty
forbye
Jfforenoon
forfochen
frae
fresher

G

gang
gangin' body
gate/gait
ghillie
gigot
gin
girdle
glaikit
girn

go
tramp
street (in proper names)
sportsman's attendant
leg of mutton
if
griddle
gormless
snarl/whimper/grumble
13

SCOTTISH

ENGLISH

SCOTTISH

ENGLISH

glaur
gleg
glen
gowan
greet
grossart
guid

mud
alert/spry
valley
daisy
cry/weep
gooseberry
good
person in disguise
daft/crazy

Hog ma nay
hoolit
howff
ho wk
hurl (v.)
(n.)

New Year's Eve
owl
haunt/resort
dig
wheel along
ride in car/bus, etc.

ilk (so and so of that)
ilka
inch tape
interval

of the same name, e.g. Guthrie of
that ilk/"Guthrie of Guthrie"
each/every
tape measure
school break

jalouse (v.)
jotter

guess
exercise book

~guiser

gyte

H

haar
haud
ha ugh
haver
hen
herd
Highers

"I'

mist off N. Sea, E. coast only
hold
water-meadow
dither/blether
dear (person) (W. of Scotland)
shepherd
Scottish School Leaving
Certificate
14

I

15

B

SCOTTISH .-

ENGLISH

SCOTTISH

ENGLISH

keek (v.)
ken (v.)
kirk
kist
kye

look/observe furtively
know
church
chest/coffin
cows

lum
Lyon Court

chimney
Scottish College of Arms

lade
laigh/faich
laird
lang-shankit
lassie
links
loaning
loch
loon (N.E. Scotland)
Lord Lyon
lug

mill stream
low
lord of manor/squire
long-legged
girl
golf course by sea
field
lake
lad
Chief Herald of Scotland
ear

M
N
16

manse
.,jmask the tea
mind (v.)
moss
muckle/meikle
muir
murky

neb
neep
Ne'erday
nicht
nippit

vicarage
brew/make the tea
remember
moor
big
moor
dark

nose
turnip
New Year's Day
night
tight-fitting
17

p

SCOTTISH

ENGLISH

SCOTTISH

orra
orraman
oxter

odd
farm labourer/odd job man
armpit

press
wall cupboard
provost/Lord Provost mayor/Lord Mayor
puddock
hog

pancake
partan
pawkies
pawky
peely wally
peevers
pend
period (punc.)
pibroch

dropped scone
crab
mittens
humorous
pale/wan/out of sorts
hopscotch
vaulted passage
full stop
form of bagpipe music - variations
on a theme
little finger
reel/bobbin
paper bag
pocket

quaich

shallow drinking cup with two

quean (N.E. Scotland)

girl

rector

headmaster of academy/
vicar in Episcopal church/
students' elected representative
on university court
smoke/smoky
sheep/cattle stealer
rainwater gutter

pinky/pinkie
pirn
poke
pouch

18

ENGLISH

ears

B

reek/reekie
riever
rone/rhone
roup (n. and v.)
(pron. rowp)

auction
19
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SCOTTISH

ENGLISH

SCOTTISH

ENGLISH

sair
scunner (n. and v.)
sept
sett
shack/shoogle
sh ii pit
shinty

sore
nuisance/sicken/disgust
branch of clan
pattern of tartan
shake
weak/timid
game like hockey played
in Highlands
slap
squint-eyed
shriek/sing shrilly, e.g. bagpipes
shriek
day-break/cock-crow
make a mess
sly/cunning/smooth
ice-cream between wafers
fine rain
door catch
bolt/catch on window sash

sort (v.)
souter
spirtle
stay
stoor
stot (v.)
stravaig
strath
syne (v.)

mend
shoemaker
stick for stirring porridge
live, e.g. "where do you stay?"
dust/dirt
bounce
stroll/saunter
valley/plain beside river
rinse

tapsalteerie
tattie bogle
tattie hawker
thirl (v.)
thole
th rang

upside down
scare.crow
potato picker
bind/subject
endure
very busyI crowded

skelp (n. and v.)
skelly-eyed
skirl
skreich
--If skreich of day
slaister
sleekit
slider
smirr
sneck
snib
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ENGLISH

SCOTTISH

ENGLISH

thrapple
to I booth
trauchle (v.)
trauchled (adj.)
tup (n.)
twa

throat
old town hall (often with prison)
trail along
tired and bothered
ram
two

writer
wynd

lawyer/solicitor
lane

yett
yin/ane

gate
one

wabbit
waur
wean
wee
whaup
wheen, a
whigmaleerie
whin

exhausted
worse
child
small
curlew
a few/a good many
trinket/knick-knack
gorse
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ENGLISH

SCOTTISH

alert/spry
always
armpit
auction (n. and v.)

gleg
aye
meter
roup (pron. rowp)

bag (paper)
bagpipe music (form of)
barrister
beautiful
besides
big
bind/subject (v.)
birch (tree)
blackberry
boat (flat bottomed,
salmon fishing)
bolt/catch (window sash)
bounce (v.)
branch (clan)

poke
pibroch
advocate
braw
forbye
muckle/meikle
thirl
birk
bramble
coble
snib
stot
sept

25
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ENGLISH

SCOTTISH

ENGLISH

SCOTTISH

bread roll
break (school play time)
brew/make (tea)
bridge
brook
broom
building
bun
borough
busy/crowded
butcher

bap
interval
mask
brig
burn
besom
biggin
cookie
burgh
thrang
flesher

call, e.g. "what do you
call him?"
careful
cheese (cream)
chest/coffin
Chief Herald of Scotland
child

cry
canny
crowdie
kist
Lord Lyon
bairn/wean

chimney
church
clerk/typist (female)
cosy
cottage (farm)
cows
cowshed
crab
crow
cry/weep
cup (shallow, two-eared)
cupboard (wall)
curlew
curling match

lum
kirk
clerkess
couthy
bothy
kye
byre
partan
corbie
greet
quaich
press
whaup
bonspiel

daft/crazy
dagger (Highland)
daisy
dark

gyte
dirk
gowan
murky
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ENGLISH

SCOTIISH

ENGLISH

SCOTIISH

day-break/cock-cro\N
days of long ago
deafen
dear (person)
dig (v.)
direction/quarter/
point of compass
dirty
dither
door-catch
dovecote
dropped scone
dry/\Nanting rain/thirsty
dust/dirt

skreich of day
auld lang syne
deave
hen (W. of Scotland)
howk

endure
Englishman/lo\Nlander
errands, do the
estuary/strait
exercise book
exhausted

thole
Sassenach (Gaelic)
messages, do the
firth
jotter
wabbit

each/every
ear
Edinburgh
elder (tree)

ilka
lug
Auld Reekie
bourtree

fe\N/a good many
field
football
freckles
friendly terms
frog
from
fruit loaf (spiced, eaten
at New Year)
full stop (punc.)

wheen, a
loaning
fitba'
fernitickles
far ben
puddock
frae

airt
cl arty
haver
sneck
doocot
pancake
drouthy
stoor

F
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black bun
period
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G

ENGLISH

SCOTTISH

ENGLISH

SCOTTISH

gate
gentle/sweet
girl

yett
douce
lassie
quean (N.E. Scotland)
gang
links
guid
grossart
glaikit
whin
creeshie
girdle
feu duty/tack duty
jalouse
rone/rhone

half penny
hard/obstinate/grim
harp on
haunt/resort
headmaster (academy)
high school
hill
hit/deal a blow
hold (v.)
hopscotch
house (two-roomed)
horse/nag (derogatory)
humorous

bawbee
dour
craik
howff
rector
academy
brae
ding
haud
peevers
but and ben
cuddie
pawky

ice-cream cornet
ice-cream between wafers
if
in (in inner apartment)
intend/aspire

cone
slider
gin
ben the hoose

go
golf course (seaside)
good
gooseberry
gormless
gorse
greasy
griddle
ground rent (type)
guess (v.)
gutter (rainwater)

.. ,

..

H

haddock (smoked)
haddock (smoked to a
sooty copper colour)

finnan haddie
Arbroath smokie
30

I

ettle
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ENGLISH

SCOTTISH

ENGLISH

SCOTTISH

know

ken

look/observe furtively
lord of manor/squire
low

keek
laird
laigh/laich

magistrate
make a mess
manager (estate)
mayor/Lord Mayor
meadow (water)
mend
mist (off N. Sea, E. coast
only)
mittens
moor
morning
mouldy/musty
mountain
mud
mutton (leg of)

baillie
slaister
factor
provost/Lord Provost
ha ugh
sort

labourer (farm) I odd job man
lad
lake
land (for which feu duty is
paid)
lane
lawyer/solicitor
let (in perpetuity)
little finger
live
long-legged

orraman
loon (N.E. Scotland)
loch
feu
wynd
writer (in Aberdeen
only: advocate)
feu
pinky /pinkie
stay, e.g. "where do
you stay?"
lang-shankit
32
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haar
pawkies
moss/muir
forenoon
foosty
ben
glaur
gigot
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ENGLISH

SCOTTISH

ENGLISH

SCOTTISH

N

neat/trim
New Year's Day
New Year's Eve
night
nose
nuisance/sicken/disgust

dink
Ne'erday
Hogmanay
nicht
neb
scunner (n. and v.)

pattern (tartan)
person (in disguise)
plate (meat)
pocket
potatoes (mashed)
potato picker
pretty

0

oatmeal cake (thick)
odd
office bearer in
Presbyterian church
one
overturn
owl

bannock
orra

sett
guiser
ash et
pouch
champit tatties
tattie howker
bonny

quite

fair

pale/wan/out of sorts
passage (narrow. between
buildings)
passage (vaulted)

peely wally

ram (n)
rain (fine)
reel/bobbin
remember
representative (elected by
students on university
court)

tup
smirr
pirn
mind

p

n

elder
yin/ane
coup
hoolit

R

close
pend
34

rector
35

ENGLISH

SCOTTISH

ENGLISH

SCOTTISH

N

neat/trim
New Year's Day
New Year's Eve
night
nose
nuisance/sicken/disgust

dink
Ne'erday
Hog ma nay
nicht
neb
scunner (n. and v.)

0

oatmeal cake (thick)
odd
office bearer in
Presbyterian church
one
overturn
owl

bannock
orra

pattern (tartan)
person (in disguise)
plate (meat)
pocket
potatoes (mashed)
potato picker
pretty

sett
guiser
ash et
pouch
champit tatties
tattie hawker
bonny

quite

fair

ram (n)
rain (fine)
reel/bobbin
remember
representative (elected by
students on university
court)

tup
smirr
pirn
mind

,,

I

I
I
I

p

pale/wan/out of sorts
passage (narrow. between
buildings)
passage (vaulted)

0
B

elder
yin/ane
coup
hoolit
peely wally
close
pend
34
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rector
35

ENGLISH

SCOTTISH

ride (n.) (car, bus, etc.)
rinse (v.)
roll (breakfast)
rubbish/rabble
rubbish tip
rugby (Border Country)

hurl
syne
buttery
clamjamphrie
coup
fitba'

scare-crovv
School Leaving Certificate
Scotch, a (drink)
Scottish College of Arms
shepherd
shake
shoe (badly worn)
shoemaker
shriek
shriek/sing shrilly,
e.g. bagpipes
slack (coal)

tattie bogle
Highers
dram, a
Lyon Court
herd
shack/shoogle
bauchle
souter
skreich
skirl
dross
36

ENGLISH

SCOTIISH

slap
slovv/backvvard/shy
slut
sly/cunning/smooth
small
small-holding (Highlands)
smoke/smoky
snarl/vvhimper/grumble
sore
spin round
sportsman's attendant
stealer (sheep/cattle)
stevvard
stick (stirring porridge)
stones (heap marking
particular spot/path)
stream (mill)
street (in proper names)
stroll/saunter

skelp
bl ate
besom
sleekit
wee
croft
reek/reekie
girn
sair
birl
ghillie
riever
factor
spirtle
cairn
lade
gate/gait
stravaig
37

T

ENGLISH

SCOTIISH

squint-eyed
squirt (n. and v.)
sweet (boiled)
swoon (n. and v.)

skelly-eyed
scoot
boiling
dwam

talk nonsense
tape measure
tell tales/sneak
throat
thump/bump
tight-fitting
ti red/bothered
townhall (old, often with
prison)
trail along
tramp (n)
tribe (bearing same
surname)

bl ether
inch tape
clype
thrapple
dunt
nippit
trauchled

ENGLISH

trinket/knick-knack
trouble/annoy
trout (young, sea)
turkey
turnip
turnips and potatoes
(boiled and mashed together)
turn partly outside in,
e.g. a sock
two

u

tolbooth
trauchle
gangin' body
clan
38

undergraduate (1st year)
undergraduate
(1st year St. Andrews)
upside down

SCOTIISH

whigmaleerie
fa sh
finnock
bubblyjock
neep
clapshot
flype
twa

fresher
bejant
tapsalteerie
39

v

w

ENGLISH

SCOTTFSH

valley
valley/plain beside river
verger
vibrate
vicarage
village (small)

glen
strath
beadle
dirl
manse
clachan

weak/timid
weir
wheel along
worn out
worse

sh ii pit
cauld
hurl
forfochen
waur

IDIOMS

40

SCOTIISH

ENGLISH

bide awee

wait a bit

cauld kail het again

cold cabbage heated up (used
figuratively)

dree yer ain wierd

face up to one's destiny

dinna fash yersel'

don't bother

haud yer wheesht

shut up

he wadna tak tellin'

he would not be told/advised

it's just a wheen o' blethers

it's just a pack of nonsense

lang may yer lum reek

long may your chimney smoke

let the tow gang wi' the bucket

let things take their course

to take something to avizandum

to consider a matter
41

NOTES

Law and Education

Highland Dress
Balmoral
flat round bonnet
Glengarry
foragecapwithribbonshangingdownbehind
Kilt
a pleated skirt
Plaid
a long piece of twilled woollen cloth
dirk, dagger worn in stocking
Sgian dhu
Sporran
ornamental pouch worn in front of kilt
Trews
trousers of tartan cloth

These are distinct from the English systems. Some legal terms
are:-

Money
Scottish banks issue their own notes. These are sometimes
treated with suspicion in England but may be negotiated at
banks there.
Church
The Church of Scotland is Presbyterian. The Episcopal Church
is a minority church with its own Primus in full communion
with the Church of England.
·
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Court of Session (in Edinburgh)

supreme civil court

High Court of Justiciary (in
Edinburgh and circuit towns)

supreme criminal court

Defender

defendant

Procurator Fiscal

public prosecutor

Pursuer

plaintiff

Sheriff Principal/Sheriff

judges of sheriffdom

Sheriff-court

approximates to county
court but also has wide
criminal jurisdiction

Sheriff-clerk

registrar of sheriff court

Sheriff-officer

bailiff/tipstaff
43

In the localities of Scotland there are few estate agents.
Traditionally solicitors have always dealt with the purchase
and sale of houses. A purchase is made by means of a written
offer and an acceptance in the form of letters which are called
"missives". The term "subject to contract" has no meaning
in Scotland as the missives themselves form the contract and
there can be no "gazumping". Generally speaking there is little
leasehold property in Scotland as most properties are held in
feu or are freehold.

Quarter Days
Scottish
Candlemas
Whitsunday
Lammas
Martin mas

2nd February
15th May
1st August
11th November

English
Lady Day
25th March
Midsummer Day 24th June
Michaelmas Day 29th September
Christmas Day
25th December

Public Holidays
Bank holidays in Scotland do not necessarily coincide with
those in England; for example, Good Friday and Boxing Day
are not observed. New Year's Day is the only day in the year
when no newspapers are printed.
Each town has its own set of public holidays, usually Mondays,
and reference must be made to local papers or other somces to
find out when these take place.
44
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ABSON BOOKS
Rhyming Cockney Slang - 50p
A glossary which helps you to use your loaf (of bread - head) in getting about
London, with illustrations.
American English/English American - 50p
A glossary of everyday words which have completely different meanings
depending upon which side of the Atlantic you happen to be.
Get Golf Straight - 45p by Harold Shapiro with John Allan May caddying.
The authors say: "If there is a secret to golf it lies in the essential but neglected
phenomenon, the STRAIGHT LINE." How to get the STRAIGHT LINE is
simply described and illustrated allowing the player to retain individual
freedom of movement.
English Delft Tiles - 55p by Arnold Page.
A collection of tiles depicting biblical scenes together with texts from the
King James version of the Bible.
Sleepless Sleepers - 20p
Sixty ways of overcoming insomnia contributed by readers of The Observer.
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A Shocking History of Bristol - 70p by Derek Robinson.
A. s~raight and accurate account of Bristol's White Slavery, Quaker Bashing
C1v1l War, Black Slavery, Riots and Port Scandals.
'
Cooking Courgettes - 50p by Anna Pazienza.
Thirty-seven recipes with growing instructions and packet of seeds.
Cooking Broccoli and Cauliflower - 45p by Anna Pazienza.
Thirty-eight recipes with growing instructions and packet of Calabrese seeds.
Cooking Aubergines - 50p by Anna Pazienza.
Thirty recipes with growing instructions and packet of seeds.
Cooking Carrots - 50p by Jane Grigson.
Thirty-seven recipes with growing instructions and packet of seeds.
Day Out-£1
by arrangeme~t with the B.B.C. with days out in Shaftesbury, Sherborne,
L~ngport, Dev1zes, Stroud, Clevedon, Wotton-Under-Edge, Frame, Clearwell
River Frame, Watchet and Malmesbury. Text, photographs and maps.
'
All available from booksellers or by adding 10p forthefirstcopyand3p
per copy thereafter, for packing and postage from the publishers
Abson Books, Abson. Wick, Bristol.
'

The cover of this book is a work of fiction.
Any similarity to any tartan in line. shape or
colour is purely coincidental.

Southern grammar of Standard English). On the level
of grammar, where the differences between the dialects
are relatively few, Scots could profitably follow the
etymologically-based practice of adopting, in a choice
between two systems, the one with the greater number
of members. For example, the Style Sheet prescription
of a distinction between verbal noun and present
participle ought to be retained, though it has become
rare in the spoken language: as standard Norwegian
has a three-gender system in nouns and pronouns,
though this has been reduced to a two-gender system
in most of the spoken dialects. Similarly, the plural
demonstratives thir and thae should be retained in the
standard language, though they have disappeared from
North-Eastern speech.
If grammatical differences between the dialects are
slight, however, pronunciation differences are extremely
numerous. Some of these could be accommodated, as
at present, by a generalised spelling. The digraph ui,
for example, is useful in that, without too much distortion
of the normal conventions of sound-symbol relationship
of the Roman alphabet, it can be taken as representing
any of several different sounds. For good, a Glaswegia~
says "gid," a Black Isle speaker "geed," a NorthEasterner "gweed," a Fifer "gade," and a man from
Angus or the Eastern Borders "geud," with the vowel
of French deux; but each could readily associate the
spelling guid with his own local pronunciation. (After
all, consider how widely different are the pronunciations
which the written form go suggests to an Edinburgh
schoolteacher, a BBC newsreader, a retired Cheltenham
colonel, and · a Cockney bus-driver!). Likewise, the
Scots word corresponding to English hook (though it
30

often has a different meaning in Scots) has the regional
pronunciations "hyook," "hyuck" and "heuk" (again
with the French-sounding vowel); all of which could
be equally well implied by the spelling heuk. However,
there are clearly some variant pronunciations-"wha"
and " whae," "stane" and "steen," "hame" and "hyim,"
"few" and " fyowe," "whit" and "fit"-which could
not be subsumed under the same spelling without grave
violence to normal spelling conventions. In many
such cases, the procedure which would be universally
followed, and which Scots would have no alternative
but to adopt, would be to employ an orthography
which would represent the more widespread form.
Bame (or arguably haem) and not hyim would have to
be the spelling adopted in Standard Scots. On the other
hand, considerations of etymology might in certain
cases take precedence over those of majority' usage:
for over four hundred years there has been no •reason
except entrenched habit for the w in English wrong
or the k in knee; but as long as even a few speakers in
Scotland say "vrang" or "k-nee" there would be a
case for spelling the words as vrang and knei. Each
instance would have to be debated separately, on its
own merits. The standard, too, need not be monolithic :
the word normative in Haugen's definition need not be
taken as implying that only one non-negotiable form
is acceptable for each word in the language. Some
national languages-Serbo-Croat, for example-exhibit
"polycentric standardisation": that is, they allow for a
limited and defined number of local variants within the
framework of a standard. Such generalised features
as the North-Eastern use of initial/- where other dialects
have wh- could be treated in this way: whit could be the
31
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The study of the pronunciation of the sounds in a dialect
and the comparison of the sounds in one dialect with those
in another may be regarded as the main task of any
phonetician working on dialectology. A discussion of
the nature of this task is inevitably somevvhat complicated,
but it is necessary to consider the matter in some detail.
It is a commonplace that Scots dialects spoken in two
different areas will, to a lesser or greater extent, "sound
different," and we must now consider what this means
and by what process we can analyse the phenomena
involved. We shall ignore for the present the kind of
dialectal differences falling into this category which might
be analysed under such headings as "intonation,"
"rhythm," "tempo," "pitch," "voice quality," etc., and
concentrate on the often more tangible differences which
involve specific sounds. Taking this restricted problem
as our subject, we shall examine what is meant when we
say that the sounds of one Scots dialect differ from those
of another. When we have attempted to classify some of
th e main types of difference, we shall be in a better position
to decide how important some particular observed difference
between two dialects actually is, and how it is to be interpreted in linguistic and non-linguistic terms.
We might begin by observing that one of the commonest
(though perhaps not most frequently observed) kinds of
difference bet\veen two dialects is where the one uses sounds

52

which are not found at all in the other. Two examples
may be given. In Northumberland a uvular r-sound
(generally called " the Northumbrian burr") is in widespread use. In t he Scots dialects it is not entirely unknown,
but except in a few places adj acent to Northumberland it
occurs only as a personal idiosyncrasy and not as a marked
regional feature. ! n the Glasgow area and also in and
around most of the larger Scottish towns, a " glottal stop"
ism common use, as in the phrase hot water bottle, where it
occurs three times in swift succession in lace of the
t-sounds.1 In other areas it is not use at all; except by,
or in imitation of, incomers from the places where its
use is well-established. Numerous other examples of this
kind could be given, but these two are perhaps the most
familiar. We may note that differences of this kind,
described in the terms that they are above, are' differences
which could well be investigated by someone wTthout any
knowledge of the language; a competent Chinese
phonetician unacquainted with Scots could plot the areas
where the glottal stop is used and where it is not. His
problem can be defined in purely phonetic terms, whereas,
as we shall see, the investigation of other, at first sight
similar, differences involving sounds can not.
Let us describe one of these as a speaker of some Scots
dialect might put it. If he comes from the Lothians and
has visited the North-East, he may say when he returns,
"In Buchan they pronounce the word stane as steen." 2
Now this difference is not of the same order as the other,
because the speaker's surprise is not at anything queer
Cp. the Glaswegian who said " My name's Pa'erson, with two ts."
Cp. the Fifer who said to the Aberdonian, "Onywye, we're no
the fowk that caas fu sh f eesh."
1

2
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THE PHONETIC APPROACH

about the vowel in steen, a sound he has in his own dialect.
In a case like this, even if the vowel written ee is not in
fact absolutely identical with a vowel he uses himself
(for example, that in tea), this will probably escape his
attention. What surprises him is that this ee VO\vel or
anything like it should be used in this situation, that is,
in the word which he feels should really be pronounced
stane. Now the situations where there is such a difference
of vowel between two dialects may not ahvays be identical
from an analytical point of view, but we might consider
this example a little more closely before we go on to discuss
others which are not quite the same.
The difference between steen and stane is not one which
has always existed. In fact, like most other dialectal
differences in the Scots areas, it must have arisen in comparatively recent times: if we could go back about six
hundred years we should probably find few such regional
contrasts in existence at that date. In details of sound,
as in vocabulary and other features, the dialects have
gradually diverged, though the degree of divergence has
now reached and passed its peak, and centralising influences
are at work obliterating contrasts which were in evidence
a few generations ago. The regional differences in pronunciation between such forms as steen and stane can be
described as divergences from a common prototype, and
it is often convenient to classify them on this historical
basis. If we do this, we can, in a rather special sense,
classify the ee and the a of steen and stane as dialectal
manifestations of "one and the same sound," though
phonetically of course they are as distinct as if the two
words in which they occur had no connexion with one
another. Such a- classification is implied in comparisons

of Type 1 (see page 41). In making these, we work on
the assumption (for which ther~ is usually some justificatory
evidence) that we are dealing with divergent forms of what
we have earlier called "one and the same word," and we
attempt to define the areas where each form is in regular
present-day dialectal use. The more investigations we
make of this type, word by word, the more information
we shall have about differences in pronunciation between
dialects. This will not merely be true in the simple
numerical sense that more and more differences, together
with their distribution, will be revealed. For various
types of divergence will show themselves, so that we shall
also learn something about the ways in which differences
of this kind can come about.
At first sight, the problem might therefore seem to be
nothing more than one of accumulating a bodyJOf information about a large number of words from a large.rmmber of
places, but we must now consider some of the complications.
I have already noted that when the phrase "differences
of sound" is used to describe the kind of opposition we
have just been discussing, it has a special and quite
restricted sense; the fact that a dialect uses stane and not
steen does not mean that a sound ee is not to be found in
that dialect. Another example may be given. In the
North-East, in the counties of Moray, Banff, Aberdeen,
Kincardine and Angus, the interrogatiye "who" is pronounced f aa. In most other parts of the country it begins
with the sound hw 1 as in when, where, whaur, etc. This
in itself is an interesting fact of linguistic geography, but
it should not lead us to assume that the sound hw is
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1 For an explanation of the phonetic symbols used in this book.
see p. xii above.
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GLASGOW GLOSSARY. By Albert .
Mackie. £2.50: Bla~taff Pr~.

. By WILLIAM HUNTER _
WHEREAS in the rest of the world, an
amphora is a jug with two handles,
around Glasgow the word stands for
something else.
It expresses choice as in the phrase,
Amphora glessna pint. (I shall accept a
large whi~ky and a pint of heavy.)
Glasgow has a pub called the Ami)hora.

It is the happy idea of Albert
Mackie, journalist and author, to
compile a traveller's phrase book
which tells visitors to the tourist city
where they have got to and when they
are being got at.
Working with the perspective of
1living in Edinburgh, he adds vigorously
to the scholarship made popular by
Alex Mitchell and Stanley Baxter.
·

The lingo is worth another study for
its own sa,ke. Any glossary that has in it
. the word doolander is rich, indeed. (A
doolander is a man's cap, flat enough
and large enough for a pigeon to alight
upon.)
Many other expressions are
murmurous with meaning, like moarn's
moarn, for tomorrow morning, and:
Assymetry: A burial place such as
the Necropolis.
Hingragirra: To maintain the
"Finciple of solidarity.
Kerrtit : Taken ·away in a hearse,
Albert Mackie suggests, although the
word also does for anybody lifted away
because of any kind of wear and tear.
The glossary seeks to render
intelligible the mush which Glasgow
makes of the language, but it does
more. For one thing it gives examples
· of the good use of that word "but" at
the end of a sentence and after a
. comma as in: Ye should keep yer neb
(nose) oot it, but. Gnat (meaning
etcetera) also is given its place :
We'll be haeing beer, gnat, an lager,
gnat, and whisky, gnat, and mebbies
sannitches, gnat.
Albert Mackie is most scholarly. He
derives the expression, Ah goat aff ma
·Elky - off my mark, from Elky G~rk_,'
the boxer. Sometimes, though, Glesca
scholarship lookS a t>1t in-bred.
The glossary suggests that champ
dancer is spooneristic rhyming slang '
. for a damned chancer. Maybe it is, but
·it was more l,ikely put into the language
by the seminal pantomime, the Tintock
. Cup, which Alex Mitchell 30 years ago
wrote with James Bridie for the
.Citizens' Theatre.
In ·a· sketch about a Romeo at the
dancin' Molly Urquhart cried: "Champ
dancer? Damn chancer!"
. One of Albert Mackie's good gifts is
to take an ordinary bit of pavement
slush of a word and give it poetry in his
definition, as with :
Midden: An untidy place or person:
Big Wull wiz that overcome wi the
fresh err, they had tae haud um owre a
midden tae revive um.
Derken: Cast a shadow over: The
funeral proceedings wiz derkent be the
news that the Rangers had goat bait.
He misses out the good word clock,
meaning to observe, and there are.
surely brighter meanings of coozlick
than the one he gives of a quick wash.
Smashing to see (for a pretentious but
.insignificant
person)
the
word
,ch~_~ty!a_~l~r_in .l?~nt! but:. _ . _ • .
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Glasgow Speech in Recent Scottish
Literature
Edwin Morgan
The acceptable emergence of Glasgow speech, both as an object of linguistic
study and as a medium for serious writing, is recent and still has much headway
to make, but one can say today with some confidence that the long-ingrained
attitudes-linguistic, social, aesthetic-which hindered that emergence have
lost the almost automatic respectability they once enjoyed. In the 50-page
introduction to the first volume of The Scottish National Dictionary, virtually ·
nothing is said about the language of Glasgow. After a brief reference to the
' glottal catch', which the editor notes with some irritation ('not by natural
development') has spread to other parts of Scotland, the speech of this large
conurbation containing half the population of the country is dismissed in one
sentence: 'Owing to t~e influx of Irish and foreign immigrants in the industrial
area near Glasgow the dialect has become hopelessly corrupt. ' That was written
many years ago, and William Grant's refusal to come to grips with the
unsavoury and amorphous phenomenon of Glasgow must seem today to be not
o nl y improperly moralistic but strangely incurious. But moralising or sceptical
attitudes towards Glasgow dialect evidently take much dislodging. In 1974, in
an article quoting favourably from Glaswegian prose by Alan Spence and
George Friel, J Derrick McClure makes the more general point that what must
in the end limit such writers is 'the impoverished and bastardised Scots spoken
in present-day Glasgow ' . 1 Strong words! Yet surely all language is, if one wants
to use the term , bastardised (and that word, half French and half Greek, is a
good example of the process); and it is the rural dialects of Scotland which are
im ov ·
the thriving and inventive urban s eech of Glas ow.
need care ul
cClure 's underlying argument 1s, owever, one that wou
consideration, since his case is that naturalistic recorders of local speech like
Friel and Spence cannot draw upon literary , traditional, non-local forms of
Scots such as allow (say) Fionn Mac Colla in his prose to 'exploit the full
expressive potential of the Scots language'. Obviously this is a possible view!
yet one cannot help thinking that it is not entirely divorced from those pro195
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rural , anti-urban feelings which have found it so hard to accept the fact that
whatever 'Scotland' or 'Scottish tradition' is, it must include Glasgow, it
cannot cast it out or refuse to come to terms with it or to see its 'case'. Even if
we accept the arguments put forward for a modern generalised literary Scots, as
against a naturalistic locally-based Scots, such a Scots ought to include a significant admixture of Glaswegian forms and idioms if it is to be true to the
linguistic realities of the country.
Reluctance to confer status on urban Scots has in the past excused itself
mainly on the ground that slang rather than dialect is involved. That this belief
will not pass muster, despite the fact that Glasgow like every large city uses
much slang, was argued persuasively by Alexandra J L Agutter and Leslie N
Cowan in their article on 'Changes in the Vocabulary of Lowland Scots
Dialects'. 2 But a dislike or fear of slanginess or uncouthness has undoubtedly
been an inhibiting factor on writers as well as educators in the first half of the
century. J J Bell, author of Wee Macgreegor and many similar couthy and
popular books which sold very widely in the Glasgow area (and elsewhere),
wrote in his autobiography, I Remember (1932), about the two grandmothers
he recalled from the 1870s:
Of fair education, not slipshod in her grammar, she used the vernacular uncompromisingly-and chat at a period when a great many Glasgow people were coming to
regard the vernacular as 'not very nice'. At the same time, she was down on slang,
such as it was in those days ... Perhaps she was faithful to the old tongue because
she had originally come from Paisley. I can remember that her sister used it, but that
none of her nephews and nieces did so. She was the only person who made it really
familiar to me. My other grandmother might, in a moment of freedom, have uttered
the word 'bairns', but she would surely have swooned at hearing the word 'weans'
issue from her own lips. Strangely enough, though listening to it daily, I echoed very
little of her Lowland Scots; but, more than twenty years later, when attempting the
first of a series of Glasgow sketches, the makings ultimately of a certain little book, I
looked into my memory and found the old words and phrases I needed. (pp. 74-5)

Bell, in fact, made little distinction between 'Glaswegian' and 'Lowland Scots' ;
and his fictional dialogue, while liberally sprinkled with Glaswegian features, is
an amalgam owing much to the homely humours of late nineteenth-century
Kail yard. In his introduction to the New Library Edition of Wee Macgreegor
(1933) Bell wrote:
I am well aware that I have been suspected of eavesdropping on tramway cars and
elsewhere, and of furtively lurking in close-mouths, and in sundry other places, in
order to gain my knowledge, such as it is, of the Glasgow, or Lowland dialect; but the
truth is chat, just as I have never deliberately 'studied' a fellow-creature, I had never
made any effort to 'learn' the speech of the people of the period. While I was
familiar with the older men in my father's factory, who used the vernacular as a
matter of course. I feel certain that I acquired little or nothing there . Indeed , I cannot
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doubt that from the lips of my paternal grandmother, a lady of the old school, who
died when I was seven, fell all the quaint words and phrases-many of them
embodied in nursery rhymes- into my memory, there to lie quiet till the years
should bring a use for chem. (p . 8)

Ironically, at the same time as J J Bell was writing this introduction,
Alexander McArthur in Glasgow's Gorbals was putting the finishing touches to
his first draft of No Mean City, the book eventually published in a collaborative
version with the London journalist H Kingsley Long in 19 3 5, and rich in the
bad language which Bell (and Bell's grandmother if she had known about it)
would never have countenanced. No Mean City, crude and melodramatic
though it was, had a certain archetypal power about it, reminiscent of effects in
Jack London and Frank Norris, which made it not really surprising that it
should have sold millions of copies and should seldom be out of print for long,
even today. It was also a landmark in the wide currency it gave to Glasgow
dialect. even though its London publishers, with an eye on their English
readers, put those always irritating, non-accepting inverted commas round
words like 'buroo' , 'rammy', 'model', 'single-end', 'flyman', 'hairy', and
'sherricking' .
But any dialect breakthrough, in prose fiction, brings problems, and not
only those of comprehension. The case against the use of dialect was puw
succinctly by Allan Massie, in a review of Iain Crichton Smith's novel A Field
Full of Folk (The Scotsman, 8 May 1982), where'he praised the dignity and
seriousness the book gained by being resolutely n~n-regional. 'His characters
are not insulted by dialect or by phonetic transcription of their speech.' This is
clearly a dig (as we shall see) at other recent Scottish novels; but what of the
general point? Are the servants in Wuthering Heights, the rustics in Hardy, the
miners in Lawrence, the farmers in Lewis Grassie Gibbon, the Cockneys and
Irishmen in Kipling, the Southerners in Faulkner, all to be regarded as
'insulted by dialect'? The answer is surely that given by Mark Twain in his
prefatory n~te to a great dialectal story, The Adventures of Huckleberry Finn :
'In this book a number of dialects are used, to wit: the Missouri negro dialect ;
the ordinary 'Pike-County' dialect; and four modified varieties of this last. The
shadings have not been done in a haphazard fashion, or by guess-work; but
painstakingly, and with the trustworthy guidance and support of perso?al
familiarity with these several forms of speech.' In other words, a lovrn_g
particularity. not a putdown or a rele~ation. ~everthe.less .. a proble~ rer:iams .
It 1s hard to envisage a Wuthen.ng Heights written entirely 10 Yorkshtre dialect.
Is this a snobbish or merely a realistic scepticism? It is realistic in the sense that a
novel by its nature is interested in social gradations and distinctions, and that
these, because of the nature of educational systems, often involve striking
differences of speech. A dialect which was used into the highest reaches of
education would in fact become a language, and would then itself begin to
split into new dialects.
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I? Glasgow novels and short stories one main difficulty has been how to
avoid too offp_utting a _ disj~nction between realistic Glaswegian dialogue and a
heavy a~thonal Engl~sh m the narrative. Edward Gaitens' Dance of the
AP_prenttces ( 1948) smkes a good balance but in a sense does acknowledge the
existence of the problem, as the young shipyard apprentice, Eddy Macdonnel,
grows up a great reader-of Dickens and Keats, Swinburne and Wells
p~mphlets on socialis~, a?archism, and pacifism-and not only loses much of
his local language but is given less and less dialogue as the novel progresses; so
t~at at the end we watch him, in prison as a conscientious objector during the
Fust
War, entirely through the language of the author who purports to
desmbe his thoughts, and beyond an occasional 'ach' or 'och' these thoughts
are in pure English:

"?orl?

Thank God the long day was almost over. As he walked he avoided looking at the
door. If
remen:1bered not t_o look at it he might not dream of it to-night . Would
he sl~ep till mornm%? Yes. His nerves had been tranquil to-day and he had thought
h~pptly for a long nme . Perhaps the draught the doctor had given him had steadied
him. (p . 274)

h:

,-

.

Self-education-political awakening-deglaswegianisation-that is a wellknown a~d often-delineated process. As a father in Dance of the Apprentices
says of his scho~lboy ~on: 'H~'s go.at ta~ st.ick tae his English.' The Glasgow
(and Glasgow-lnsh) dialogue m Ganens 1s lively and adequate, but it is not at
the cen~re of the_ author's interest, and he shows no sense that anything might
be ~ost 1f education or upward mobility in society should dilute or destroy the
native speech.
In a si~ilar sort of Bildungsroman (though set at a later time), The Dear
Green ~lace (_1?66), Archie ~ind uses the failure of his working-class hero to
fulfil ~~ a~bmons as a novelist as an opportunity for expressing more directly
neganve views of Glasgow speech. Mat Craig probes the reasons for his failure:
Was it in the language he spoke, the.gutter ~atois into which his tongue fell naturally
when he w~s move~ by a strong feelmg? This gutter patois which had been cast by a
mode of life_ devoid of all hope or tenderness. This self-protective, fobbing off
language whICh was not ma~e to range, or explore, or express; a language cast for
sneers and abuse and aggress_10n; a langua_ge cast out of the absence of possibility; a
language cast out of a certam set of feelmgs-from poverties, dust, drunkenness,
tenements, enduranc~, hard phy~ical labour; a. reductive, cowardly, timid, snivelling
lang~a~e cast out of Jeers and v10lence and diffidence; a language of vulgar keelie
scept1c1sm. (p. 226)

This angry E~glish, if we believe Hind as the author, represents the actual
thoughts passing through Mat's mind as he walks about the city-'collecting
his thoug~ts', 'taking inventory of himself', 'ticking it all off in his mind'. The
language is meant not to be authorial, but Mat's own. And this is not at all
impossible, given the self-educating process he has undergone . Yet Hind is
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careful to show the persisting substratum, two pages later, when Mat suddenly
and unintentionally verbalises his daydreaming in actual speech, his
Glaswegian self addressing his anglified self:
A voice, a shrugging Glesca keelie voice said to him, 'Yc're nut on, laddie . Ye' re on
tae no thin'.' Mat looked around the empty ferry, but still the voice spoke. 'Ye' re nut
quoted. A gutless wonder like you, that hasn't got the gumption of a louse.' (p . 228)

These deeply divided feelings about local speech do not prevent Hind from
writing a moving and vivid novel, but they do mean that Glaswegian is not
positively exploited for its creative potential, and this is where more recent
fiction-writers have taken a new course. The seventies was the decade when
Glaswegian began to fight back, in fiction, drama, and poetry. The 'gutter
patois' of Archie Hind's soured hero became both an area of experiment and a
badge of pride. Though certainly not devoid of polemic, this movement has by
no means always wanted to show an aggressive face, but it has wanted to claim
that if you want to use urban dialect it is first of all necessary to listen, and in
doing so, to find distinctions and subtleties which the usual (and sometimes
mythical) stereotypes writers have drawn on in the past have blunted or overl~id
or simply missed. Emphasis on what is actually spoken, rather than._on what
legend or popular belief or the music-hall may in part have substituted for it,
leads to thoughts about spelling, about that 'ph~netic transcription of speech'
which Allan Massie, in the passage quoted above!', congratulated Iain Crichton
Smith on having eschewed. The short stories of Alan Spence, James Kelman,
and Alex Hamilton have addressed themselves to this controversial issue.
The stories in Spence's Its Colours The are Fine 1977) are blessed with very
freshly and nicely observed dialogue an an orthography that few would regard
as excessive.
He sipped at it, fingering the blackened, brittle toast. He pushed the plate aside
and started to retreat.
'Ah canny face the burnt offerin hen.'
'Ye need somethin in yer stomach.'
'Aye, maybe efter. Ah'm no feeling too good .'
'Aye, well hell mend ye, that's aw ah kin say.'
'Noo don't start! Ye gave me enough shirrikin last night. Bloody dog's abuse.'
'And no bloody wonder!' she said. 'God forgive me.' (Slipped in like punctuation
as she put down a plate so she could cross herself.)
'Ach be reasonable Mary. Ah mean it wis the boay 's last night a freedom before e
pits is heid 'n the auld noose.' He yanked an imaginary rope above his head and
jer~ed his neck to the side. Bur that brought back the nausea, so he sat down before
gomg on.
'We hid tae gie um a wee bit send aff, ye know whit ah mean.'
'Ah know whit ye mean awright, an ah know wherr ah' d send the perry yiz ! Noo
get ootma road . An will ye go an . . . DO something ABOUT yerself!' ('The Rain
Dance', p. 115)
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In that extract, the new and pleasing accuracy appears in words like shim.kin

~hich indi~ates t~e ~10rmal pronunciation (not the one given in SND);§ (no~

m SND , . e1_ther m itself ~r under_~·. t~ough it is the regular Glasgow
,pronunc1auon); boay (not m SND, either m itself or under boy, though again it
is the standard and distinctive Glasgow pronunciation); and perry yiz khich
looks the most outlandish of the lot but is in fact a good transcription of
perfectly ordinary usage.
In _a second ~xtract, it may be noted that the language is more Glaswegian
than It seems, srnce the ostensibly English words team , mental, and brilliant all
have to be translated or decoded into the lyrical-sinister specifics they have in
the city's teenage subculture-specifics which the context of the whole story
makes reasonably clear .
Through the doorway the crowds were beginning co spill out. Shuggie 's eyes were
fixed, watching for the two boys.
'Shouldnae be long noo, ' he said .
'This should be good,' said Eddie. 'Didye see that wee guy's face when ah says we
wur the Govan Team! ]ist about shat is sel. That wis the best laugh . Fuckin
tremendous!'
Shuggie laughed and reached into his pocket , feeling the steel comb with the long
pointed handle .
' Mental! ' he said .
'Brilliant!' said Rab . ('Brilliant ' , p. 109)

. James Kelman 's stories are set in London, Manchester, and Jersey, as well as
m Glasgow, and most of them are in English, often (as he says) 'with this
Gl~sgow accent:; but two are of special interest on the present occasion as being
wrmen wholly m Glaswegian . 'Nice to be Nice' (in his volume of short stories
An Old Pub ~ear th~ Angel, 1973) is a first-person narrative by a Glasgow
speaker, a device whICh usefully solves the problems often raised when local
~ial_og~e a°:d English narrative are juxtaposed, though obviously courting the
limitations imposed by the articulacy and interestingness of the speaker. In this
story th~ narrat~r is a humorous, shrewd, good-hearted middle-aged man
whose wife left him years ago because of his horse-betting. He describes himself
as a better listener than talker, which, by an acceptable paradox, implies that
he would also be one who would keep his talking for his writing. He lives in a
room and kitchen, but is willing to share:
Anywey it wis jist young Tony who'd firgoat his key, wi that wee mate a his in a
perr a burds. Christ whit dae ye dae? Invite thim in? Well A did-nice tae be
nice-in anywey thir aw right they two ; sipposed tae be a perr a terraways bit A ey
fun Tony aw right in his mate's his mate. The young yins ir aw right if ye lea thim
alane . A've eywis maintained that. Gie thim a chance fir fuck sake! So A made thim
it hame although it meant me hivvin tae sit oan a widdin cherr kis A selt the couch a
couple~ m_o~ths ago kis ay that auld cunt Erchie in his troubles . They four hid perred
aff m wu smm oan the ermcherrs. They hid brung a cerry-oot wae thim so A goat the
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glesses oot in it turned oot no a bad wee night , jist chattin away aboot politics in the
hoarses in that. A quite enjoyed it although mine you A wis listenin merr thin A wis
talkin bit that 's no unusual. Wan i the birds didny say much either in A didny blame
her kis she knew me although she didny let oan .
See A used tae work beside her man-aye in she's nae chicken, bit-nice tae be
nice-she isny a bad lookin lassie in A didny let oan either. (p. 94)

Although one might not always agree with the spelling-cerry-oot would be
safer as kerry-oot even if this disguises the verb-there is a continuous appeal to
the ear to recognise the truth of signalled distinctions, as for example in that
wee mate a his, kis ay that auld cunt Erchie, and Wan i the burds, where a, ay,
and i all represent English 'of', but with correct contextual variations. Some
would say that way madness lies ; readers must be allowed to make their own
mental variants of unstressed words whose spelling is known to be only
conventional in any case. Perhaps . But there is clearly a value in calling
attention to the realities of a speech that has never yet been fully described .
In Kelman' s other story, 'The Hon' (in Short Tales from the Night Shift,
1978), he goes a step farther and uses Glasgow dialect for a straight thirdperson narrative. The language suits the black humour, which unrolls jerkily
like an underground cartoon :
Auld Shug gits oot iv bed . Turns aff the alarm cloak. Gis straight ben the toilit. Sits
<loon in that oan the lavatri pan . Wee bit iv time gis by. Shug sittin ther, yonin. This
Hon. Up it comes oot fri the waste pipe . StretchiJ right up . Grabs him by the bolls .
Jesis Christ shouts the Shug filla.
•
The Hon gis slack in a coupla minits. Up jumps Shug . Straight ben the kitchin hodin
onti the pyjama troosirs in that jist aboot collapsin inti his cher .
Fuck it he says Am no gon. (no page number)

The publisher's blurb to Alex Hamilton's Gallus, did you say? and other
ston"es (1982) makes the claim that this collection is 'a landmark in publishing
history, representing as it does the first conscious decision to reproduce in
extended written prose the sounds of Glasgow English, as faithfully as nonphonetic transcription will allow' . The dubious term 'Glasgow English' makes it
hard to know exactly what the claim is, since in fact only two of the stories use
Glaswegian throughout, for both narrative and dialogue . The dialogue in all the
stories, however, does go nearer than that of other fiction writers to 'faithful nonphonetic transcription'. Its strangeness on the page is immediately reduced if one
reads the stories aloud, when the frequent Creole-like zan and zim and ziv and
zoaffice sort themselves out in the flux. The most interesting technique occurs in
'Moonlighting', a cautionary tale about an unfortunate wealthy couple in
Newton Mearns, recounted by a broad-speaking Glaswegian who retails it as he
heard it from his presumably equally broad-speaking brother, a handyman
working at the detached two-car home . Nice ironies are obtained by reporting
the Newton Mearns couple's dialogue as the reporter would himself speak it;
high marital comedy with an extra dimension. A car has vanished :
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'Aw naw!' e ixplodes. 'Whitdji mean, sno sittin therr eni merr! A motir hisnae
goat leg zan feet a it sain thitit kin jiss get up n tay ka walk tae itsel whinivir it feels lik
a wee daunir doon thi toon! Yi lee vit wherr yi lee vit; yi pit oan thi haunbrake; yi
loack thi door-n when yi cum back it's sittin jiss wherr yi walk taway fae it. UmAh
right urumAh no right, ih? UmAh right urumAh wrang?' (p. 23)

Without drawing extravagant conclusions, one can perhaps find from such
examples how dialect prose fiction is edging its way into new territory , and at
the same time is consolidating its own ground by giving-what had never been
given before-a truthful account of the spoken tongue. In this, it stands
halfway between drama and poetry . In drama, there is in one sense no
problem, since a play is all voices and no narrator, so that the most extreme
naturalism, however odd it might seem if the play is printed, will be perfectly
acceptable on the stage. In poetry, there is for an entirely different reason, and
again only in one sense, no problem, in that the 'voice' of a poem, whatever
the poet's own voice or accent or dialect may be, is something in itself, recreated through form and structure away from whatever naturalism the poet
has started with. Both poet and dramatist, for opposite reasons, are more free
than the writer of prose fiction. It would appear therefore that 'more can be
done with' local dialect in plays and poems, and especially, because of their
natural complexity, in poems. What would be too easy would be to assume that
no problems are involved-whether problems of communication or problems
of limitations of creative potential.
Since the 1940s, and more particularly since 1970, plays in Glasgow dialect
and usually with a Glasgow setting have regularly appeared, proved popular ,
and built up a tradition. Because of the language, the tradition has been
mainly realist and working-class, and often political; strong on humour and
pathos, on veracity, on the pleasures of recognition, less strong on imagination,
on shock, on analogies and vistas. The succession of plays that would include
Ena Lamont Stewart's Men Should Weep (1947), George Munro's Gold in his
Boots (1947), Roddy McMillan's All in Good Faith (1954) and The Bevellers
(1973), Bill Bryden's Willie Rough (1972), Hector MacMillan's The Sash
( 1974), Tom McGrath's The Hard Man ( 1977), and John Byrne's trilogy The
Slab Boys (1978), The Loveliest Night ofthe Year (1979; later re-titled Cuttin '
a Rug), and Stzl/ Life (1982), has made a powerful impact, and has employed a
wide range of themes: war, politics, unemployment, crime, football, religion ,
work. Linguistically, of course, there is less to be learned from the printed text
of a play than from that of a poem or novel. A play text is a script for
performance, and the language ~ndicated by the playwright is filled out and
may indeed be transformed by actors and director. Because of the assumption
that authentic accents will be available, playwrights have not been so
consciously concerned as their recent fellow-writers in fiction and poetry to
sharpen orthography. The language in All in Good Faith is just as convincing as
that in The Hard Man, except for greater realism in the use of swear-words in
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the later play, and one or two more indicative spellings like /oat for lot, stoap
for stop, and wahnt for want. What most of the plays do particularly well is to
modulate between more-Scottish and more-English according to dramatic
occasion and emotion, in ways that actors can manage and the silent reader of a
novel cannot. In The Bevellers, which deals with the initiation of a new
apprentice in the bevelling shop of a Glasgow glass-works, there is a wellmarked difference between the wildly racy and inventive fury of Rouger,
caught in the act with a girl, and speaking as if he had been brought up on
centuries of flytings and Gavin Douglas's 'fowth of langage' Ya knee-crept, Jesus-crept, swatchin little fucker, ah' II cut the bliddy scrotum aff ye!
Ah'll knacker an' gut ye, ah'll eviscerate ye! Ya hure-spun , bastrified, conscrapulated
young prick, ah'll do twenty year fur mincin you . Ye hear me? Ah'll rip ye fae the
gullet tae the groin, ah '11 incinerate ye! . . . Another minute, ah wid have scored
where he's never scored, an' you shankered it, ya parish-eyed, perishin bastart . (pp .
50-1)

-and the quiet, level reminiscence of Bob as he talks to the apprentice and
thereby brings the work theme of the play into clear focusYou might think this is a rough trade and rough folk in it. But that's jist because we
havenae broke away fae the oul' days-no a'thegither anyway. Ye cannae wipe oot
years o' hard men an' hard graft jist because the machinery changes a wee bit. No
that it's a' that different, mind you . The wheel~ are a wee bit different here an'
there, like the carborundum stone . That used toJJe the ould mill wi the hopper
feeder and a sand~drip. That's when boys younger than you really grafted. Cairryin
pailfuls o saun an' sievin it in the trough beside the mill. They still use ~hem in wan
or two places yet, an' if somethin' had tae go wrang at Peter 's end we might have tae
use it yet, but it's no likely. As ah said, there wis a lot o Irishmen in this game at wan
time. The Rouger's oul' man wis a beveller. You think he's twistit. Ye want tae have
seen his oul' man. They worked on piece work, each man seein his job through fae
start tae finish, an' they had tae shift. The Rouger's father wis a beaster. He'd collect
his ain wages at the end o the week an' take the Rouger's tae . That wis the last they'd
see o him tae the pubs shut on Setterday night. They were lucky if he had enough left
tae get them pigs' feet fur the rest o the week. (p. 34)

The Hard Man uses a different kind of contrast, which works much better in
the theatre than the printed text would lead us to believe. Tom McGrath,
writing in collaboration with Jimmy Boyle whose life-story is the basic material
of the play, uses a full, broad Glaswegian for the quick succession of scenes
presenting the early years of the hardman and his acquaintances, but intersperses these with solo passages directly addressed by Johnny Byrne (=Jimmy
Boyle) to the audience; and these speeches, coming from the older Byrne who
has done much reading and educated himself, are (as printed) virtually in
English. The seeming artificiality of the disjunction disappears in the theatre,
where a strong Glasgow voice or accent in the actor transforms the 'English'
passages and readily effects continuity .
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How far we should be happy with the large gap that may exist between
primed and performed texts is another matter, though it is difficult to see what
can be done about it. When John Byrne's 'Slab Boys' trilogy was produced at
the Traverse Theatre in Edinburgh in 1982, Simon Berry gave it an enthusiastic
review in the Times Literary Supplement (23 July 1982) and noted that its
'particular joy' was its 'authentic use of West of Scotland patois'. Put on at the
Royal Court Theatre in London later in the year, the trilogy drew an equally
sympathetic response from the London critics, with comments on the language
ranging from 'the Glaswegian accents are intense' (Victoria Radin) through 'it
takes a little time to tune into the dialect' (Robert Hewison) to 'though the
language is Glaswegian it is never as impenetrable as legend holds' (Ned
Chaillet). However, one could read the printed text of the three plays
(published by Salamander Press, Edinburgh, 1982) and be only very intermittently aware that the characters are speaking Glaswegian or West of
Scotland patois. This seems a pity, even if the aim is a wider readership . Texts
of plays tend to establish themselves, and the result might be with plays of this
kind that homogenised and emasculated versions could emerge, as more suited
to very English or very American markets. The disgraceful dubbing of the
Glasgow voices in the film Gregory's Girl, for Amencan export, is a warning_.
In the use of Glasgow dialect in fiction or drama , it is difficult to pick out
one name as being central to the development; in poetry, such a name does at
once offer itself: Tom Leonard. At the beginning of the 1960s, the present
writer began using Glasgow speech in a few poems like 'Glasgow Green' and
' Good Friday', but with only a sketchy indication of pronunciation through
spelling; the full Glasgow characteristics were meant to be supplied by the
reader, preferably reading aloud. The main purpose was to suggest that, as in
' Glasgow Green', the local speech could be employed in poetry in a serious
contexJ far removed from the usual music-hall associations. Later, I tried
extending this through a range of different Glasgow voices in 'Stobhill' ( 1971) ,
again with the intention that the poetry, though printed in a book, should also
be read aloud, and this time with the spelling brought nearer to pronunciation .
Tom Leonard brought out his Six Glasgow Poems in 1969, and went on to
publish actively and variously during the 1970s. Other poets joined
in-Stephen Mulrine, Tom McGrath, Alan Spence, David Neilson-until
there was something that in hindsight might be called a movement, although
at the time it was ill-defined. The book Three Glasgow Wn.ters (1976), which
contains prose by Alex Hamilton and James Kelman, and poetry and prose by
Tom Leonard, shows the wider. links of a 'Glasgow school ' which is not
confined to poetry .
It is a not unexpected feature of such movements, when a language or dialect
is being looked at afresh or given a push in a new direction, that poets will
make translations as a test or challenge, to see what the language can do . Alan
Spence's versions of haiku by the Japanese poet Issa (1763 - 1827) , included in
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his book Glasgow Zen ( 1981), are affectionate reworkings from a poet who
himself liked 'voice' and dialect:
wid ye lookit
the state ae itme in ma new jaicket !
or
the full moon shinin
on this buncha heidbangers
(me included)
Very different are the rude and reductive versions of Catullus by David Neilson
(XII from Catullus, 1982), where the Latin poet's persona of 'a drunken ,
impoverished and acid commentator' interested in the 'rather declasse
activities' of his friends (as the translator's prefatory note describes it-though
there is more to Catullus than that) finds no barriers in Glasgow demotic. The
translations are very free, pared-down, laconic (the oculos ... oculis
. . . oculis . . . oculis of No. 82 become a single contak lensis), but comparison
with the originals generally shows that points survive, if tone does not-and
who can be sure what tone a Catullus poem had for his contemporaries? The
more satirical modes work better than the lyrical; but the experiment was well
worth doing. Here is No. 83, 'To Leshia's Husband' ('Leshia mi praesente viro
mala plurima dicit'):
•
Gaun ye clown
ye canny see
through Leshia furiver
cursm me
Roar an laff
it's nothin new
thit you'd be better aff
if she effed at you.
The remarkable work of Tom Leonard opens up a new range of possibilities .
His Glasgow-language poems, though usually quite short, bring together in
highly concentrated form a number of separate interests: 'voice' and sound and
the transcription of sound; sociolinguistic and political concern; poetic
structure, and especially line-structure; and comedy, from the playful to the
ferocious . What he does not want, the journalistic and vaudeville stereotyping
which in the past has made it so hard for seriously intended writing to emerge
in Glasgow, was very clearly spelt out in a co bra-like review of Al be rt Mackie' s
pawky vade-mecum Talking Glasgow ( 1978):
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It's another of chose 'warm-hearted' linguistic racist affairs, where all of 'us' good
middle-class or ex-working-class folk can sit back and have a good laugh at how 'they'
working-class Glaswegians talk . .. . Not a 'fuck' or a 'cunt' will disturb the pleasant
time to be had by the reader. ... As is usually the case with this sort of production,
not listening accurately is the necessary precondition for perpetuating the various cosy
myths. . . . But if you don't treat language seriously, you don't treat people
seriously . ... Nowhere will real linguistic aggression or anger show alongside the ofcourse-always-bowdlerized 'humour'; the natives here are not even allowed the
luxury of getting restless. There are very serious linguistic political points to be
discussed here in relation to speech registers as a barometer of economic and political
power in Britain, but it would be a waste of time discussing them in relation to this
book. (Aquan·us, no. 12, 1980, p. 124).

'If you don't treat language seriously, you don't treat people seriously .' The
consequences, for a writer brought up speaking broad Glaswegian , are formidable. The young apprentice in Roddy McMillan's play, The Bevellers, had been
good at English at school and had written good essays. 'Might no talk it very
good, but ah was a'right when it came tae writin it doon' (p. 35). The comedy,
or tragedy, depending on how you look at it, is that young Norrie can write but
not speak English, and can speak but not write Glaswegian . He will probably
never speak English, since he is not bookish or ambitious, and he has been
thoroughly brainwashed into believing that it would be wrong to write
Glaswegian, so he never will write it. It was not McMillan's concern to develop
this point, but if Leonard had written the play it would have become a main
theme . In his highly amusing but also very perceptive prose monologue ,
' Honest' (in Three Glasgow Wn.ters), Leonard presents the classic triple search
of a young Glasgow writer for theme, language, and audience. The speaker toys
with the idea of writing a story about a fisherman, and decides that with a bit of
research and hard thinking he could manage it, but urban scepticism breaks in.
The fisherman's life is not really very interesting: 'kinni no day sumhm else
wayiz time?'. As for writing about it: 'can a no day sumhm else wi ma time?'
And reading about it: 'huv they got nuthn behtr ti day wi their time?' As for
language, is this not shifting sand?But ifyi write down 'doon' wan minute, nwrite doon 'down ' thi nixt, people say yir
beein inconsistent. But ifyi sayti sumdy, 'Whaira yi afti?' nthey say, 'Whut?' nyou
say, 'Where are you off to?' they don't say, 'That's no whutyi said thi furst time.'
They'll probably say sumhm like, 'Doon thi road!' anif you say, 'What?' they usually
say, 'Down the road!' the second time-though no always. Course, they never really
say, 'Doon thi road!' or 'Down the road!' at all. Least, they never say it the way it's
spelt. Coz it izny spelt, when they say it, is it? (p. 47) .

But after an abstract discussion on the difficulty of getting others to take your
writing seriously, the monologue quickly shifts gear and ends with an anecdote
of almost surreal defiance:
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' Ahma writur , your only a wurkur,' a said, to thi plumbir.
'Fux sake Joe stick wan on that kunt ,' said the apprentice.
' Ball an cocks,' said the plumber, 'Ball an cocks. A firgot ma grammur.'
'Gerrihtuppyi,' a said, to thi apprentice.
' Lssn pal yoor tea'll be up na minit,' said the plumber.
'Couldny fuckin write a bookie's line ya basturdn illiturate ,' a said , ti the
plumber.
' Right . Ootside,' said the plumber. 'Mawn. Ootside.'
Sorry. That comes later. (p. 49)

Any answer to this agon between the writer and the worker, between the
highly literate but regarded-as-illiterate Glaswegian monologist and the
illiterate plumber whose language is not rejected but given status by the act of
writing, 'comes later'. Leonard's poetry enjoys every kind of dramatic contest
and contrast between different voices, accents, registers, social classes,
philosophies. One man after assuring him that 'thi langwij a thi guhtr' is all
right for funny stuff but no use for emotional or intellectual matters falls down
an empty lift-shaft; another speaker argues with him in favour of electronics
instead of the parochialities of 'bunnit husslin'; a linguist who regrets she has
'lost her accent' is mocked and asked if she would really 'swear tay swerr'; a glib
'liaison co-ordinator' is attacked for having no real experience of
unemployment, alcoholism, or 'hoossyz fawnty bi~'; a series of characters like
figures in a medieval morality-poem try to tell Jiim that his language is
'disgraceful', and the charge, while not denied, is defied: 'all living language is
sacred.' This emphasis on 'living language', however comedic the means may
be which are used to talk about it, is important to Leonard because it is related
to the realities of power in society, to what we believe or are persuaded to
believe is true, and the defence of his concern with what people actually say, as
opposed to what they are taught to say, or what t_hey hear others say, or even
what they think they themselves are saying, is that to sweep speech under the
carpet is to academise, and indeed tarmacadamise, systems of stasis and control
that are perpetually in need of re-examination. Not surprisingly in such a
slippery subject, irony is one of his favourite weapons, and Glaswegian finds
one of its happiest expressions in the transvestite linguistics of 'Unrelated
Incidents-3', which is also highly thought-provoking about the matters just
discussed:
this is thi
six a clock
news thi
man said n
thi reason
a talk wia
BBC accent
.
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widny wahnt
mi ti talk
aboot thi
trooth wia
voice lik
wanna yoo
scruff. if
a toktaboot
thi trooth
lik wanna yoo
scruff yi
widny thingk
it wuz troo.
jist wanna yoo
scruff to kn.
thirza right
way ti spell
ana right way
ti tok it. this
is me tokn yir
right way a
spellin. this
is ma trooth.
yooz doant no
thi trooth
yirsellz cawz
yi canny talk
right. this is
the six a clock
nyooz. belt up.

r
t

J.
I

(Three Glasgow Writers, p. 36)

NOTES

2

' Modern Scots Prose Writing', in The Scots Language in Education , Association for
Scottish Literary Studies Occasional Papers no . 3, p . 62.
'Changes in the Vocabulary of Lowland Scots Dialects', in Scottish Literary journal,
Supplement no . 14, (Summer 1981), p . 54 .
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GLOSSARY.
-~ENT OF HIS WORKS.
't ' in the premises that I could have done mywelt

e

Ibefore granting hereof, ·but always with and

' under the conditions before expre1:1sed. A.iid 1
oblige myself to warrant this disposition and
assignation from my own proper fact and deed
~llenarly. Consenting to the regi stration hereof
Y m the books of Council and e ion, or &n]
i other Judges books competent., therein to remala
e for preservation and con tit.ute.
r
Proculan, &c. In w itne wb r of 1 ban
l w~ote and signed the e pr nt.a, on lsting of
t~is and tbe precedi n page, on lt&tnped pa
i I, t.h
nt.)'·
, with my o"n band, a t tb
second day or July, on lbou a.A d
an d eighty•ix y ra.
(Signed)

•

a. Tex ch and gh have al~&J s the guttural sound. The sound of the English diphthong ou is ~omm\inl)
eUed ou. The French u, a sound which often occurs in tho Scct!.i11h lg,nguage, iii marked oo or ui. Th£- a.
g•muine Seottish words, except when forming a diphthong, or followed by an e mute after a single conna.nt, sounds generallv like the broad English a in 1oall. The Seot;,ish diphthong ae always, and ea veey
ten, sound like the irench e masculine. The Scottish diphthong ey sounds llke the Latin ei."
Aq11cesh, between.
Bauld, bold.
A.
', all.
.Auglir, possession, as "in a' my Baws' 11t, having a white 11tripe
back, away, aloof, backwards.
aught," in all my possei;sion.
d own the face.
beigh, .at a shy distance.
Auld, old.
Be, to Jet be, to give over, to cease.
~boon, above, up.
Auld-farran', auld farrant, saga- Beets, boots.
B ear, barley.
Abread, abroad, in sight, to publish.
cious, prudent, cunning.
Abreed, in breadth.
A va, at all.
•
Bearded-bear, barley with ~ti
bristly head .
Ae, one.
A wa, away , begone.
Ajf, off.
A wfu', awful.
Beastie, diminutive of beast.
A,O"-loof,
off-hand, extempore, .Auld-shuo11, old shoes literally, a Beet, beek, to a;dd fuel to a. fire, tt.
bask.
without premeditation.
discarded lov.e r meta.phoriBeld, bald.
~fore, before.
cally.
Aft, oft.
.Aumos, gift to a beggar.
Belyve, · by and by, presently,
Afteri, often.
.Awnos-dis/1, a beggar's dish in
quickly.
A.gley, off the right line, wrong,
which the a.uruos is recei\"ed. Ben, into the 11pence or parlour.
awry.
, .Awn, the beard of 9arley, oats, &c. Beumost-iore, the remotest hole,
A1'.bliits, perhaps.
.Aw11ie, bearded.
the innermost recess.
Airi, own.
.Ayo"t, beyond.
BetharLkit, grace after meat.
Beul-, a book.
Ai-rn, iron, a tool of that metal, a
B.
ma.son's chisel.
B?:cker, a kind of wooden dish, 1
short rapid ra.ce.
Airles, earnest money.
Ba', ball.
Bickerh19, careering, hurrying
Airl-penny, a silver penny given Bab1'e-clouts, child's first clothes.
with quarrelsome intent.
Backets, ash-boards, as pieces of
as erles or hiring money.
back et for removing ash es.
Birnie, birnie ground is where
Airt, quarter of th e heaven, point
Backli1ui, comin', coming back,
thick heath has been burnt,
of the compass.
Agee, on one side.
returning.
leaving the birns, or unconsumed stalks, standing up
.A.ttour, moreover, beyond, besides. Back-yett, private gate.
Baide, endured, did stay.
sharp and stubley .
.Ai th, an oath.
A?"ts, oats.
Buggie, the belly.
B ie, or b?°eld, shelter,, a sheltered
Bairn, a child.
place, the sunny nook of a
Aiver, an old horse.
wood.
Aizle, a hot cinder, an ember of Bairn-time, a family of children,
a brood.
Bien, wealthy, plentiful.
wood.
B?·g, to build .
Baith, both.
.A.lake, alas,
Ballets, llallants, ballads.
Biggin, building, a house.
Alane, a.lone.
Biggit, built.
Akwart, awkward, a.thwart.
Ban, to swear.
B?"ll, a bull.
Amaist, almost.
Bane, bone.
Bang, to beat, to strive, to excel.
Billie, a brother, a young t~Jvw,
A.mang, among.
An', and, if.
Bannock, flat, round, soft cake.
a companion. .
Bard1"e, diminutive, of bard
!11ce, once.
B•ng&c~ hear of grain pota.t?e1s
Bi.re/ii, barefooteci.
Ane, one.
4.amt, ov )ragainst, concerning, Bar~y-bru, barley-broo, blood of Birdie-cocks, young cocks, t!~ be
barley, malt liqu or.
longing to the brood.
about.
Birk, birch.
auher, another.
Barmie, of, or like harm; yeasty.
I Birhe, a clever, a forward eoi. .
te, ashcis of wood, rema.' ns of a
Batch, a crew, a gang.
ceil!ed fellow.
Batts, bota.
hearth fin .
Birring, the noise of partridges
abroad. :;tirring in a lively Ba•J.ckie-bird, the bat.
Baudrot1c, a cat..
I
when they rise.
aa.>tne:

I
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briHtles.
ni ck Jf time, place.
Oizz, ft butitl u, t .> buz7..
Blnck'll the ~1r1111:, as black as the
ground.
Bltutie . a shrtnlled dwarf, a term
.,f contempt, full of mischief.
{/ln<Jtit, bln.sted.
.
'1late, b11.shful, sheepish.
CJwther, bladder.
.i:0.1,,l, a fiat piece of anything, to
slap.
fflllttdi11 -1hower, a heavy driving
rain ; a blauding !!ignifies a
bee ting.
Bl:nn, to blow, to boast; "blaw i'
my lug," to flatter.
"leeri t, bedimmed, eye~_ hurt with
weering.
b .eer my ee11, dim my eye11.
B!<ezing, bleeze, blazing, flame.
81.,llum, idle talking fellow.
Blethc,., to talk 'tHy.
Bleth!t·in, talking idly.
Blink, a little while, a smiling
look, to look kindly, to shine
by fits.
Blinker, a term of contempt: it
means, too, a lively engaging
girl.
Blinkfo', smirking, smiling with
rt.he eyes, looking lovingly.
Blirt n11d blearie, out-burst of grief,
with wet eyes.
Blue-goion, ope of those beggars
who get annually, on the
king's birth-day, a blue cloak
or gown with a badge.
Blllid, blood.
lllype, a shred, a large piece.
'flobbit, the obeisance made by a
lady.
Bock, to vomit, to gush intermittently.
Bocked, gushed, vomited.
Bodle, a copper coin of the value
of two pennies Scots.
Bogie, a small morass.
Bonnie, or bonny, handsome, beautiful.
Bomwck, a kind of thick cake of
bread, a small jo.nnock or loaf
made of oatmeal. See Bannirtlf<!l1

I/it,

cri!li~.

nock.
Boord, a board.
Bore, a hole in a wall, a crn,nny.
Boc>-tree, the shrub eliler, planted

much of old in hedges of barnyards and gardens.
R~crt, behoved, must needs, wilfulness.
8Jtch, blotch, an angry tumour .
Bo~Lring, drinking, making merry
with liquor.
Bowk, body.
8'110-kail, cabbage.
Bow-hough.t, out-kneed, crooked at
the knee joint.
'llmot, bo1nlr, bended, crooked.
Brackenfl, fern.
·
Brae, a declivity. a precipice, the
slope of 11. hill.
P'Jt ·aitl, broa.il.

Braik, an in~trum e nt for ruugh-

dressing flax.
Brainge, lJ.1 run rashly forward, to
churn violently.
Brai11g't, "the h~rse brn.ing't.,''
. pluhged and fretted in the
harness .
Brak, brok e, been.me insolvent.
Bra11ka, a kind of wooden curb for
horses.
Bra11kie, gaudy.
Brat1h., a s11dden illnes!'I •
Bratll, coarse clothes, rags, &c.
flrattle, a short race, hurry, fury.
Braio, fibe, handsome.
IJrawly1, or brarolie, very well,
finely, heartily, bra\•ely.
Bra:xiet1, diseased 11heep.
! Brea11tie, diminutive of bren.~t.
Brea11tit, did spring up or fonvard;
the e.ct of mounting a horse.
Brech.arne, a horse-collar.
Breckenfl, fern.
Bree/, en ;nvnlnera hlfl or 1,,..,1!\"tl.
hie !!pell.
Bree/ca, breechel!.
Brent, bright, clear; ."a brent
brow," a. brow high and
smooth.
Brewi-n', brewing, gathering.
Bree, juice, liquid.
Brig, a bridge.
Br11.n11tane, brimstone.
Briflket, the breast, the bosom.
Brither, a brother.
Brock, a badger.
Brogne, a hum, a. trick.
Broo, broth, liquid, water.
Broo11e, broth, a race at country
weddings; hewhofirstren.ches
the bridegroom's house on returning from church wins the
broose.
Browflt, ale, a.8 much me.It liquor
as is brewed at a time.
Br11gh, a burgh.
Bruilttie, a broil, combustion.
Brimt, did burn, burnt.
Br1L11t, to burst, burst.
Bttchan-b11ller1, the boiling of the
sea among the rocks on the
con.st of Buchan.
Buck11hn, an inhabitant of Virginia.
Buff our beef, thrash us soundly,
give us a beating behind and
before.
'
B11.ff and blue, the colours of the
Whigs.
.
Buirdly, "tout mn.de, broad built.
Bum-clock, the humming beetle
that flies in the summer evenings.
Bummin, humming as bees, buzzing.
Bummle, to blunder, a drone, at:
idle fellow.
Rummler, a blunderer, one whose
noise is greater than his work.
Bunker, a window-seat.
Brire, did bear.
B1ir11, burnie, water, a rivulat, a
small stream which is he1m)
as it runs.
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B·.. mie1oi11.', burn thJ wind, Q1

house, or cottage.
Couth.ie, kind, loving.
church, a: hamlet.
Cove, a cave.
C!l,a.iie, or claea, clothes.
Cowe, to terrify, to keep under, to
Ulaith,, cloth.
lop.
· Olaith.ing, clothing.
Coiop, to ba.rter, to tumble over.
(Jlaver1 and havers, agreeable no"
Cotcp
the crm•, to tumble a full
sense, to talk foolishly. ,
bucket or basket.
(J!,o.pper-claps, the c}e.pper 0
'
Cotopit, tumbled.
mill· it is now silenced.
CouJrin, cowering.
<Jlap-cla:k, clapper of a milt
Cowte, a. colt.
;Jlartt:e, dirty, filthy.
Co1ie, snug.
Cl.arkit wrote.
Crabbit, crabbed, fretful.
Cla,.h,
idle tale-.
.
Creuks, a di sease of horees.
Cla(ter, to tell little idle stories,
Crack, con\-ersation, to oon-veree,
an idle story.
to boo.st..
.
Olmigltt, snatched at, laid hold of.
Crackin', cracked, conversmg,
Claut, to ·clea_n, to scrape.
con
vers.id.
Clauted, scraped.
Id
h
Cla1D, to scratch.
Craft, or croft, a fie near a ouse,
Cleed, to clothe.
in old husbandry.
Crai9 , crn.i'.[Jie, neck.
Cleek, hook, snatch.
.
cries or call~ incessantly, a
Oleekin, a. brood of cb1ckent!, or ...nraikB
~
' the corn-mil.
..
bird,
duckl!.
Orambo-cl i11k, or crambo-;ingle,
<Jl.egs, the gad flies.
,, . .
rhymee, cloggrel verses.
Clinkin, "clinking down, s1ttrng
Cranfc the n o i~e of a.n ungreased
down hastilj-.
wheel-m etaphorically inhar'Jlinfwm-bell, the church bell ; he
who rings it; a sort of beadle.
moni ous verse.
f!mnkmiB, fretful, captions. l
.
Clips, wool-shears.
.
C'ranreuch, the hoar-frost, cal.~d m
Cli~hmacla ve r, idle conversation.
Nitbsdn.le "frost-rhyme.
Clock, to hatch, a beetle.

an

c.
Ca', to call, to name, to drive.
Cn't, called, driven, calved.
Cad[Jer, a carrier.
Cadie, or caddie, a person, a yonna

fellow, a public messenger.
Caff, chaff.
FYn.irc' . r thk'3r, n, IDaker of' l· orn
s-l'von~

.. nd

t.;~Jer t.~

for,.i11e11.

Cafrn, a loose heap of stone11,

1

n1stic monument. ·
Calj-1fJar d, a small encbsure for
calves.
Calimancu, a certa.in kind of cotton
cloth worn by ladies.
Calla n, a boy.
Caller, fresh.
Callet, a loose woman, a follower
of a camp.
Ca11ni e, gentle, mild, dexterone.
Com1ilie, dexterously, gently.
Cm1tie, or c~ul, merry.
Cantraip, Ccharm, a epell.
Cap-Rtnne, cape-stone, topmo!I
stone of the building.
Car, a rustic cart with or without
wheels.
Caree611', moving cheerfully.
Ca11tock, the stalk of a cabbage.
Carl, n.n old man.
Carl-hemp, the male stalk of hemh
easily known by its superi or
strength and 11tature, and
being without seed.
Curlin, a stout old woman.
CarteB, cards.
Cnudron, a cauldron.
Cmik and keel, chalk a.nd red clay
Cauld, cold.
Caup, a. wooden drinking velMl. •
cup.
Cam'.e, 11. hen-coop.
Chanter, drone of a bagpipe.
Chap, a person, a fello\v.
Chaup, a stroke, a blow.
Cheek for chow, close and unla..c
brotherly, side by side.
Cli.eekit, cheekeil.
Cheep, a chirp, to chirp.
Chiel, or cheal, a young fellow.
Chimla, or chimli~, a fire-gra'fire-place.
Oh,imla-btg, the fire-side.
CMrp11, cries of a young bird.
Chittering, shivering, tremblinr.
Ch.ockin, choking.
Chmo, to chew; a quid oC tol--.
nlo.uckie, a brood-hen.
\

Clockin, hatching.
Cloot, the hoof of a cow, @heep,

&c.

Crop, a crop, to crop.
k
Crain, a crow of a cock, a. r~o • 't
Crt'el, a basket, to he.ve ones w1 s

in a creel, to be crazed, to be
fascinated.
.

. Clootie, a familiar name for the

,I

ice, pracfoed in Scotla.nd,
called curling.

CotJw, the inhabit.Ant of a cot.

fat-faced.

Ulac!in.n, a small viliage about a

bln.cksru itb.
B11rr-tki11tte, the th!dJ,. of ~
la11t;.
B1111h1. dressed.
Bttflkit-11est, an ornamented red
deu ce.
BuBle, a 'bustle.
Bu.t, but, without.
But 011d be11, the country ki "be1
and parlour.
By himself, lul!atic, distracted, beside himself.
Byke, a bee-hive, a wild bee-n e~t
B11re, a cow-house, a shecp-p.,n.

devil.
(]lour, a bump, or swelling, after
a blo,v.
Oloutin, repairing with cloth.
Clud11, clouds.
Clunk, the sound in setting down
an empty bottle.
·:oaxin, wh eedling.
r.Joble, a fi~hing-boat.
C()d, a pillow.
Cnft, bou ght.
.
C~g, and co,rnh a w oode~ d!sh ..
nniln, from Kyle, a d1F.t!1ct m
Ayrshire, 80 called, sri1~h tradition, from Coil, or Co1lm, ll
Pi ctish monarch.
Joilie , a general, and sometimes a
particular name for country
curs.
0.J1lie-11hangie, e. quarrel among
dogs, an Irish row.
~o·nmaun, command.
Convnyed, acc,o!Dpanied l?vi~gly.
0l'ofd i1i her linenfl, cool"d m her
death-shift.
Oood, the cud.
(Joof, a blockheitd, a ninny.
Cookit, a.ppe!\;ed and disapp-:iared
hy fit~.
f!<'o1w·, a. stallion.
Cbnilt, Jid r.ast.
r.Joot, the .ankle, a species of waterfowl.
(Jorbiu, blood crows.
~0 ,,tie, a woo<len di•":i, roughleggec1.
Clore, <::-,rps. yfl.rty, cla.u
'!nrn't. feli with oats.

CreBhie, greasy.
Crood, or Crou.d, to coo as a .doTe.
Oroon, a hollow and co~tm~ed

moan; to make a no18e hke
• the low roar of a bull; to
hum a tune.

Crooning, humming.
Cro 11 chie, crook-backed.
Crou~e, cheerful, conrageons.
Cro11Bllf, cheerfully, coura~e(> isly.
CJ·orodie, a compo8 ition of 3e,1, neal,

boiled "ater and 11. .tter;
sometimes made frc 1:, the
broth of beef, muttr n, .t;c. &c.
Crol()die time, oreakfai<t tiroe.
CMroli11, cm,vling, a deformed
h.
creeping
t mg.marks
Cr11 mmie'11
nich,

horns of

3

cow.

on the

Crummndr, Cr,,mm•d, a cow with

crooked lHlrne.
Crnmnwck d1·frldlc, wn.l k @l?wly,

.

lea nin o"' on a staff with a
crooked bel\d.
Orump-cr 11 mpi11, hard and brittle,
spoken of bread; frozen snow
yielding to the foot.
Cr11nt, a blow on the head with a
cudgel.
d re"S
l
<Juddle, to c asp e.n ca ~ • .
C11mm.od:, a short staff, with a
crooked head.
(J"rch., a coverine f•n the head, a
kerchief.
.
<Jurchi e, a cu-:f -,,.;, female obet-

Curlit, curled, whose hair falll

naturally in ringlet.!!.
Curling, a well-known g"me o:

the ice.
C11rmurring, murmuring, a !ligbl

rumbling noise.
C11rpira, the crupper, the ramr.
C11rple, the rear.
.
C111h.at, the oove, or Wl.'O\l-pt~~oo.
C11tty, short, a spoon broken m lb•

middle.
Cutty St,,ol, or, Creepie Chair, tl:.t

seat of shame, stool of ,,_
pentance.

D.
Daddie, a filth er.
.
Driffin, merriment, fooh_sbne!!s.
Deft, merry ' giddy, foolish; Da_ t.
buche, ma.d fish.
d th
DaiDa.imen, rare, now a.n
en;
men id:er, an ear of corn oc

ca•ionally.

Da.int,y, pleasant, good. tumonred.

agreeable, rare.
Dandered, wand ered.
.
D a.rkliritt, darkling, without lig~t.
Daud, to thrash, to abuse; . •a11~1 ,..
1hmoer11, rain urg ·d by wmd
d
i
Dq1ir, to dare; Dri11rt , . arel.
D aurg, or Drt 11rlr, a !lay s labour.
D aur, daurna, dare, dare n o_t.
Davoc, diminutive of D11.v1e, at
Davie is of Davi cl.
Damd, a large piece.
J)a1c i11 ,

sweethearts.
Dearthju', dear, expensi'l"e.
Deai·e, to deafen.
. Deil-ma-care, no matter for all

that.
Deleerit, delirious_.
•
DeBcrive, to describe, t<J ~erce1ve
De11k1, ducks.
Dighl, to wipe, to clean com from

chaff.

-......

---·---
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Ding, to worst, to pn11h, to nrpa11e,

to excel.
Dink, neat, lady-like.
D i11na, do not.
Dirl, a elight tremulous stJ_
'\t OT
t
pain, a tremulon11 mo lOtl.
Di11tai n, stain.
Dizzen, a dozen.
Doch.ter, daughter.
Doited, etupi6ed, silly from ·~·
Dolt, lltnpified, crazed;
~ also
dl a f.:ct
gt
Don:~d ut~~~~~tt~h~cte Y "
Doodle, to dandle.
I
t, to
um
Dool, 11orrow, t? a&men
mo
Dontt, doves, p1~eonl!.
fl,,.rty, 11aucy, mce.
•
Doutt, or dnuce, sober, w1l!e, P"'
1
dent.
Do11cely, 11oberly, prudently.
I Dnught, WM or were able.
I Do11p, backside.

sance.
.,...?~,
• play.rat a pm• •n lb• i,

--------------- ·-

ifawning of the day.

Dn.wtit, dmotet, fondled, caressed.
f d
D earie11, diminutive o
ears.

1
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Do11p.;:~el~, one t.h-a·t- s·t-rik·_". __tb_ _ .'I
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GLOSSARY
GI

~and

diu, ti ullen ari sallow.
lk i.aer, m ore prude1~ ·IJ01111 aw ur arc able, <''.a.
Do'ID.ff, pithlcss, waa>'.,ng force.
Do11n·e, worn witb grid, fatigue,
.t.c., half a.olt>cp.
Do~a, am ur IP.re net able, cannot..
Do,lt, wearied, exha"sted.
0...., 1tupified, tile effects of age,
to dozen, •.u bcn1t.nb.
Or.Ml, a young female beggar'; to
apot, tu stain.
!>rap, a drop, to drop.
Drawi•y, dropping.
Dr<umtillf/, drawling, speaking
with a sectarian t.:>ne.
Dt-«p, to oc1r:e, to drcp.
Dreig!, teJiuus, lon1 about it, lingering.
Dribble, drizzling, trickling.
Dri.ddk, the motion of one who
trie11 to dance but moves the
midJle only.
Drift, a drove, a flight of fowls,
snow moved by the wi::.d.
• Drodd1101, the breech.
DrCJNe, pa.rt of a bagpipe, the
chanter.
Droop ru11.pl't, that droopa at ·~e
crupper.
Droubt, wet.
DrC111.tlt, thirst, drought.
lJn,c/u,., drunken.
Dru111l!J, muddy.
Dr11;utuwcl.:, or DramfTV)C/c, Jieal
and w&ter mixed, raw.
Druw, pet, sour humour.
D,.b, a small poud, a hollow filled
with rain water.
Du.tU, rags, clothe&.
Duddie, ragged.
Dung-dang,
wors&.ed,
pushed,
stricken.
Du¥4ted, throbbed, beaten.
Duai-duMh, to push, or butt aa &
raw.
Dualt, overcome with superstitious
fear, to drop down suddenly.
D~ror, bankrupt, or about to become one.

E.
E'e, the eye.
A'ea, the eyes, the enning.
Eebru, the eyebrow.
Euirt', the evening.
Kerie, frighted, haunted, dreading
11pirits.
Eiul, old &ge.
t.:lbw.cl.:, the elbow.
&lilritda., gha.stly, frightful, elvish.

F11', end.
E-.brugh, Edinhurgh.
E.'11eugl, and J11euch, enough.
&pecial, especially.
Etli.er-Mon.e, stone formed by ad.
ders, an a<lder bead.
Ettie, to try, &ttempt, aim.
f:1"-t 1 diligent.

F
f'a', fall, lot, to tall, llLl.,.
f'a' clas, ~ enjuy, Lu try, tu 1uberit.

------------:_,--------------d-IG~u. idmm• and g11idwife, the ma.11tet

OS~ARY.

I raddom'I,
fathomed, measured I Fleech, to s
with the extended arms.

~pplicate

in a fl;Ltt.eriA&

Fl.-echi11, ~upplicating.
Flee1h, a fleece.
Fleg, a kick, a random blow, 1
fight.
(
Flethr.r, to decoy by foir wurda
Fletluiu, ;lether1, fialterin& smooth wheedling worda.
Fley, to scare, to frigoten.
Fl-ichter, .rfichterillg, t') fiut~~I u
youug nestlings de 'lltb Eu l·DJV
daru approacbe~.
FU11ders, shrtids, brok-:n piecu.
Fli119iu-tree, a piece l'f tiwl>ftf
hung by way of pu1 t.itiuo l·•·
tween two borse11 in 11o 11.&ble 1
' a fia.il.
Flisk, Jlisky, to fret at the yoke.
FHsket, fretted.
Flt'.tter, to vibrate like the wiu11
of small birds.
F'litteri119, fluttering, vibraliog,
moving . tremulously from
place to place.
F'l1mkie, a servaut in livery.
F'lyte, Jl:1Jt1:11g, scold; fiyting,
scolding.
Foor, hastened.
Foord, a ford.
Forbear•, forefathers.
Fnrbye, besides.
Forfuir1&, distressed, worn out,
Jaded, forlorn, destitute.
Forgather, to meet, to encounter
with.
Forgie, to forgive.
For-i11a.wed, worn out.
Forjesket, jaded with fatigue.
Fou', full, drunk.
F'oughte11, forfoughun, tr~ubldt
fatigued • .
Foul-tide/, the devil, the archfiend.
Fouth, plenty, enough, or mon
than enough.
.
Fow, a measure, a bushel: alM
a pitchfork.
Frae, from.
Freath, froth, the frothing of alt •
in the tankard.
Frien', friend. ·
Froaty-cnll•er, the heels and front
of a borse-abue, turned sharply up for riding on an ic1
road.
Fu', full.
Fw.d, the seut or tail of the
· coney, &c.
F11.ff, to blow intermittently
Fu-ha11t, full-handed; said of"'-'
well to live in the world.
Funr1ie, full of merriment..
Fur-ahin, the hindmost bonot' oa
the right hand when pl.Jugb·
ing.
Furder, fu.ther, succeed.
Funn, a form, a bench.
Fiuionlu1, spiritless, withou~ l&J
or soul.
Fyke, trifling cares, to be in & fu•
about trifles.
F.vte, to soil, to dirty.
Jjlt, soileil, dirtied.

-•tt.

I

11

I

Glieb o' lan', a portion of. groun .
and miRtress of the house;
The ground belongrng .to ~
yuw•ff uu·i dmaii, a man newlJ
manse is call~d "the gheb,
uiarrie•\.
I
~ab, the mouth, to speak boldly or
or portion.
Gully ur Gull.ie, a la~ge ~nife.
pertly.
. k
Gl-i-11t,
ylialin',
to
peep.
·
Gulrnvaye,
joyous
mischief.
'
\
1,
Gaberlu11:zie, wallet-man, or tin er.
Gfi11ted by, wen~ ~rightly past.
Gumlie, muddy.
jl
Gae, to go; gaed, went; .gane or
Gloamin the tw1hght.
.
Gtempt·io11, discernment, knuw
11
ga.eH, gone; y'n1111, gomg.
,-,
: 8 hot, twilight-musing i a
1
7
n
Gloa "
led"'e, talent.
Gate or gute, way, manner, road.
shot
in.
the
twilight.
Guity,
g~u
tfii',
tasteful.
1
11
Gafrw, p:irts of a lady's gown.
(}lo10r, to stare, to look; a stare, G11t-1craper, a. fiddler.
()ang, to go, to wa~k.
1
.
1:1·
a
look.
.
Gutcher,
grandsire.
(Jar1g1·el, a wandenng person. r'
Glowrnn, amaze~, looking suspi\Ja1·, to make, to fl)rce to; ga t,
ciously, gazmg.
H.
for..ied to.
Glum, displeased.
hall.
li
Qa:-te11, a garter.
jl
Gor-cockl, the red-game, red-cock, Ha',
Ha' Bible, the J?reat Dible that el
Ga. .", wise, ,.agacious, talkative,
or moor-cock.
.
in the hall.
lt
tc- .co1werse.
Gowan, the flower of the daisy, Haddin', house, bo~e, dwelling
(Jatry, failing in body.
dandelion, bawkwee~,. &c.
place, a possession.
(}a,u.cy jolly, large, plump.
Gowa'lly, covered with. dais~es.
Hae to have, to accept.
Gattd and gad, a rod or g.oad.
Goavcm, walking. as if blind, or Hae:i, had (the pa .. ticiple of hae)
Gaudirman, one who drives tbe
without an aim.
haven.
bort1es at the 1lough.
Gowd, gold.
Haet, fient haet, a. petty oath 01
o,11m, going.
Gowl, to howl.
negation ; nothmg.
Ga·unted, ya.wned, hnged.
Gowff, a fool; the game of golf, HaJ"et, the temple, the side.of tht
. Gatokie, a th ou~htless person, and
. to strike, as the bat does the
head. '
+
something weak.
ball at golf.
Gaylies, gyl·ie, pretty well. .
, Gowk, term of -contempt, the Hajftins, nearly half, partly, no.
·
fully
~rown.
Gear, ric.lrns, goods of ~ny kmd.
cuckoo.
Hag, a gulf in mosse1 an~ moor&
Geck, to toss the head m wantonGrane· or grain, a gr~a.n, to groan ;
mos:i-grou~d.
.
.
ness or scorn.
gra·ining, groanrng.
Haggis, a kind of pudding, boiled
Ged, a pike.
GraiP., a pronged instrument for
in the ~tomach of a. cow, or
Gentle11, great folks.
cleaning cowhouses.
.
·
sheep.
Genty; elegant.
d Graith, accoutrements, furmture, Hain, to spare, to save, to lay out
Geordie, George, a guinea, ca.ll e
the bead of
dress.
.
at
interest.
Geordie from
G·rami-ie, grandiµother.
Haiu'cl, spared; hain'd gear,
King George.
Grape, to grope ; grapet, .g~oped.
hoarded money.
Qel and yeat, a· child, a young
Great, yrit, intimate, fam1ha.r.
Hairat, harv est.
one.
Gre,e, to agree i to be?r the gree, ~o Haith, a petty oath.
.
.
Ghai11t, ghaistis, 8: ghost. .
be decidedly victor; gree t, Hai11ers, non:>ense, spea.kmg with·
Gie, to give; gi ed, gave' gien,
agreed.
out thought.
given.
.
(}reen-grnff, green grave, .
Hal' or hold, an abiding place.
Giftie, diminutive of.gift.
Gruesome loathsomely, grun.
Hal:, or haill, whole, tight, healGig/.etll laurrhing wa1dcms.
.
Greet to' shed tears, to weep;
thy.
. .
11
Gillie, 'gillo~k, diminutive . ~f gill.
;reetin', we.eping.
Gil~11i a half-grown, half-.mform- . G1·ey-11eck-quW, a. quill unfit for a Hallau, a particular pa.rt1t1on-wa
in
a
cottage,
or
more
pro•
ed boy or girl, a romprng lad,
· pen.
.
perly a seat of turf at ~hft
a hoyden.
Grie11s, longs, desires.
outside.
•
Gimmer, an ewe two yen.rs Qld, a Grfrve•, stewards.
Hallow'lllass, Hallow-eve, 31st
-. '
contemptu?us term for a wo- Gr ippit, seized. .
tober.
·
,,
.1
·.
man.
Groanin-Jfaut, drmk for the eum- Baly, hply; "haly-pool, .. holy
Gin, if, against. .
mers at a lying-in.
. well with h a.ling qualities.
Gip11ey a young girl.
G·roat, to get the whistl? of one's
home.
·
lika
Girdle: a round ir?n plate on
.
gront i to play a losmg game, Hame,
Ham:mered, -thd noise of feet
which oa.t-eake is fired.
to . feel the consequences of
the din of hammers.
Girn, to grin, to twist the featu~ea
one's folly.
Ba.n 's breed, hand's breadth.
in rage, agony, &c.; grin- Groset, a gooseberry.
Hanks,. thread as it comes from
ning.
Grumph a grunt, to grunt.
the 111 eat1uring reel, qua11ti·
:7izz, a periwig, the f?'ce:
Grumphie, Grumpkin, a so'!; tbQ
ties, &c.
(]Zaikit, inatt.:Jntive, foolish.
snorting of an angry pig.
Jlai111el-thro11e, thrc ~e when t\rlf
r; !at"ve, a sword.
smooth,. like Grun', ground.
.
occupied Ly a kmg.
t}l.l!:cie., glittering,
Gnmstone 8 grindstone.
Hap, an outer garment. mantle,
glass.
h d t
Grwntle, the pb~z, the snout, a
plaid, &c.; t.:i wrap, to .cov.er1
(}Z.1u111e1l, grasped, snatc e
a
grunting n01se.
.
to b1Lp. .
eagerly.
r l Grimzie, a mouth whi?h pokes riarigal
1. nhta
11 , heart, hver, ~p4 16"'.
(}frra.11 a poutherie girmn, a itt e
c.ut like that of a pig.
'
of an animal.
vi~orous iinim al; a hu~se Grushie thick, of thriving growth. Hap-Bha cH ed, when a fore an<ld ·
rather olil, but y et active Gu.de, ~uid, yu·idB, the Supreme •
hind foot of a ram arq f~tti.ne :
when b en.ted.
Being, good, goods.
together to prllv.ent l.e•piQg.
Gled, a hnwk.
Gude auld-has-been, was onr.e exbti is said tp be hap-11h!lc~le~
. t a-"ley, \ .
II
nt.
Gkg, sharp, ready.
A wife is called "t.he kuk ·
ce e
Oley, a s4ui11t, f,o squm i ;1
Guid-mor11 iu', good-o;iorrow.
hap-shack le."
off at a. sid e, wrong.
Ouid-e'en, good evening.
Hap}'er, 1\ bov,~er, $.@ hQP.I>ei: Qf.
Gleyde, an old h.1r~e.
smoothly Guidfather. and guid111r.the.r, father- l
a mi}) ,
Qlib-gabbit, t?11t spea.ks
in-la.w, and mother-w-law
and readily.

G.

manne~·.

Faes, foes.
1'' uem, foam of the eea.
Fa1'ket, forgiven or excused, abated, a demand •
Fai1mefl1, gladnei;s, overcome with
joy.
Fairiu', fairing, a present brought
from a fair.
Fallow, follow.
Fa11d, did find.
Farl, a cake of bread; third part
of a cake.
Fa1h, trouble, care, to trouble, to
care for.
Fallheo1u, troublesome.
l'asht, t~oubl;d.
,
Fa1te1i e e11, Fa.sten s even.
Pauyl1t, fight.
Fa119lt, a single furrow, out of lea,
fallow.
Fauld, and Fald, a fold for sheep~
to fuld.
Faut, fault.
Faw1011t, decent, seemly.
F'eal, loyal, steadfast.
Fearfu', fearful, frightful
Fear't, atfrigh ted.
Feat, neat, spruce, clever.
Fecht, to fight.
Fechti11', fighting.
Feck andfek, number, quantity.
Fecket, an under-waistcoat.
Fecl.frl, large, brawny, stout.
F'ecklus, puny, weak, silly.
Feckly, motitly.
Fey, a fig.
Fegs, faith, an exclamation.
Fe-ide, feud, enmity.
Fell, keen, biting; the flesh immediately under the akin;
level moor.
Fell:y, relentless.
Fend, Pe-11, to make a shift, contrh'e to Ii ve.
FerUe or f erley, to wonder, a wonder, a term of contempt.
Fetck, to pull by fits.
Fetch't, pull'd intermittently.
Fey, strange; one marked for
death, predestined.
Fidge, to fidgl't, fidgeting.
Fidgi11-fairi, tickleJ with pleaaure.
Fie11t, fiend, a petty oath.
Fien rna care, the devil may
care.
Fier, £tound, healthy; a brother, a
friend.
F'i errie, bustle, activity.
Fiule, to make a rustling noise, to
fidget, bustle, fusa.
Fit, foot.
Fittie-lan, the nearer horae of
the hindmost pair in the
plough.
Fizz, to make a hissing noise, fu11s,
disturbance.
·
Flaffen, the motion of raga in the
wind ; of wings.
Flai11en, flannel
Flaridreki ,,,., foreign generals, soldien- of Flanders.
Flang, threw with violence.
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R"'fJping, boppln~.
Hap-11te-p-a11' -lo11p, hop, step, and

i~g drawn across the rink. Jaup, ~Jerk of water; to Jerk, u
~ h{\n .a sto.ne fails to cross it, ·
agitated w11.tcr.
a err,, 1s ra~s~d of "A hog, a Jato; coar~e raill ery, to p(lur OU\
hog . a.nd 1t 1s removed.
to shut, to j erk as water.
Hog-11'1rmlh er, R kind of horse-play J1:llet, a jil~ a gi•lrly girl.
by _justling with the shoulder; Junp, to Jump, slencier in the
to Ju stle.
waist, banrlsorLe.
H ondie-crmv, a blood crow, corbie. Jink, to dodge., t;o turn r. comer•
1
H ool, outer sk in or case, a nutshell,
. a sudden turnino- a corner
a pea-husk.
Jink an'. diddle, m•ivf~g to music,
vn.ll~ys.
Hoolie, slowly, leisurely.
motwn of a fiddl er' s e)bQ1',
Ucoirl,_ to drcig,. to·pull violent.Iy.
Hoard, a hon.rd, to hoard.
Starting here 1tnd there wit>.
flr!•irli.n, tearrng
off, pulling !foordit, hoarded.
a
treµml o u ~ movement.
r(lughly.
H om, n. spoon made of born.
Ji'.nker, ~bat turns quickly, a ga1
llai:er-11tefll, oatmeal.
Horm·e, one of the many names
spnghtly girl.
Have1·~l, a half-witted perQQn, halfof the devil.
J.inkin', dodging, the quick motion
witted! one w?o habitually Host, or hoa11t, to cough.
of
the bow Qn the fiddle
talks tn a foohsb or incohe- IfoBtin _-coughing.
Jirt, a jer~, the emission of .,;ater,
rent manner.
Hot ch'd,
turned
topsy-turvy
to sqmrt.
.
Haffin1J, good manners, 1ecorum,
blended, ruined, moved.
' Jocteleg, a kind of knife.
good sense.
Ifnughmagandie, loose behaviour.
Jouk, to stoop, to bow the head, to
HawA-ie, a cow, properly one "with
ffowlet, an owl.
conceal.
a white face.
Ho1111ie, diminutive of houee.
Jaw,
to jo10, a verb, which .in
7eflpit, heaped.
H ove, hnved, to heave, to ewell.
e!udes both the swinging morlen./110111e, healthful, wholesome.
Horod·ie, a midwife.
tion and pea.ling sound of 8
ffeane, hoarse.
Howe, hollow, a hollow or dell.
large· bell; also the undulaflcrr~her, heath.
Il01!H!bach:it1 sun!!: in the back,
tion
of water.
Nech., ob strange! an exclamation
spoken of a horse.
J1mdie, to justle, a push with the
during beavy work.
How, ff, a house of resort.
elbow.
Hecht, promit1ed, t-0 foretell some- Ho1ok, to dig.
t~ing that i.11 to be got or
Hmokit, digged.
K.
given, foretold, the thing fore- H awkin', digging deep.
/{ae, a daw.
told, offered.
Hoy, hoy't, to urge, urged.
ffecHe, a board in which a.re fixed .floyBe, a pull upwards. "Hoyse a Kail, colewort, a .kind of hrotb
Kat'lr1mt, the stern of colewort.
a number of sharp steel
creel," to raise a basket· hence Kai11., fowls, &c., paid as rent by a
prongl'I , upright for dres!'ing
"hoisting creels."
'
farmer.
hemp, flax, &c.
Ho!fte, to amble crazily.
riee balo•i, words used to soothe a H ughoc, diminutive of Hughie as Keliar1J, rafters.
Kebbud~,
a cheese.
child.
Hughie is of Hugh.
'
, J Heeu-01or~-go1cdie,
topsy-turvy, H1tm11 and hanker11, mumbles a.nd Keckle, joyous cry; to cackle as a
hen.
turned the bottom upwards.
seeks to do what he cannot Keek~ a keek, to peep.
fleeze, to elevate, to rii<e, to lift.
perform.
Kelpte11, a sort of mischievou 1
Hellim, the rudder or helm.
Hunl.:er11, kneeling and falling back
water-spirit, said to haunt
Herd, to tend tlockl', one who
on the hams.
·
fords and ferries at night estends fl ocks.
H111·cheo11, a hedgehog.
pecially
in storms.
'
Herrin', a. herring.
Hnrd·'.'e11, the loins, the crupper.
Herry, to plunrler; mo11t properly If11Bhw11, a cushion, also a stock- Ken, to know; ken'd or ken't,
knew.
to plumler birtl11' nests.
ing wanting the foot.
Kennt'.n, a sma.ll matter~
tlerrY,nienl, plundering, deva11ta- Hnchyalled, to move with a hilch.
Ket-Krtty, matteil, a fleeee of
t10n,
wool.
lle·rt1el-hfr8el, a fl ock of sheep,
I.
Kiai~ght,
c1trking, anxiety, tQ he
also a herd of cattle, of any
ma flutter.
/d~er, an ear of corn
S•lrt.
K~lt. to truss up t.he cloth 011 ,
l eroe, a great grandchiJd.
Het, Lot, hen.t.ed.
K~m,me~, a young girl, a gossip.
Ilk, or ilka, each, every.
llenyh., a crag, a ravine; co<1lKm
, ll:rndred.
lll-deedie, mischievous.
he11gh , a coal-pit; lowin heugh
Kin', kind.
fll-u;illie, ill-natured malicious
a bln?.ing pit.
'
niggard•y.
'
' Ki 11 g'•-.~•>0d, a certain p11rt of the
(J~f~.. hi/chin'.• to halt, halting.
entrails of an ox.
ln.gine, genius, ingenuity.
lfme!J, honey.
x.i:ntra, kintrlc, country.
.
Ingle, fire, fireplac~.
Fli>.g, to bang.
Hi'l'i·:, to walk crazily, tc walk higlt lnm, light from the fire, flame ~~rn, the hn.r~est supper, a ebur~
K~r11en,
to
cbnsten,
to
baptize.
from the hearth.
. ~:i,mely, t · rreep.
K1.11t, chest, a shop-counter.
I rede ye, I advise ye, I warn ye.
8141"'" ;:fry, chtpt, bnrren
Kitchen, anything tba.~ eat!! with
I'11c, I shall or will.
Tlitchi, a loop, ma.de a kn~t.
bread, to sen·ei kr ,oup
lther, other, one another.
ffiztie, huzzy, a young girl.
gravy.
'
'Hodrlin, the motion of a husbandKittle, to tickle, ticklish
J.
man riding on a cart-borstl ·
ltittli11g,
a
young
cat.
'Ihe
ace
humble.
' J, d . d
1
' ffodrfi'n-9•·ay, woollen cloth of a / rr 'a~~~; a so a familiar term
of ~iamonds ii! call ed amoni /
rustics the kittlin 's e'e.
co~rse quality, made by reingidd/y:~~;t~1rl folk!! for a
ghng one. blaok fleece with a Ja11k, to dally, to tritl~.
naggie,
.
rocks.like .knag:i., or point11Jf
J.ozen white ones.
/ Jrrukin', triftin dall in
;.Y'nappfo-hammer, a hammer fo1
~oyg1e, II twc:year-old sheep.
.farmer, talkin~' an/ n!t I
br~aking stones: ku"-p, tc
Ofl-•corc. a r1stance nne it curl- l
t.o the purp~se.
a waye
•trike vr break,

K ru:,'r'lin, croJked bot stro.n g,
tnotty.
Knoioe, a 1mall, round hillock, a
knoll.
f{uittle, to cuddle; kuitfin, cuddling, fondling.
Kyi, cows.
Kyle, e. district in Ayrshire.
Kyte, the belly.
~yr.he, to discover, to show one's

leap.
Hark1't, hearkened.
Harn, a very coarse linen.
lla11h, a fellow 1vbo kn ows not how
to act with propriety.
Htllftir, haetened.
Hai.d, to bold.
Y<01gh11, low-lying, rich land,
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Laddie, diminutive of la.d.
Laggen, the angle between the

0

·I

I
I

I
I
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Jfatoin, mowing ; 1t1autt, mow !d,
mc111ld, mowed.
Jfattm, a 11mall bMket, without a

Lint-tohite, a linnet, ftl\xen.
Loan, the place of milking.
Lomring, lane.
Loo/, the palm o!· r.~e hand.
L oot, did let.
·
Loove11, the plural 'Jf Ioof.
Lm1h man ! rust:c exclamation

handle.
Jfeere, a mare.
Jfela ..chnlina11, mc.umfnl.
.Melder, a loa<I of co!ll, &c., 1ent "
the mill to be gt .. und.
Jfell, to be intimnte, tc meddle,

modified from Lord man.
Lo11n, a fellow, a ragamuffin, a

woml\n 9f eaPy virtue.
Lm1p, le1tp, startled with pain:
Louper-like, lan -louper, a stranger

f.

l1..1~uur,

,_, ;) , \ I ~ i .

of a suspected character.
Lntoe, a Bame.
Lotoin.', flaming; lo1o1n-dr011th,
. burning de!.'ire for drink.
Lotorie, abbreviation of Lawrence.
Lotot1e1 to loose.
Lotot1ed, unbound, looeed.
Lug, the ear.
Lug of the lmo, at the judgmentseat.
blgget, having a handle.
Ltrggie, a small wooden dish, with
a handle.
Lum, the chimney; lvm-head,
chimney-top.
Lrmch, a huge piece of cheese,
flesh, d:.c.
Lunt, a column of smoke, to e::aoke,
to walk quickly.
Lyart, of &·mixed colour, gray.

side and the bottom of a
wooden dish.
laigh., low.
Lairing, lairie, wading, 11.nd einking in snow, mud, &c., miry.
Laith, loath. impure.
Lm'. thfu', bashful, sheepish, abstemious.
Lallans, Scottish dialect, Lowlands.
Lambie, diminutive of lamb.
Lamm-011 moon, harvest-moon.
Lampil, a k.ind of sbell-fi'lh, a
limpet.
Lan', ltwd, e!'tate.
Lan'-rifo·re, foremost horse in the
plough.
M.
Lan'-ahin, hindmost horse in the
Jfae, and mair, more.
plough.
Maggot'11-meat, food for the worms.
Lane, lone; my fone, thy lane, &c.,
Jfahntm, Satan.
myselr alone.
A/ailen,
a farm.
Lanely, lonely.
Lang, long; to think lang, to long, 1lfaist, most, almost.
J/01'stly, mo11tly, for the greater
to weary.
pnrt.
lop, did leap.
Jfak:, to make; makin', making.
l.,n,te ond <1ir, late and early.
Lalle, the re11t, the remainder, the Jf<1lly, Molly, Mary.
.Jiang, among.
others.
Afrcn11e, the house of tbr parish
Laverock, the 111.rk.
minister i11 called "th'?
Lmvlrm', lowland.
Manse."
- Lay my dead, attribute my death.
Man.teele, a mantle.
Le<1l1 loy:i l, true, faithful.
ilfork, marks. This and Peveral
L~nr, learning, lore.
other nouns which in EngLi!e-!,nny, live-long.
lish require an " to form the
LuA.:>me luvc, happy, gladsome
plurl\l, are in Scotch, like the
love.
word& sheep, deer, the same
Le,zt! m-. a phrase of cortgratulain both numbers.
tor;· :mdearment; I am happy
l11ark,
merk, a Scottish coin, value
in t.bee or proud of thee.
thirteen !'hillin~!'I and fourl.t1te~, a thr~ ~-pr(l!lged and barbed dl\·t for striking fiRh.
' •
pence.
Marled, party-coloured.
f,tmgf, dill ~augh.
)frr.r'11 year, the year 1715. Called
LMilr, a look, to (Qok.
Mar'a year from the rebelUbb~, )8.Stre ;ed.
lion of Erskine, E11rl of
Lick, 4i ~ ket, beat, thrn~hep
1
Mar.
£ifl, sky, firmament.
I
Lightly, sneeringly, to sneer at, to )fartifll c1i.11ck, the l!oldier'a :ampcomrn.de, female compaTion.
· undervalue.
JYfoshl11m, mixed com.
Lilt, a ballad, a tune, to sing.
Limmer, a kept mistress, a gtrom- Jfo1Jl.:, to ma.sh, Al! malt, &c., tc infuse.
pet.
11/askin-pat, teapot.
limp't, limped, hobbled.
Lfok, t.o trip along; linl.:in, trip- illaukin, a hare.
)frr.un, mmma, muet, muet n)t.
ping alongi.
,Jfru1t.• malt.'
~inn, s waterfall, a cn.sr.11.rfo.
l1fr.un11,
the thrush.
C,it1f, flax; lt'.:it .~ tft., b. ll tl".x in
Jfato. to mow.
fewer.

also a mallet for pounditil
barley in a 11tone trough.
to !!Oil with meal.
Jfen', to mend .
ltle1111e, good manners, decorum.
Jf~m1ele1111, ill-bred, rude, impuden'J/erle, the blackbird.
Jfe1111in, a small dog.
Jfiddin, a dunghill.
Jfiddin-creel.11, dung-hukets, pan.
niel'I! in which horses C&n'J
manure.
Middin-hole, a gutter at the bot.
tom of a dunghill.
Jfilkin'-11hiel, a place where cow1
or ewes are brought to h4I
milked.
Mim, prim, affectedly meek.
Jfim-mou'd, gentle-mouthed.
Jfin', to remember.
JfinatDae, minuet.
J,find't, mind it, resolved, intend
ing, remembered.
Minnie, mother, dam.
Jlirk, dark.
JfiBca'; to abuse, to call nameti;
...e.ea'd, abused.
JfUebler, accident.
Mi11leard, mischievoue, tanma1!.·
ner!y.
Milfteulc, mistook.
Jfither, mother.
.Jfi:rtie-m<1:r.~i·, confusedly mued.
misb-mlWiC...
Moinify, momified, to moieten, te
soak; moistened, soaked.
MOM-°meg, a large· piece of ordnance. to be 11een at the Caetlt
of Edinburgh, compoted of
iron bars welded together an•I
then hooped.
ltfMu, earth.
Jfony, or 111onie, many.
Jfoop, to nibble as a sheep.
·"oorlan, of or belongibg to 1b\l0h
MoNt 1 •the next day, to-morrow.
Jfot1, the mouth.
J/01fdi1cort, a molt-.
Jfon81e, dif!:inutive of m"'th .
ltluckle, or 1nickle, great, hi• ·
much.
·
Jfutttt-1Jff111k, mm!ee-rill, • !tank,
elow-flowing water.
Jfune, diq,iinutive of mu11e.
Mt111lin -hfi!, broth, CQmpo!!ed sl11.
ply of water, shelled bftr·
ley, Rnd greem1; thin P< "II
broth.
Jlutchki11, an English pinl
Jfy11r.l, my~elf.
.~feli:ie,
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f!a', no, not, nor.
, .. ,ue, or na, 01>, not an7.
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GLOSSARY.

· Na.eth1•g, or nat'fhi 11g, nothing.
Naig, ,\ horse, a nag.
Nane, none.
Nappy , ale, to be tipsy.
Neg le<;kit, neglected.
Ne.el>or, a n eighbour.
Neuk, nook.
Neist, next.
. Nt'eve, nief, the fist.
N ievef -n', handful.
Nifer, a.n exchange, to barter.
N1gu, a negro.
N~ne-taikd cat, a hangman'11 whip.

GLOSSARY.

P~ra1,ain, flattering.

Ram.t.am, thoughtless, forwa--.
R d
...
an ie, a 11colding sturdy be'"-•

Pibroch, a martial air.
. kl
P tc
e, a email quantity, one grain

a shrew.
""of corn.
Ranti n', joyous.
P _igmy-scrn.per, little fiddler; a Raploch., properly a coal'8e clotbi
term of contempt for a bad
but used for coarse.
p player.
Rarely, excellently, very well. ·
1;nt-stoup, a two-quart measure.
Rarh, a rush; rash-bu,at, a bullh of
P ine, pain, un easiness.
·
rushes.
P i ngle, a small pan for warming I Ratton, a rat.
children's sops.
Raucle, rash, .etout, fe1.1 lella. !Wk·
Plack,. an old Scotch coin, the
less.
'"'
third part of an Engli1h · Raught,• reached.
Ntt, a nut.
penny.
/ Rmc, a row.
Norland, of or belonging to the
Placklus, pennyles11, without mo- . Rax, to stretch.
north.
ney.
'
: Ream, cream, to cream.
Nott'.c't, notfoed.
Plaidi e, diminutive of plaid.
I R eamin', brimful, froth ing.
Nowte, black cattle.
Platie, diminutive of plate.
I Reave, take by force.
O
Pletc, or p leugh, & plough.
; R eb11te, to. repulse, rebuke.
O' 0 f.
•
Pliltk1:e, a trick.
, Reck, to h eed.
•
•
·
Plttmro11e, p· rimrose.
O'ergang, overbearingness, to treat Pock, a meal-bag.
I Rede, coun sel, to counsel, to di 11 .
wr1e.tahd. indignity, literally to Poi nd, to seize· on cattle, or •ake I R course.
t
...,,
ed-p eats, burning t nrfs.
O'erlay, an upper cravat.
the goods as the laws of Scot- Red-wat-sh od, wa lking in blood
Ony, or onie, any.
l1tnd allow, for rent, &c.
over th e shoe-tops.
0 . ft
d ti
Poorteth, poverty.
Red-wud, stark mad.
Or, II! d~"; use or ero, before.
P o8ie, a nosegay, a ga.rlnnd.
R ee, half drunk, fuddled. a re•
rra- u 1.e11, superftuous rags, P ou, pou'd, to pull, pulled.
'
~
old clothe11.
Poul!., to pluck.
y n.ud, a wild hor!ln
O't, of it.
P oussie, a hue or cat.
Reek, sm oke.
.
Ourie droop1°ng •hi'veri
R eeh11', sm oking.
.
·'
' "
ng.
PoUBe, to pluck with the hand.
01'rsel, oursels, ourselves.
Pout, a polt, a chick.
R eek it, smoked, sm oky.
Outler8, outliers; cattle unhoused. P ott'I, did pull.
Reestit! Htood restive; stunted,
Ower, owre, over,
p
h
with ered.
OUJTe-hip, striking with a foreout erey, fiery, active.
R ernead, remedy.
h
b b .
Pmtthery, like powder.
P.eqttite, retrui ted.
am?1er Y rmging it with Pow, the head, the skull.
I
a ewmg over the h ·
I Re11t ric/.:~d,. restri cted.
0"'11en, ·oxen.
Ip.
Pownie, a little horse, a pony.
R ew, to smil e, look alfectionn.tclv,
o~ured, carried or 11upported un PPowtlhe.r, or pouthe;, gunpowder.
tend erly.
.
d th
rec air, superemment. .
Ricldes, !!h ocks of corn stoo k".
er e arm.
·
Preen, a 'p in.
· Riddle, instrum ent for puri fying
Prent, prin ting, print. ·
corn.
P.
Prie, to taste; prie'd, tasted
· Rief- randie8, men who take the
z.
Pri ef, proof.
•
. p,ac,.,, intimate, familiar: twelve p .
property of oth ers, accomstone of wool.
rig, ~o cheapen, .to dispute; prigpanied by f"iol ence and rude
Pa.idle, paidlen, to walk with diffigm, cheapemng.
i
words.
culty, as if in water.
Primllie, demure, preci11e.
l Rig, a ri dge.
Pa.inch, paunch.
Propone, to l~y down, to propose. R i n., t? run, to melt; rinnfo', run.
Paitrick, a partridge.
Pund, .T!""d 0 tow, pound, pound
nmg.
·Panf' to cram.
weight of the refuse of flax .
Rink, the coursE.' of the stones, a
Pyet,
a magpie.
· curling on ice.
P ar , court.ship.
p
!· . t erm m
Parillhen, parish.
yle, a pyle, 0 ' cajf, & single grain R ip, a. han dful of unthre~bed com.
p
of chaff.
R' l
arritch, oatmeal pudding, a P11stle, epistle.
I '·PP e.R' pnin s in the back an:J
well-known Scotch drink
J
loms, sounds whi ch usher in
Pat, did put, a pot.
'
! death.
Pattle, or pettle, a small spade to
Q.
J Rippli11-k'!me,
instrument foJ
clean the plough.
Quat, quit.
'
dress mg fl1tx.
Paughty, proud, h11.ughty.
Qnak, t.he cry ofa duck.
Risk?'t, a noise like th e tearir,g "'
. Pauky, cunning, sly.
roots.
Pay't, paid, beat.
Quech, a drinking-cup made of
Rockin', a denominati on fr.! a
n
k
h
wood
with
two
handles.
f
· di Y \•isit. In form"r
r'cot-ree ' t e ~moke of burning Q
rien
turf, a bitter exhalation
'"t!!f• a cow from one to two year11
tim es youn g women met wit.h
whisky.
'
old, a heifer.
their distaffi. during th e ~in.
p. l
Quines, quen.ns •
., , ~ fetch the breath shortly, Quakin, quaking.
ter ev enin~i:, to sing, a nd spin,
&II 10 an asthma.
and be mer·ry ; t bl!!'e wer~ ·
PecAa_", the crop, the !!tomach.
called "rockings. "
.
Pecht'.~, r~spiring with difficulty.
R.
Ro~:e, distaff.
Pennie, riches.
R ood, 1> tltnd~ likewi11e for the plu.
Rag1ceed, herb-ra.-ort.
1
d
p,et, a · d omesticated l!heep, &c., a R
'b,
e ··
ra , roo s.
1
favourite.
a a .e, to rattle, nonsense.
Roon, a shred, the selvage of wool.
Pettle, to cherish.
R air, to roar.
Jen clotb.
01. ·1a1.R aize, to madden,
inflame.
R
,-,., .""~' t~e kilt.
R
0011e, to praise, to comm end.
,P lra~, fair speechel!, flattery, to
amfeezled, fatigued, overpower- llo11n', round, in the circle .ll
tatter.
ed.
neighbourhood.
R.ampin', raging.
R<>14pet, hoarse. u with a oolcl.

ROVJ, t.o roll, to rap, to roll u
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Shat:er, 11o bumorou1 wag, a barber. Sma', 11"11tll.
Sha tJie, to do aIJ m tum.
\ S medrfom, du st, powder, mettl411
Slurw, to 11how; a emati WO·Jd in ..
sense, sagacity.
•
holl ow place.
I Smiddy, smithy.
Sheep -1hm 1k, t'J thi'.nk one'1 ulf nae S mirki ng, good-natured, wil1kin1f
8heep-11hrrnk, to be <'Onceited.
Smoor, emoored, to 11mother, 1moSh.erra-11111ir, Sheriff-Muir, the fathered.
mous br•.tle of, 1715.
Sm01itie, 1mntty, ohscene; wmovtif
Shet1gh, a d1Ceh , a trench, a sluice.
phiz, t1ooty aspect.
Shiel, 11heaUng, a sh epherd's cot- Smytrie, a numnr ~.: collection of
tage.
small ind it tauals.
Shill, shrill.
Snapper, mistake.
Shog, a shock, a push oft' at one &a11h, 11.bnse, Billingsgate, imper

water.
R01c't, rolled, wrapped.
Rotcte, to low, to bellow.
Ro1cth, plenty.
R o!Ctin ·, lo'!t ing.
Rozet, rosi "'l •
Rumbw-g ..mptt'.on, rough commonser .rn.
Rtt.ti-dei'AI, downright devil11.
Rufi{, , a cudgel.
l'l•4"'1t, the stem of colewort or cabba.ge.
Rw11~:ied, wrinkled.
R11.th, I\. wvn."n 'e name, the book
111> ~a'le<l , eorrow.
llyke, roJ.c..i.

I

J

~dL

tin enc~
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Sh.oo, ill to please, ill t'l fit.
Sh.0<1l, a shovel.
Slw on, shoel!.
Shore, to offer, t-0 threat.en .
Shor'd, half offered and threat-

&'ft, ll.:>ft.
&.fr, to ser,..., s sore ; .airie, eor-

Sho11ther, the ~boulder.
Shot, one traverl'e of the shuttle

Brie, ~o.

ened.

~ u wfu l.
Pnfrl.y, sorely.
S ...iir't, se rved.
S ark, a. shirt.
S arki t, provid ed in shirts.
S a 11gh , willow.
Sr111gh-1oond ie8, withies, made of

·

from side to side of the web.
Sic, such.
Sicker, sure, steady.
Sidel1·~1s,

l'ideling, slanting.

S ilken-enood, a fillet of silk, a

Snaio, sn ow, to snow.
Snato-broo, melted snow.
Snau;ie, l!D owy.
S nnp, to lop, to cut off.
S11ed -be11om11, to cm broomr..
S11 ee11hin, enuff.
811ee11h i 11-111ill, a !!naff-box.
S raell and 811elly, bitter, biting a
snellelf1, bittere!' t.
Snick-drn millf], trick, contriving
Sn ick, the Jatchet of a door.
Snirt, rnirtl,, <'oncealed le.aghter,
to hreathe the nostrils in •

token of virginity.
displ ease·J mann er.
S iller, silver, mon ey, white.
Snvol, one wh ose epirit is hroken
willows, now supplanted by S immer, summer.
with oppressive slavery; tit
ropes n.nd chains.
Sin, a 11on.
submit tl\mely, to·11neak.
Sanl, soul.
Si11s.vne, since then.
Sn~e, to go 11moothly and conS a nmont, ra.lmon.
Skrr.i th, to damage, to injure, inetantly, to sneak.
S rr. m•f, Ba io •.et, saint; to varnish.
jury.
Snowk, m.orok it, to l!cent or muff
8a11t, rnlt.
8keiyh, proud, nice, saucy, metal! a dog, scented. snuffed.
S mo. to sow.
tl ed.
8 odger, a soldi er.
S rrroi.tt' , sowing.
Skeigh, !'by, maiden coyness.
Son11ie, having sweet engaginr
S a.-c, six.
Skellum, a noisy reckless fellow.
looks, lucky, j olly.
Scand, to scald.
Skelp, to strike, to slap; to walk Somn, to !!wim.
s~11lcl, to scold . .
with a smart tripping step, a Souk, to !'uck, to i:lrink long a:icl
8cau r, apt to be scared; a precismart stroke.
enduringly.
pitous . bank of earth which Skelpi,-limmer, a technical tenlin 8 'J•1ple, flex ible, ewift.
th e stream has washed red.
· female scolding.
S ouplerf., suppl et\-Semel, a !!cold.
8kelpi n, Bkelpit, striking, walking S rmth.tr, to solder.
&one, a kind of bread.
rapidly, literally striking the S rmtcr, a sh oemaker.
Sconn er, 1t loathing, to loath.
ground.
Sowe118, the fine· fl our remam.tng
Scra ich and S criegh, to scream, a11 Sk-inkUn, thin, gauzy, scaltery.
am ong the seed s of oatme•
a hen or partridge.
Skfrling, shrieking, crying.
made into an agreeable pudS creed, to tear, a rent; 1creeding, Skirl, to cry, to shriek shrilly.
ding.
t earing.
Skirrt, shrieked.
Soirtp, a spoon fa I, s small quantity
SC"';,...1e, 8crieven, to glide sonly, Sklent, slant, to run aslant, to deof anything liquid.
gl eeqomely along.
viate from truth. .
8011Jtli., to try over a time with 1
Scrimp, to sc1tnt.
Sldented, ran, or hit, in an oblique
low whi stle.
Scn'.mpet, scn,nt, scanty.
direction.
Spae, to prophery, to divine.
Scroggie, covered with underwood, Sko11th, vent, free action.
Spailll, chips, splinter!.
b ~ hy .
Skreigh, a scream, to scream, the Spa11 l, a limh.
&uldridrey, fornication.
Spn irge, t.o clash, to soiJ, u with
first cry uttered by a child.
&~i.in', seizmg.
Skyte, a worthle11s fellow, to slide
mire.
.Jel', self; a body's 1el', one'11 11elf
rapidly off.
Spate11, sndden floods •
&!one.
Slcyrin, party-coloured, the checks Spa r:iet, having the spavin.
'lr.itt, did still.
of the tartan.
Speat, a S1'1"eeping torrent afhr -.
81.ae,
aloe.
rain -or thaw.
Se,.•,
!lend
SertJan', se"nnt.
Slade, did slide.
Speel, to dimb.
Settli n', settling; to get a seflUn', 81.ap, a gate, a breach in a fence. Spen ce, the parlour of a farml!.011tt
to be fri ghted into quietness. Slruc, slow.
or cottage.
.-Yef,a, Bets off, goes away.
' Slee, 11l.eest, ely, slyest.
Spier, to &sk, to inquire; ipift'ti
Sleek
it,
sleek,
sly.
inquired.
8hachlet-/eet, ill-sh1tped.
Shair'd, a shred, a shard.
Sliddery, slippery.
Spinnin-grriith, wheel and rot•
8!&ang11n, a stick cleft at one end Slip-11h.od, smooth shod.
and lint.
fo1 pulling the tail of a dog,
Slriken, quench, 1lake.
i Splatter, w splutter, a !plutter.
&c., by way of mischief, or to S lyr e, to fall over, a11 a wet furrow Splt!Uf!h'l·n, a tob1'cco-pouch.
frightim hin; away.
from the plough.
Splnre, a frolic, noi!!e, rio\.
Bhnk-i t, walk it; 1hanlu, legs.
Sly~t-o'er, fell over with a slow
Sprachl~, ecrambled.
'1.1ul. shallow.
reluctant motion.
1 8prattle, to l!C.ramble.
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Stook, tttooked, a. shock of corn,
8preek~d, spotted, speckled.
mn.de into shocks.
Spring, a quick air in musiC, a.
Stat, e. young bull or ox.
Scottish reel.
Sprit, ttpret, a tough-rooted pln.nt Stormd, sudden pang of the heart.
. something like rushes, joint. Stoup, or tttorrp, a. kind of hi gh
ed-leavod ruQh.
nn.rrow jug or dish with a
SP"ittie, full of spirits.
handl e for holding liquhl,!I.
8p1mk, fire, mettle, wit, spark.
Stowre, du st, more pa.rticulo.rly
dust in motion; t11':11orie, du!'.lty.
Sp tmkie, mettlesome, fiery; will
o' the wisp, or ignie fatuue; Stotonb:ns, by stealth.
Stown, stolen. the devil.
~purtle, a. etick used in making
Stoyte, the walking of n
oatmeal pudding or porridge,
man.
·
Straek, did strike. .
& notable Scottish dish.
fqvad, a crew or party, a. squad~ Strae, straw; to die a fair Bfrne
· death, to die in bed.
ron.
Squatter, to flutter in water, as Straik, to stroke; ttfrail•et, stroked.
a wild-duck, &e.
Strappen, tn.11, hand some, vigorous.
8q11at.tfo, to l'prawl in the act of Strath, low alluvial land, a holm.
biding.
Strcrught, strnight.
8qneel; a. scream, a. screech, to Streek, stretched, tg stretch.
ecre8m.
Striddle, to straddle.
Stach.er, to stagger.
Stroo.n, to spoitt~ to piss.
Stack, a. rick of corn, hay, poats.
Strovp, tho spout.
Stoggi e, a eta.g.
Stndd·i e, the anvil.
~·1a. ig, a. two year-old horse.
Stumpie, diminutive of stump; a.
8t11l10art, e·t ately, strong.
grub pen.
St11ng, sting, stung.
Sr.-rm1t, spirituous liqnor of any
Stcm't, to et.and; 1tan' t, did stand.
kind; to walk sturdily, to bl'
Strr.ne, stone.
affronted.
Stank, did stink, a pool of stand- St"'ff, corn or pulse of any kind.
ing water, slow-moving water. Stnrt, trouble; to molest.
Startin, frighted.
Stap, stop, stave.
Stark, stout, potent.
Styme, n. glimmer.
Suckflr,
sugar.
Startle, to run a.s cattle stung by
the gadfly.
811d, should.
8tauhn, stalking, walking dis- Sngh, the continued rushing noise
dainfully, walking without a.n
of wind or water.
n.im.
S"mph, a. pluckless fellow, with
Sta11mrel, a. blockhead, half-witted.
little berJ.Tt or soul.
1
1Stn10, did steal, 'to surfeit.
Srtthron, Southern, n.n old name
' Stech., to cram the belly.
I of the English.
SuJafrd, sword.
Stecht'n, cramming.
f;Jtee!~, to ebut, a stitch.
S1rall'd, 11wPHe'1.
':Iteer, to molest, to stir.
S1oank, stately, .Jolly.
Steet·e, firm, compacted.
S1oankie, or Bwanker, a. tight st.r:ip~'tell, a. still.
' ping young fellow or girl.
Sten, to rear as a horse, to leap 81oap, .. n t!.t>JI ·. L:-.g . ., ~ 1 ',arter.
euddenly.
S1oarfed, swooned.
~travogin, wandering without an Stoat, did sweat.
a.im.
·
S1oa.tch, a. sample.·
~le11t11, tribute, dues of any kind.
S10attt, drink, good a.le, new ale or
~'tey, steep ; BfyeBf, steepest.
wort.
)tibble, stubble; Bh1bble-rig, the Sweer, lazy, a.verse; dead-1noecr,
reaper in harvest who takes
extremely a.verse.
the lead.
S1ooor, swore, did ewenr.'
rtrck-an'-8tow, tot.ally, altogether. S1oinge, to beat, to whip.
Vilt-BtiltB, a. crutch; to limp, tc
81oinke, to labour hard.
bnlt; pole!' for crossing a.· 81oirlie, kna.ggy, full of knot.a.
river.
j ::Jwirl, a. curve, an eddying blast
lfi•prr.,.t, the eighth pa.rt of a. !
ur pool, a. knot in the wood.
Winchester bushel.
Swith, get a.wo.y.
'tit 'c, a cow or bullock a yee.r Stoith.er, to hesitate in c:ioice, an
old.
irresolute wavering in choice.
to..;k, a plant of colewort, cab- 8yeb010, a thick-necked onion. ·
bages.
Syne, since, a.go, then.
tockiu', stocking; thratoing the
•tockin', when the bride and
T.
bridegro:>m a.re put into bed,
the former throws" stocking Tackettt, broad-headed nails for
at random among the comthe heels of ehoee.
pany, and the person whom Tae, a. toe; three-taed, having threP
it fa.Ile on is t.h e next that
prongs ..
wlil be married.
1 Tak, to take; takin, taking.

Trwglc, o. 11ua-wecd U!!ed al! !!alad.
'J'rr.p, the t<>p.
J'op etle!!1t, heedless, foolish.
Ta rge, tarfle t.hem. tighfly, eroe~
qu es t.ion them BO'l" er c·l.v.
1'an·mv, to murmur at on1i'R A.llow.
n,nce.
Tarry-breelr11, a. sn.ilor.
1'a BBie, B smn.11 men.sure for liquor.
Tauld, or tald, told.
Taupie, a. fll'lli sh, thoughtle11
young p.ers .:m.
Ta11te(/,, or tmit:t, matted together
(i;ipoken of ha:r· and wool).
Tmoie, that allows itse lf peaceably
to be handled (~poken of a.
cow, horse, &c.)
Teat, a smn.11 quo.nti ty.
Teethl.e68 bu wtie, toothless cur.
Teet file11s gab, a mouth wanting
the teeth, an expression of
scorn.
Ten-hott.rs-b1'te, a. slight feed to
the horse whil e in the yoke in
the forenoon.
'Fent., a field pulpit, heed, caution;
t.o take heed.
·
Tentie, h eedful, cautious.
1'entlesB, heedlcs:o, cn.reles11.
Ttp1gh,, tough.
Thad:, thatch ; thack an' rar,
clothing n.nd necessaries.
Thae, 1.hese.
Thairmtt, sm<tll guts, fiddle -stringt.
Thankit, thanked.
Thee!Ut, thatched.
Thegither, to;;e ther.
Them8cl', thern snl ves.
Thick, intimate, familiar.
Tht'.gger, crowding, mn·k., • noite;
a. seeker of alms.
T1iir, th ese.
Thirl, to thrill.
Thirl.ed, thrilk.i, vlbrnted.
Thole, tu suffer, to endure.
Th.otoe, a thaw. to thaw.
Thmole11B, slack, lazy.
Thrcmg, throng, busy, a crowd.
Thrapple, throat, windpipe.
Thrmo, to i>prain, to twist, to contradict.
Tlr.ratoin', twisting, &c.
Thra ·ror., sprained, twisted, con -tradicted, contradiction.
Threap, to maintain by din~ "1" M ·
eertion.
ThreBhin', threshing; thretth.n'·
tree, a. flail.
Threteen, · thirteen.
Thr1:ttr.ZP,, thi stle.
Through, to go on with, tv mail. 1
out.
Thro11ther, pell-mell, confu~edlJ
(through-ither).
Th~tt.111, s ound of a. spinning-wheol
'.n motion, the •.brcatl r emain·
:ng at the end of II. web.
Th11d, to mo.ken. loud intermPtenf
noise.
Th.m11m01·t, foumart, polecat.
T!111111pi1, thump ~ d.
Th.1111el', thy self.
Till't., to it.
Timmer, timber.

.UVUU.£~..L" ..&. •

Wat, a mau' a "l'V~r dress: a sori
Tioa /a11l, twofold.
\
of ml\ntle.
f ·ine, to loee; t.int, losL
Tr.oin, to part.
.
I lr11ter-br•1'ft', b rn~IJ mftd e or me.I
f\nkler, a. tinker.
T·io-i•tle, twisting, the art of making
nnd wat.er ~i 1 nply. 'vitb out the
Tip, a. ram.
a. rope.
additi on uf milk. butter, .to.
Tippence. twopence, money ..
1
Tyke,
a.
dog
.
Wattl e, a twi j!. a wBnd.
Tirl, to mnke a slight no111e, to
Ty11day, Tuesday.
Wa,1 ble. to sw inir, to reel.
un coYer.
l1'1.111.Hr1. wakin:,: . \l"t1tehing.
Tirli·n \ ti rlet, uncovering.
u.
Waukit, thickened 1'1! fullen d•
Tither, the other.
.
cloth.
T€ttle, to whisper, to prate idly.
Unbaclc'd filly, a. young mare
Waukrife. not apt to eleep.
Ti!tlh, whispering.
.
hitherto unsaddled.
lVa11r, wurse , to worst.
'I >cl.Jr, marriage portion; tocher Unco, strange, uncouth, very, very
W aur't, worsted.
ba 11 d 8 marriage bonds. •
great, prodigioul!.
1
Ta-l, a fo~. " Tod i' tioe /au1.d,"
Wea11, a. child.
Unco11, news.
Weary-w,i ddle, toilsome conte11t. of
fox in the fold.
\ U1rfrr.uld, unfold.
life.
Toddle, to tottm-, like the walk. of
Unke1111'rl, unknnwn.
.
.
Wen 11on, weal!a.t1d, windpipe.
•
a child; todleri-daw, toddling Untticke1' uncertain, wa.vermg, mWea ven' th.e 11tacking, to kntl
dove.
.
.
,,
secure.
stockings.
-Too-fa', "Too fa.' o' the mc?t,
Un11km'.th.ed, unda.ma.ged, unhurt.
Weeder-clip 11 , instrument for rewhen twilight darkens mto
moving weeds.
night; a building added, a. Upo', upon.
Wee, little; tcee thirt[JW, little onee,
lean-to.
V.
toee bit 11 a emall matter.
Toom, empty.
lf'eel. ,.ell~' •oeeffn~e, ~ .. u·ar"
Toomed, eruptied.
V'lp'rin .,apo'l1'in!?·. . .
'.feet.
Jin, · etn..:!.,; l .rec.
Twp e. r'\m.
l unti. joy -l'.13, c:· hgl.. wL.. n
R'e'11e, we shall.
Tob., a t1,~.:!t.
cannot c~nta.in itself.
lVha, who.
Tasie, w1.t rm and rud~y with
very.
lVhaizle, to wheeze.
warmth, good-lookmg, in- Vera,
Vfrl, a ring round a. column, &c.
Wlralpit, whelped.
toxicating.
Vogie, vain.
Whang, a leathorn thong, a pie~
Toutt, a hamlet, a farmhouse.
of chee se, bread, &c.
Tout, tho blast of a horn or tnnnWhare, where; tohar,e'er, whe
. pe,, to blow a born. or tre'll~et.
ever.
.
.
Touzles, to11zling, rompmg,_rufilmg
Wa', wall; ton's, we.He.
Wheep, to fly nimbly, to Jer•.
the clothes.
Wab 8 ter, a. weaver.
penny-wheep, <!mall-be~ r.
.
fo10, a rope.
Wad, would, to bet, a. bet, a
WhC1Ae, 1ahri's, wbo~e-who ts.
rorvmfln¢,, a twelvemonth.
pledge.
What
reek,
neverthele11~.
Taw;-.i e, rough, shaggy.
Wadna, woulcl not.
.
Whid, thll motion of a. hMe r11 !1·
Toy,• very old fa1:1hion of female
Wad.i d, land on which money is
nin~, but not frighted-a. h e.
bead-dre11B.
lent, n. mortg'l.ge.
WhiJrl,.n, running al a. bare •)! .
f, 1yte, to totter like old a.ge.
lVm'w1>e: uiaefu', sorrowful;
t'(•ney. .
.
Trcmu1. 1,1irrow-trart~, the ha.ndle1
w11.iling.
•
Whi711W!lfo.erie•, whims, fan cJC~
uf 11 barrow.
crotcbets.
TramMi']r-y i.ed,
transmigrated, Waefu'-1!wodie, ha.ngma.n's rope.
Wae!ltt.cbl Wae'• me I Ala.s ! 0
Whilk, which.
. .
metamorphosed.
the pity!
Whingt'n', crying, compla 1ntn;;,
Trmrh.trie, traah, rubbish.
Wa' flamer, wall-flower.
fretting.
•
Triche, full of tricks.
Waft, woof; the cross thread th~t
Wllirl·igigrm111, useless orna.men ;i.,
Trig, spruce, nea.t.
.
goes from the shuttle through
trifling 11ppendages..
Tr:i mly cleverly, excellently, m a
the web.
'Whillitle, a whistle, to whistle.
,
ee;mly manner.
Wa.if11 an' crocktt, stny ~beep and
Whisht, silence ; tn hold 01'! •
Trinle, tl'intle; the wheel of a. barold ewes past breedmg.
·
uihittl,
to
be
silent.
row, to roll.
Wair, to Jay out, to expend.
Whisk whiitket to sweep, to lash.
Trinkl·i n, trickling. ·
Wale, choice, to choose.
Whittkin• berr.rd, 3 beard like thf
Trogger 8 , trogyin', wandering m~r
Wal'd,
chose,
chosen.
whiskers of a cat.
chants, goods to truck or disWalie, ample, large, j.olly, a.leo an
Whid:it, lashed, the ~otiot;i ot •
pose of.
exclamation of distress.
horse's tail removmg fli es.
Tra10, to believe, to trust to.
lVame, the belly • .
Wh. itt~r, a hearty draught of liquor
Trototh, truth, a. petty oath.
Wmncfu', a bellyful.
Whi:ttle, a knife.
"l'rystB, appointments, love meetWanchnnttie, unlucky.
Wh•m 11 tmae, a whinstone.
ings, cattle shows.
W anrettt, wanretttfu', restless, unTumbler- wheeu, the wheels of a
Wt.,, with.
.
reetful.
Wick, to strike i !tone JU an °~·
kind of low cart.
Wark,
work.
lique
direction,
a
term Ill
T11g, raw hi•le, of which in old
Wark-b,me, 1. tool to work with.
time plough-traces were frecurling.
.
•
Warld'tt-worm, "miser.
Widdif"• twi'!ted hke a w_itby, quently ma.de.
\ W arle, ur toarld, world.
who merits hanging.
Tug or tow, either in lea.ther or
Warlock, a. wizard; tcarhx:lc-lmo-tof!,
Wiel a •mall whirlpool.
rope.
\
a. knoll where warlocks once
Wift;-w,.fikie, e. diminuti.ve oi eD
'f'ulzie, a. quarrel, to quarrel, to
· held tryste.
•
Jee.ring name for w1fe
~ghL
Warly, worldly, eager ill amusmg
Wight stout, enduring
rwa, two j . t1oa-fald, twofold.
wealtb.
Witly~rt-glmoer, a bewildered disT1oa-thrr.e, a. few.
Warran', a warrant, to wa.rrant.
mayed stare.
T1oad, it would.
War11le,
wrestle.
Wimple-tcomplet, to meander, n..fbal, twelve; t1oalpenm~ worth,
WarBl'd, or 1carttt'.led, wrestled.
andered, to enfold.
. ·
,a l'tnall quantity, a. penny• Wimpli11, waving, meandennc.
wortb.-N. B. One penny Watttrie, prodiga.hty.
Wat. wet: J wat-l wot-I know. 1
EnK;lish is 12d. Scotch.
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GLOSSARY.

JV.C.', to wind, to winnow.

w1n..i ..'-thrend,

putting

thread

Into bank11. .
Wi11'0, winded as a bottom of yarn.
Wi"'• wind.
Wi11, live.
Winna, will not.
Win11ook, a window. 0
Wintome, he1uty, vaunted, gay.
Wintle, a staggering motion, to
stagger, to reel.
Wia1, to wish.
Witkmiten, without.
Wizened,
hide-bound,
dried,
•shrunk.
Winze, a curse or imprecation.
Wormer, a wonder, a contempt'ilous
appellation.
W09', wool
Woo, to court, to me.ke love to.
W'idd1'.e, a rope, more properly
Oll9 Qf with11 or willow11.

r

Woer-btJba,t.h e ~P.rter knitted below
the kn Ae wl th a.couple ofloops.
Wordy, wort.hy.
Wor.!et, worsted.
Wrack, to tease, to vex.
Wud, wild, mad; w11d~mad, distracted.
Wumble, a wimble.
Wraith, a. spirit, a. ghost, an apparition exactly like a. living
person, whose a.ppea.ra.nce is
said to forbode the person's
approaching death ;
also
wrath.
Wrang, wrong, to wrong.
Wreeth, a drifted heap of snow.
'Wyliecoat, a flannel vest.
Wyte, blame, to blame.

Y.
Ye, this pronoun .. &equently

Yea,.,.,, longw mneb.
YeaUng.!, boru
the ame year,
coevals.
Year, is used hoth for 11ingwlu
and plural, y ear@.
Yell, barren, that gives no mill.
Yerk, to lo.~h. to jerk.
Yerket, jerked, lashed
Yutreen, yesternight.
Yett, a gate.
Ye11k'.!, itches.
Yill, ale. .
Yird, yirded, earth, earthed, Dll
ried.
Yokin', yoking.
Y ont, ayont, beyond.
Yirr, lively.
Yowe, an ewo.
Y Otoie, diminutive ~ ....,
l"'..U, Chrutmu.
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